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To My Fellow Fitness Professional,

The best way to look at this book is as a map; it 

will show you where to go and how to get there, 

but it is in no way the only way to move forward. 

You can choose a different path at every stage of 

the process, or throw the map away altogether 

and figure it out yourself... the choice is yours.

I am simply trying to provide you with guidance 

based on my experience in the fitness industry. My 

background is as a bootstrapping entrepreneur. 

The suggestions I make are based on my 

background in making things move fast with little 

to no money, relying solely on my own ability to 

learn and adapt to the market with the resources 

at hand.

I have never had the luxury of excessive resources; 

I build things myself. This is a good thing. What 

few people realize is that the struggle of the small 

business owner is a blessing: it eliminates the 

weak and protects us from unworthy competition. 

It also teaches us how and why we do things the 

way we do. If and when we grow and succeed, 

we are then prepared to manage more qualified 

individuals underneath us. If it was not for our 

experience doing things ourselves, we would risk 

being taken advantage of by our hired resources.

That is why you will find that I cover so many 

tasks within this document. While you could 

hire out a lot of them, it would behoove you to 

do them yourself (even if the tips I give you will 

feel like “cheats” sometimes). They will require 

some work, but in the end you will have a much 

stronger business and skill set in order to grow 
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new businesses in the future.

After you read this book I hope you will consider 

me an ally in your future pursuits. Small business 

owners like us are a rare breed... it is important 

that we stick together.

Good luck, and I look forward to helping you 

succeed.

Sincerely,

Mark de Grasse
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This book covers essential details and strategies 

regarding Content Marketing in the fitness indus-

try. Content Marketing, unlike conventional mar-

keting, doesn’t require gobs of money, but it does 

require consistent effort and a variety of skills. 

This book outlines what the basic requirements of 

a good Content Marketing strategy contains, and 

how to structure a plan that can be executed over 

a long time frame.

This is just the beginning
While it may seem like there are a million train-

ers out there (especially online), the truth is that 

the fitness industry is still in its infancy online. 

Compared to other industries, fitness is relatively 

uncompetitive. Whether this is an effect of train-

ers failing to realize the opportunity that the in-

ternet provides, or the fact that very few people 

actually exercise, I don’t know. What I do know is 

that there are still relatively few good fitness re-

sources, and I believe that the high tech solutions 

that are currently being offered by large corpora-

tions are missing the mark. Sure, they may get the 

attention of fitness professionals, but who cares? 

All the money is in the fitness-uneducated popu-

lation. Simply getting the average person to exer-

cise on a weekly basis is tough; that same person 

is not interested in tracking their diet, testing their 

performance, or systematically progressing their 

physical abilities. All that stuff is like trying to 

explain string theory to a monkey (that’s a little 

harsh, but you know what I mean).

If you take the right steps right now you can set 

yourself up for long term success or a possible 

cash-out opportunity. When I talk to most train-

SUMMARY

ers I tell them that their website should be their 

retirement plan if nothing else. Every minute you 

spend building your website is like putting anoth-

er stone on the wall of your future castle. Nothing 

is going to waste and everything you do is adding 

long lasting value. The only thing you need to 

worry about is progressing all of the time.

The Da Vinci Influence
Throughout this book you’ll find sketches from 

Leonardo da Vinci, perhaps one of the most 

widely talented men to have ever lived. During 

his lifetime he was known as a polymath, painter, 

sculptor, architect, musician, mathematician, en-

gineer, inventor, anatomist, artist, geologist, car-

tographer, botanist, and writer. He was the ideal 

“Renaissance Man” and relentlessly pursued di-

verse skills and ventures throughout his lifetime.

What does he have to do with Content Marketing 

in the context of this book? Everything! Content 

Marketing requires a variety of diverse skills, from 

graphic design to photography to videography to 

writing to research. Combine that with the infor-

mation and skills required to differentiate your-

self and succeed in the fitness industry and you’ll 

realize how amazing you will need to become 

yourself.

Not only that, Leonardo da Vinci researched 

anatomy extensively. Like any good trainer should 

know, anatomy is the key to understanding your 

clients’ needs. Combine that with the strategy I 

outline in this book and you have a recipe for 

success.
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experiences, and each of them is different. Your 

take on these differences will provide you with an 

endless amount of content to create.

Free Marketing Methods
This book primarily promotes free or low cost 

marketing methodologies. If you’re looking for 

pay-per-click, banner advertising, or sponsorship 

methods, you won’t find it in here. This book is 

about turning your company into a free resource 

for information-hungry customers. Each market-

ing technique I describe doesn’t cost much, if 

anything.

Evolutionary Development
While I have many descriptive tutorials within this 

book, you are not supposed to use them forever. 

Every element of marketing that I explain should 

be seen as a snapshot for your company. After 

you post a few times, get some results, and ana-

lyze what works and what doesn’t, you should be 

evolving every aspect of this plan to maximize 

results for your company.

Mind, Bones, & Muscle
I relate each one of the methods I describe 

(Branding, Content Marketing, Email Marketing, 

and Social Media Marketing) to different aspects 

of anatomy. You need to think of your company as 

a living organism that must be constantly trained 

to optimize performance. Just like you train your 

clients using a variety of techniques, programs, 

and testing, so too will you run your company. 

Keep this in mind as you go through each section.

Doing Everything Yourself
It’s always tempting to think that some expert 

could do all the hard work for you; after all, that’s 

what they got educated to do right? All those writ-

ers, photographers, graphic designers, etc. can do 

a much better job than you of course. The thing 

is, all their skills don’t matter when compared to 

all the knowledge you have in your specialty.

For example, while some photographers can 

shoot amazing pictures, it doesn’t mean that they 

can capture an angle that illustrates a particular 

exercise correctly, nor does it mean that they will 

select a photo that shows proper form. The same 

is true with social media marketers; while they 

could definitely come up with posts and tag lines 

that get some attention, it doesn’t mean that they 

have an understanding of your particular niche.

If nothing else, learning more about each aspect 

of online marketing will give you an understand-

ing that will allow you to properly manage these 

professionals in the future. When you succeed 

and need the help, you’ll be able to take full ad-

vantage of their skills, allowing you to maintain 

your brand rather than letting it get transformed 

into something that looks good, but has no rela-

tion to your fitness ideals.

Why You’ll Never Run out of content
I get asked about running out of content to pro-

duce sometimes. People think that once you’ve 

written a few thousand pages, there must be noth-

ing new in fitness. The fact of the matter is that 

there are literally millions of pages to be created, 

if not much more. In addition, the fact that anoth-

er website may have already created something 

similar (if not exactly the same) doesn’t mean that 

you can’t produce your own version.

What I’ve always found in training trainers or 

trainees is that everyone has unique issues and 
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This document has a lot of useful features and a 

ton of information that you’ll be needing. Look 

out for the following elements (and don’t skip 

them!):

RESOURCE ALERTS
Over the years I have found a variety of very use-

ful resources, and now I am handing them over to 

you to employ. I have personally used every sin-

gle one of them, and I vouch for their usefulness.

Quick Tips
Quick Tips are very helpful pieces of information 

to make your branding more effective, or to make 

your life easier. Use them well!

Skill Necessities
It is very important that you read Skill Necessi-

ties. They may involve you purchasing and train-

ing with a specific piece of software in order to 

execute the plan.

Cheatcodes
Cheatcodes are short tutorials that break down 

specific tasks step-by-step. I call them “cheats” 

because it took me forever to figure them out and 

I’m giving you the answer!

Explanations
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As you’ll hear me say throughout this book, if you 

don’t have time for stuff that won’t directly help 

you enhance your business and get you moving, 

SKIP THIS SECTION. I won’t be offended, I prom-

Who is Mark de Grasse?
ise. If you have the time and interest in learning 

how the ideas, strategies, and concepts of this 

book came into being, by all means, read on.
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PERSONALITY
A lot of people talk about the cold, hard numbers 

when it comes to business. This is wrong. Looking 

at nothing but the numbers and the current state 

of a business may give an investor something to 

judge you by, but knowing whether or not a busi-

ness will succeed comes down to the personal-

ity of the entrepreneur. At the end of the day, an 

entrepreneur can have all the money in the world 

to invest in development and marketing, but if he 

or she is batshit crazy (not in the good, innova-

tive, mad-scientist, entrepreneur way), the busi-

ness will never succeed. A successful business re-

quires so much attention, modification, and long 

term development that anything less than a pa-

rental appreciation for the concept will probably 

lead to lackluster results.

I would never refer to myself as accomplished (or 

even successful in a lot of regards), but I have 

proven on several occasions that I am capable of 

building businesses. There are several traits that 

have made this possible.

At my current state, I am an introverted practical 

realist, futurist, and a libertarian. At the writing of 

this book I’m in my early 30’s, I’m shaking off the 

idealistic stupidity of my 20’s, and I’m a husband 

and the father of two boys who are 2 and 3 years 

old at this moment.

In the last 5 years I have learned more about life 

and business than in the previous 25. I have just 

started a new venture after working for a year at 

the company that bought my last company. My 

wife is selling a business that she started last year 

(I helped a little but she did all the hard stuff). Pri-

or to that, we worked together in my last venture; 

my wife ran operations while I developed prod-

ucts, edited a magazine, and worked full time as 

a marketing director for another business.

Within five years I have moved five times, includ-
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ing a big move from California to Texas when I 

sold my company. My wife and I were married, 

had two kids, and bought a house. We’re now 

selling the house and moving back to California.

Needless to say, everything has changed enor-

mously SEVERAL TIMES. Why am I telling you 

this? It illustrates a personality trait that I think is 

essential for any kind of entrepreneurial success: 

adaptability. You may have thought I was going 

to say “hard work,” or “insanity.” But no, adapt-

ability is the number one trait because nothing 

you do as a small business owner is going to stay 

the same. No matter how you write your business 

plan, it is going to change, and if you don’t, it will 

fail. More than that, your life will never be sta-

ble enough to make your dream business venture 

easy in any way. Life has a way of getting your at-

tention with one hand while slapping you across 

the face with the other; you need to be ready.

The problem with saying that hard work is an es-

sential trait in entrepreneurship is wrong. There 

are some lazy assed entrepreneurs out there be-

lieve it or not. Some times that laziness is a key 

component to their success! A lot of people work 

hard, not a lot of people are epically successful. 

Don’t mistake hard work for successful work.

Now that that’s said, I can tell you that people 

consider me a “hard worker” (again, I don’t think 

that’s an essential component of my success even 

so). I work my ass off at everything I do and I 

can’t understand people that don’t. If I had a 

dime for every time someone said, “They aren’t 

you,” when I complained about someone’s lack 

of work ethic, I would take that truckload full of 

dimes and dump it on those lazy bastards that 

frustrated me in the first place. Don’t tell me that 

you’re working hard; life is short, we are liter-

ally surrounded by money in this country, and 

a consistent amount of hard work over a couple 

years could make you a millionaire in the long run 
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(again, as long as you are adaptable).

Would I consider myself strange? Yes, but I didn’t 

use to. I thought everyone else was. People some-

times ask about my ability to “think outside

the box,” but for me, it’s very natural and ex-

tremely easy to duplicate. Just look at whatever 

everyone else is thinking and doing, and don’t 

think or do that. Boom!

Trends are boring, and at the rate that things 

move these days, trying to follow a trend is like 

trying to catch up with a wave that has already 

passed you by: you won’t catch it, it will crash 

like they always do, and the next one is on its way 

anyways. You’re better off ignoring the outside 

world, developing something that benefits you 

and your immediate community, and exploiting 

it over the long term. This isn’t catching the next 

wave; this is a building a motorboat to power you 

wherever you want to go no matter what is hap-

pening elsewhere.

So, that’s a small nutshell about my personality. If 

you’re doing things right (by right, I mean learning 

and adapting to your life experiences), then your 

personality will be changing soon. I know mine 

will. I used to plan my life out step by step believe 

it or not. What I learned is that doing that is akin 

to trying to predict the weather; you’re going to 

be wrong and if your plans can be deterred by the 

weather in the first place, they weren’t very good 

to begin with.

You may be wondering how I got this way; I’ll tell 

you. A lifetime of change.

A HISTORY OF ENTREPRENEURSHIP
I’m not quite sure where the motivation to “get 

rich” came from, but it manifested itself when I 

was in the second grade. I used to stay in at lunch 

with my friend Jack to write stories and design 

architecture for our future homes.

My first entrepreneurial venture confused the 

crap out of my neighbors and parents. I was ten 

years old and was looking to make some money. I 

decided to start a mobile car washing business (a 

pretty novel concept at the time); the only prob-

lem was that I couldn’t drive, I only had a wagon 

to transport my stuff, and I spent most of my Sat-

urdays playing soccer. I knew how to use a com-

puter and make some flyers though, and thanks 

to my experience planting flags in the ground for 

a local real estate agent, I covered several blocks 

around my home with flyers. It actually generated 

a few phone calls, but I failed to inform my mom 

about the project and the calls to my home from 

local neighbors generated more concern from my 

parents instead of the cash I was intending. Need-

less to say, the venture didn’t work, but I learned 

a few things.

Throughout Junior High I spent my time building 

ramps, skateboarding, and planning to open my 

own skate shop. Mind you that I wasn’t actually 

that interested in skateboarding per se, but I did 

like building things and if those sloppy guys at 

the skate shop down the street could build a busi-

ness, so could I. My parents can still recall driving 

around town with me in the back seat pointing out 

potential store locations. This was a good exam-

ple of putting the cart before the horse; I should 

have just built and sold skate ramps instead.

In high school I gave up entrepreneurship (or the 

idea of it) for a while as I was consumed with 

school work, water polo, and my social life. I still 

had a good work ethic though, and got my first 

job as soon as I could get a work permit at 15 

years old. During the summers I would lifeguard 

at a local pool, standing in the sun for 8 hours 

a day and teaching kids how to swim. The pay 

was good, but between my water polo practice 

and my job, life was hellish. I would go to wa-

ter polo practice from 6am to 9am, work from 
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eventually sold a few million dollars in real es-

tate, bought several rental properties in Arizona, 

and purchased my first home in California, I nev-

er really “liked” real estate, especially the sales 

aspects.

Right before the real estate bubble burst, I left the 

industry to start working with one of my real es-

tate partners on an educational technology com-

pany called TeleParent. This was a true start up; 

most of the positions were filled by friends and 

families of the owners and everything. Thanks 

to some proceeds from selling the properties in 

Arizona, I was able to accrue my salary from the 

start up for two years (money was tight as you can 

imagine). I filled a variety of roles for the com-

pany and eventually became the Chief Financial 

Officer, helping to raise over $2 million in debt 

and equity capital. I decided to leave after my 

third year with the company and a failed attempt 

to sell it to another organization.

During my time at TeleParent I had gotten out of 

shape, but had little to no time to train. Fortunate-

ly, a friend that I had brought into the business 

(Marcus Martinez) was extremely interested in 

fitness and had recently gotten his RKC certifica-

tion. With his guidance, a kettlebell, 15 minutes a 

day, and a small space in my condo, I was able to 

get back into shape in about 30 days. That’s when 

I decided to get into the fitness industry.

Taking on the Fitness Industry
I realized there was an opportunity in the fitness 

industry after receiving a workout plan from Mar-

cus Martinez. He listed a variety of exercises that 

I had never heard of, and when I went to look 

them up online, I found that there were several 

variations of each and no single database that 

contained all of them. This was frustrating, so I 

resolved to create a database myself. I realized 

that while I could find every conventional exer-

cise using resources like BodyBuilding.com, there 

9am to 6pm, then go back to water polo from 

6pm to 9pm. Comparatively, everything since has 

seemed pretty doable. In between the summers 

I worked a variety of different jobs, including a 

grocery store bag boy, Disneyland outdoor ven-

dor, church secretary, warehouse worker, and a 

few other odd jobs.

Having held so many different positions during 

high school, I realized one thing: I hated work-

ing for people. Of course I was a teenage punk 

at the time who thought I could do my manager’s 

job better than they could which was part of the 

reason, but the other reason was a picture that I 

held in my head of myself at 40 or 50 years old, 

working in a cubicle, killing myself so someone 

else could make all the money. I saw no way that 

that life could lead to any of the dreams I had as 

a child, and resolved that I wouldn’t end up that 

way. Even in high school during some of my more 

exhausting days, I would calculate how long my 

life could last, realize that I could be alive for 80+ 

more years, and let out a sigh of sad realization 

(kind of morbid, but I was a moody 15 year old, 

so give me a break). The only thing that could 

prevent my vision was business, my own business.

During college I realized that playing water polo 

was never going to pay the bills, so I decided to 

stop playing and work full time during school. 

While I was in the entrepreneurial mindset once 

again, I still didn’t have a clear understanding of 

what I wanted to do or sell, so I jumped on the 

bandwagon that everyone was aiming for at the 

time: real estate.

This was in the hot days before the first big bub-

ble in the mid-2000s. I got my license when I was 

18 years old, partnered up with an older agent, 

and started researching everything I could on 

sales and marketing. I read every sales and self-

motivation book, and started attending every real 

estate investment seminar I could find. While I 
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wasn’t much in the way of unconventional tools 

like kettlebells, sandbags, maces, etc. Not only 

that, but there was no name that unified the dif-

ferent but somewhat related tools. 

After working at TeleParent I wanted to get into 

eCommerce. I did some research and realized 

that it was one of the only businesses that could 

continue growing for a long period of time with-

out large increases in operational costs. I was liv-

ing in California, a state where regulations and 

taxes make it prohibitively expensive to hire help. 

I wanted something that didn’t require much help 

and had the potential to make money whether I 

was working or not.

After reading a few books I started designing my 

own websites. Around the same time I partnered 

with Marcus Martinez to create MBody Strength. 

The agreement was simple: he would provide the 

fitness information and I would get it online. He 

would take care of clients and I would make mon-

ey through dropshipping fitness equipment using 

our online store.

Since this was my first time creating an online 

store, I didn’t have any preconceived notions 

about what to expect. I created an online store 

through Yahoo Small Business. It was ugly, clunky, 

and ridiculously lucrative. In our first month sell-

ing dropshipped equipment we did over $1,000 

in revenue. Each month after that saw percent-

ages of growth in the double digits. Within twelve 

months the online store was consistently doing 

$10,000 to $15,000 in revenue, with months as 

high as $25,000 during the fourth quarter.

Again, since I had never done this before I had no 

idea how well we were doing. Our success wasn’t 

because of the website’s functionality; it was be-

cause of the content we created combined with a 

solid product offering. The pages were unattrac-

tive, but they were optimized for search engines 

and there were a ton of them. Between consistent 

content generation and good customer service, 

the website did very well.

To take it to the next level, Marcus and I started 

thinking about a publication. We decided that it 

was unrealistic to generate the amount of content 

we needed to continue growing the website. At 

that point we coined the phrase “unconventional 

training” and started building My Mad Methods.

My Mad Methods was a separate website from 

MBodyStrength.com and was intended to be 

purely informational. It was what I now call a 

“Partner Website Solution”: one website gener-

ates the traffic then simply sends it to the other 

for transactions. We spent months systematically 

creating databases of exercises, workouts, and ar-

ticles. To take the concept even further, we cre-

ated My Mad Methods Magazine.

Unfortunately, situations in our personal lives 

made the partnership impossible to maintain. Just 

as the first issue of the magazine was released, we 

split the partnership up; I took My Mad Methods 

and Marcus kept the gym and online store.

After running My Mad Methods alone for about 

six months, I decided to get a job. My wife and I 

had become pregnant and we needed something 

more stable that would provide health benefits. 

I took a position as the Marketing Director for a 

start up called Relay Fitness Group. Fortunately, 

I was still able to maintain the My Mad Methods 

Magazine and website in my off time (what little 

there was). Relay Fitness Group exposed me to 

the commercial side of the fitness industry, and 

I learned a lot about the conventional advertis-

ing methods while still being restricted to a shoe-

string budget.

After releasing several more issues of My Mad 

Methods, I was contacted by the people at Onnit 
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solutions.

#2: I’VE DONE EVERYTHING

Are there areas of branding and marketing that 

are not covered in these pages? Of course! There 

are so many ways that it would make your head 

spin. Even so, you can at least trust that I’ve done 

everything you’ll read here. I have practical expe-

rience with every single topic I cover.

#3: I’VE FAILED

How much could you learn from someone who 

has achieved instant success in everything they’ve 

done? Not much. You can learn how they did it 

but you won’t learn how or if it could apply to 

what you’re doing. My failures cover a range of 

industries and techniques. I’ve done them so you 

don’t have to (possibly at least; a good chunk of 

you will f-up even worse than I have). Just know 

that my story is not all roses and sunshine and 

you can use that to your advantage.

#4: I’M NOT YOUR MASTER

If you’ve ever watched one of the old kung fu 

movies, you know the scene. The cocky poten-

tial pupil comes to the master, challenges him 

to a fight, then proceeds to get his butt kicked, 

learning a valuable lesson about how much he 

still needs to learn. I’m not that master. I’m more 

like the owner of the dojo building; I just rent the 

space, allow you to do what you want, and hope 

you succeed so you keep paying the rent. Could I 

continue providing you guidance? Sure! But at the 

end of the day I hope this book provides you with 

enough information to get off the ground and start 

creating your own solution when you do.

#5: I WANT YOU TO BE INDEPENDENT

I think that doing everything yourself leads to 

true independence more than anything else. Sure, 

having a business is great, but if you couldn’t sur-

vive without a group of outside professionals, are 

you really free? I’d prefer that you become in-

Labs about an advertising arrangement. They be-

came the exclusive advertiser for the publication. 

A few months after that I sold My Mad Methods 

to Onnit Labs and was hired as the Chief Fitness 

Officer.

At Onnit Labs I converted My Mad Methods into 

Onnit Academy. I helped to create the Onnit 

Academy blog, published several issues under 

the name Onnit Academy Magazine, assisted in 

creating the Onnit Academy Level 1 Certifica-

tion, and helped in opening Defranco’s Gym at 

Onnit Academy and the Onnit Academy Proving 

Grounds.

The experience I gained was invaluable, but at 

the end of the day, I am always going to be an en-

trepreneur. I left the company in early 2015 and 

created this book to set everything I’ve learned so 

far in concrete.

5 REASONS TO LISTEN TO ME
There are several things that make me different 

from other authors, mentors, consultants, etc. 

Judge them as you will, but at least try to appreci-

ate that you’re getting something unique with this 

book. 

#1: I DON’T BULLSHIT

Despite what a lot of authors may say (especially 

in the fitness industry), they really do need your 

love and attention, and they will lie to you in or-

der to get it. They’ll adopt causes they don’t be-

lieve in, say they don’t advocate practices they 

regularly do themselves (steroids, anyone?), and 

generally appear more pleasant and spiritual than 

they really are. I won’t do that to you because 

I don’t know you and I believe your success is 

completely dependent on you (not me). I’m happy 

to invest my time and effort in the tools that can 

help you, but I’d prefer that you weren’t depend-

ent on me. Dependency prevents innovation. I 

want you to have problems so you can invent new 
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fluenced by your customers than by other busi-

nesses and outside professionals. Your customers 

like you, they want what you have to offer, and 

at the end of the day, they’ll be the ones paying 

your bills. All of those outside professionals re-

ally care about one thing: you paying their bills. 

Always remember that! Learn, grow, and become 

truly independent.
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How This marketing System works
You’ll hear me say this time and time again: eve-

rything you do should be reinforcing everything 

else you do. You don’t have the time, money, or 

resources for the system to work any other way. 

Even if you did have the resources (and some day 

you might have the money to hire out some of the 

tasks) it is still very important that you understand 

everything that you do in terms of marketing.

This system is just like a good fitness program: it 

requires some time and effort, but at the end of 

the day you only need to do a few things to make 

it work.

What does a good fitness program have when 

you break it down to its simplest aspects? It has 

a diet plan and a workout plan. Sure, there are 

more complicated aspects to it, but at the end of 

the day, the person who eats properly and trains 

properly over a long timespan will most likely 

reach their goals.

This system is the same way. Set a plan, a goal, 

and a daily to-do list to make it happen. The chart 

to your right shows exactly how simple this sys-

tem really is.

BRANDING

Branding is the over arching look and feel of how 

you present your company and content through 

the different marketing channels. Everything 

should be consistent, especially at first as you 

launch your new branding.

CONTENT MARKETING

Content Marketing sounds foreign to most peo-

ple, but it’s really simple and you’ve actually 

The System

been doing it for quite a while. Basically, you cre-

ate content, people read/watch/listen to it, then 

they become customers. Simple, huh? This system 

requires that you consistently create content for 

people to consume. Consider it the “food/diet” 

portion of your fitness program. The content you 

create will feed both your Social Media Marketing 

and Email Marketing efforts (hence the arrows in 

the chart).

SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING

Social Media Marketing will help you gain new 

customers and help you keep in touch with the 

followers you already have. Most of what you 

post on your social media channels will be the 

content you create (hence the line from Content 

Marketing). Your end goal with your social media 

channels will be to drive traffic to your website 

(hence the line back to Content Marketing).

EMAIL MARKETING

Email Marketing is probably one of the most un-

derrated and successful types of direct market-

ing you can do. It keeps you in touch with your 

present and future customers and will drive huge 

bumps in sales when you utilize it correctly. 

Again, the end goal is to get traffic to your web-

site. Your website content will feed the content of 

your email marketing (hence the line from Con-

tent Marketing). Your emails will then send traf-

fic back to your content (hence the line back to 

Content Marketing).

That’s it! Create content, present it through social 

media and email marketing, get traffic, and make 

money. Just like a fitness program, it’s all about 

how hard you work for how long.
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Your Business

Who are You?
Building a successful company is hard, believe 

me! I’ve had quite a few ventures over the years 

and I’ve probably made every mistake in the 

book. One of the biggest ones I’ve made is fail-

ing to define what my company is and where I’m 

going with it.

It’s easy to get wrapped up in the day-to-day op-

erations of keeping a business afloat; after a while 

you lose the vision that you had when you start-

ed. This lacking of vision makes every day seem 

like just another work day; you might as well get a 

desk job when it gets to this point! Your business 

should be a representation of what you hope to 

achieve. If you don’t have the fire to make it suc-

ceed, no one else will have it for you.

The first step in ensuring that your business 

doesn’t end up being a ball and chain (or an an-

chor) is to keep that fire alive by clearly defining 

what your business is, constantly reminding your-

self of what you’re trying to achieve, and syncing 

your everyday tasks with your final objective.

This section will help you define your business, 

objectives, and the essential components that 

you’ll need to create a complete marketing strat-

egy.
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During my time in the fitness industry I’ve en-

countered dozens of different types of businesses. 

Each one had unique challenges and opportuni-

ties, and helping them required me to understand 

who they were and where they wanted to go. The 

following are the primary types of businesses I 

found. Before you move forward, you need to un-

derstand what your business is in order to figure 

out where you need to go. While your business 

could fit into multiple categories, your revenue 

breakdown should clearly show what type of 

business you really are.

The Guru Business
The Guru Business is a service-based company 

that is focused on a single trainer, coach, or men-

tor. The basis of the business is that this person 

knows their stuff and in order to understand what 

they have achieved, you need to buy their prod-

uct or service. It is usually information based and 

centers on one specific methodology or product. 

The goal of this business is to make the “guru” as 

popular and famous as possible.

The Inventor Business
The Inventor Business is focused on a single prod-

uct or a line of related products. It is usually a 

new fitness invention, or an existing product that 

is being used/offered in a unique configuration. 

This business is product based, meaning that the 

end goal is to get people to buy the product, as 

well as accessories and future products produced 

by the business.

The Supplier Business
The Supplier Business is a middleman that pro-

vides other companies’ products or services to an 

Your Business
Types of Fitness Businesses Do you 

want to
know who 
you are?
Don’t ask.
Act! 
Action 
will 
delineate
and define 
you.
Thomas Jefferson
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end consumer. This could be a franchise, fitness 

product reseller, or affiliate marketer (someone 

who simply sends traffic to an end supplier in 

return for a commission). The goal of this busi-

ness is to become a resource for a certain type 

of product or service and thereby achieve repeat 

business from a customer who regularly needs 

what they offer.

The Brand Business
The Brand Business is a complicated beast that 

appears to do everything and nothing at the same 

time. They usually market their name more than 

any individual product or service, relying on a 

hidden revenue stream that most people wouldn’t 

guess if they observed the company from an out-

side perspective. The goal of this business is to 

make the brand as popular as possible, gaining a 

loyal following that will purchase their offerings 

on a repeat basis.

The Gym Business
The Gym Business is a facility or chain of facili-

ties that makes money primarily off memberships, 

fitness classes, or personal training. The ideal 

Gym Business has an extremely well defined fit-

ness system which they repeat to great effect. The 

goal of this business is to maximize the amount 

of clients and expand as much as possible, either 

through larger facilities or multiple locations.

The Online Service Business
The Online Service Business offers nothing but 

access to exclusive information online in return 

for a monthly fee. It’s usually related to workout 

or diet plans, but could be more tailored to fitness 

professionals who want to make money online 

with webinars, podcasts, affiliate marketing, etc. 

The goal of this business is to sign up and retain  

as many people as possible as members.

The Information Provider
While any company hoping to grow their busi-

ness through Content Marketing needs to be an 

information provider, there are businesses that 

exclusively provide information in exchange for 

followers (social media followers, email newslet-

ter subscribers, magazine subscribers, etc.). They 

usually make their money off of standard advertis-

ing agreements with companies looking to target 

their following or through affiliate marketing.
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The stage of your business is a huge factor in de-

termining what to do next. If you haven’t launched 

anything yet, you can be extremely flexible, 

whereas if you have a lot of followers and brand 

awareness, changes can be much more compli-

cated. Determining where you are is a good first 

step in planning the next stage. After working 

with hundreds of fitness businesses, here are the 

most common stages I’ve found:

Pre-Start Up Stage
If you are in this stage, I commend you! The fact 

that you bought this book already means that you 

are doing a lot of research before pulling the trig-

ger on anything. Thanks to that, you’ll avoid mak-

ing a lot of mistakes that I have already made for 

you! Pre-Start Up means that you don’t currently 

have an active brand, but you’re just about ready 

to get started. You may not know what you pri-

mary revenue streams are going to be, but you 

know you want to get into the fitness industry and 

you’re looking into what it’s going to take.

Start Up Stage
Start Ups are the most common business type in 

the fitness industry. The reason is simple; there is 

a very high turnover rate for fitness professionals, 

and more people are just getting on their feet than 

actually working yet. If you are a Start Up, you 

already have some of the essential branding and 

business components started or finished, you’ve 

made some mistakes, and may have already start-

ed making some money. You are not quite satis-

fied with how everything is going so far and you 

want to make sure you don’t waste any time.

Your Company
Business Stages
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Growth Stage
The Growth Stage is an awesome place to be. 

This stage is defined by the fact that you have 

figured out one or more ways to make consist-

ent revenue and increase that revenue through 

the same method. You have figured out what your 

business is and who your customers are, and are 

now ready to reexamine your business to figure 

out what you are doing right and wrong. You are 

ready to make changes to increase growth even 

further and you have the energy and motivation 

to do so.

Flowing Stage
The Flowing Stage is similar to the Growth Stage 

in that you have found a way to consistently make 

money; the only difference is that you may not 

have the drive or necessity to make it grow any 

faster than it already is. You are happy with your 

income, your staff, and your overall results with 

the business. At this point, the only thing you care 

about is maintaining stability for the long term. In 

my opinion, this is the best place you could pos-

sibly be in if you love working for yourself. It’s 

stable and could last for decades. The only risk 

is that you will get too comfortable and let your 

product or service offering get stale. However, 

this could be avoided through a regular review of 

your business and the marketplace.

Stagnant Stage
The Stagnant Stage is the Flowing Stage’s evil twin. 

It is characterized by stable (if not substantial) in-

come, consistent work days, and a lack of moti-

vation to change things in order to grow. You are 

most likely not happy with your income, but are 

afraid to lose your existing revenue streams if you 

change anything. You are most likely becoming 

bored with your business and may be consider-

ing leaving the industry all together if things don’t 

change soon. Basically, you’ve lost your passion 

for fitness and are questioning if you should be in 

the business in the first place.

Exploding Stage
The Exploding Stage is what every entrepreneur 

dreams of, then freaks out when it actually hap-

pens. This stage is indicated by a huge demand 

for your products or services and your inability to 

meet the demand without stretching your resourc-

es to their limits. This stage requires extremely 

high levels of attention, long hours, and lots of 

stress. While it is technically a “good” place to 

be, there are a variety of risks that need to be 

considered when the stage starts, including your 

workload, cash flow, and long term objectives 

weighed against meeting short term demands. 

With the right guidance, this stage could be your 

ticket to long term success and wealth.

Exit Stage
The Exit Stage could be a good thing or a bad 

thing. If you have grown your business to the best 

of your abilities and have realized that you don’t 

have the energy or motivation to grow it any fur-

ther, the Exit Stage is where you would either shut 

down or sell to another individual or company. 

You may have come to the conclusion that you 

can make more money in another industry or have 

just become bored with your offering. Either way, 

you are ready to move in a different direction 

and your business is not part of it. The decision 

here is really about making the most of the time 

and effort you’ve invested in the business. If you 

want to sell, now would be the time to make one 

last drive to revamp your business and increase 

its value be-

fore you sell it. 

Cut expenses, 

increase rev-

enue, and pre-

pare to present 

your assets as 

attractively as 

possible.

Can’t figure out what stage you’re in? Most 
fitness businesses are either in the Flowing 
or Stagnant Stage. Simply look at your pri-
mary sources of revenue and your average 
variations from those sources over the last 
12 months. Are they increasing or decreas-
ing? If you want a quick fix to escape these 
stages, drop the revenue streams that aren’t 
making much money and refocus your ef-
forts on the ones that do.

Quick tip
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Your Business
Business Objectives

Now that you have some idea of where you are, 

it’s time to figure out where you’re going. This is 

a very important component of your planning as 

it will determine how you design your business, 

how much it will cost, how much work you will 

need to put into it, and your timeframe for suc-

cess (or failure).

Do not take this step lightly. There should be no 

wishy-washy vision in your mind. Telling your-

self, “We’ll see how it goes,” is not enough. You 

need to be realistic about what you want as well. 

There is no need to feel guilty because you don’t 

match some idealistic vision of the entrepreneur. 

If you’re in it for the money, fine. If you don’t 

care about money and you just feel great helping 

people, that’s fine too. If you just want to make a 

living doing what you love, fantastic. Why you do 

what you do is nobody’s business but your own. 

Be honest with yourself and plan accordingly.

The following are a few of the most common busi-

ness objectives that I’ve found in the fitness in-

dustry. Consider which one is the closest to your 

vision, or simply select one if you haven’t cre-

ated a clear vision of your business in the future 

yet. Keep in mind that the suggestions for Design, 

Cost, Workload, and Timeframe are all in rela-

tion to applying the techniques in this book to the 

business objective.

THE MIGRATOR

I want to leave my current career and
make at least as much money

in the fitness industry.

This is probably the most common objective in 

the fitness industry, at least among the people 

who didn’t start their careers in this business. If 

this is you, then you have probably always had 
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a passion for fitness, studying it, applying dif-

ferent techniques, experimenting with your diet 

and nutritious recipes, etc. The only problem is 

that you’re stuck in your 9-to-5 making a living 

because you have a family, obligations, etc. You 

have always dreamed of doing fitness on a daily 

basis, helping people get into shape, and finally 

putting all that fitness information you’ve gained 

over the years to good use.

DESIGN: SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT

You need an overall design that looks profession-

al, but doesn’t need to be extremely unique.

COST: MINIMAL

Replacing your job means that you’ll need to 

minimize costs in your new business from start 

to finish.

WORKLOAD: MODERATE

You need to spend your spare time working, but 

it shouldn’t affect your current job until you’re 

ready to transition.

TIMEFRAME: MODERATE

You should be ready to work part time on your fit-

ness business, but should have a reasonable time-

frame for a transition (I usually hear 1-3 years).

THE CRUISER

I want to be self-sufficient doing
a minimal amount of work to make a living.

This is another extremely common goal for peo-

ple in fitness. They love what they do, but they 

also love living life to the fullest. That could mean 

that you like to go on hiking trips, hit the beach, 

or simply spend more time with your family in-

stead of working. You love helping people, but at 

the end of the day you would rather help fewer 

people while making enough money to maintain 

your lifestyle.

DESIGN: IMPORTANT

Your business will rely on passive income, mean-

ing that the impression people have of the busi-

ness online is important.

COST: MINIMAL

For passive income to work, you can’t run up your 

expenses too much, but you will need to invest in 

some reasonable technology and branding.

WORKLOAD: HIGH to LOW

The workload will be high to get it up and running 

correctly in order to be low in the future.

TIMEFRAME: SHORT TERM

If your system is designed and executed correct-

ly, it should start generating income within 6-18 

months. It may not be a ton at first, but it will 

grow.

THE FUTURE MOGUL

I want to create a million dollar
business and have 100+ employees.

The Future Mogul is someone who has big ambi-

tions and isn’t afraid to spend the time to make 

them happen. They may not know exactly what 

it will take to make a large, successful company, 

but they’re willing to learn and will keep trying 

until they make it happen. They love fitness and 

believe that they have what it takes to create a 

large business. More than anything, they believe 

that they could be a leader in the industry, help-

ing guide the future of fitness towards their vision.

DESIGN: EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

With this type of company you need a recogniz-

able, professional brand from the start. Every ele-

ment should be considered for long term growth 

and impact.

COST: HIGH

You’ll need to invest in the right branding, mar-

keting, and technology to build something unique 

and professional.

WORKLOAD: HIGH

Even with the right professionals, you will need 

quite a few skills to make this company grow and 

thrive. It will take lots of time and effort.

TIMEFRAME: LONG TERM

Growing the company into a grade-A player in 
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the fitness industry will take a lot of time. If pow-

er and influence is what you’re after, you’ll have 

to think in terms of decades when it comes to 

products, development, and strategy.

THE CASH OUTER

I want to eventually sell my
business for $100 million+.

This person is pretty similar to the Future Mo-

gul, but they are more interested in money than 

power. They want to put in the work necessary to 

grow a successful brand, then sell it to the highest 

bidder in order to move on to a new project or re-

tire all together. They are professional, hard work-

ing, and realistic, understanding that the goal will 

take some time but believe there is a light at the 

end of the tunnel.

DESIGN: EXTREMELY IMPORTANT

Your design must be professional and unique, and 

the best design will complement the design of po-

tential purchasers of your brand.

COST: MODERATE

It is possible to minimize your costs for this mod-

el, but it will still require that your technology 

and branding are professional.

WORKLOAD: HIGH

No matter what, this model will require a lot of 

work to figure out what works and what it takes to 

grow a sellable brand.

TIMEFRAME: LONG TERM

Companies or individuals that purchase other 

brands like to see results; this will require years 

of high growth financials.

Your Company
Business Objectives

The majority see 
the obstacles; 
the few see 
the objectives; 
history records 
the successes 
of the latter, 
while oblivion is 
the reward of 
the former.
Alfred A. Montapert
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Every marketing plan talks about “target markets,” 

and for good reason! Your target market will de-

termine how your company looks, what content 

you create, what services you offer, and what 

products you promote. If you don’t know this es-

sential piece of information, then you are making 

the mistake that 99% of business owners make: 

you are targeting everyone.

Every successful entrepreneur will tell you the 

same thing: if you target everyone, you are essen-

tially targeting no one. It is not possible to be eve-

rything to everybody, and trying to be will make 

you look unprofessional. Remember, just because 

you target a niche group does not mean that you 

are excluding other groups; it just means you spe-

cialize in one.

Can you change in the future? Sure! But you won’t 

want to after you start making money. You need 

repeat business and it’s way cheaper than acquir-

ing new business. The reason why some compa-

nies are so successful (even though the majority 

of the planet doesn’t know who they are) is be-

cause they have cultivated a loyal following that 

continually purchases from them.

You need to envision your ideal customer, and 

not just their gender, age, and socioeconomic sta-

tus (you need that too, by the way). You need to 

know what they like and why they like it. Being 

able to target associated brands and activities that 

your customers also like will help you develop 

your own, not to mention that it will come in ex-

tremely handy if and when you decide to use paid 

advertising.

Your Company
Target Market
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Factors of Determining Your Target Market
The following factors should be considered while 

identifying your target market. Remember, you 

are trying to describe this person as much as 

possible. You should be able to envision them in 

every element of their lives. Here are some broad 

questions you need to answer about the group, 

as well as some extremely specific questions you 

should be able to answer about individuals within 

the group.

BROAD QUESTIONS

How large is the target market?

Where is the target market located?

How much money does the target market make?

What does the target market do for a living?

What gender is the target market?

SPECIFIC QUESTIONS

What is Joe/Jane interested in besides fitness?

How do they feel about their family life?

What do they do in their free time?

What time do they wake up in the morning?

Where do they vacation?

If you met them at a party, what would they be 

most likely to talk about or be interested in?

If they had a million dollars to waste, what would 

they do with it? 

What brands do they lean towards?

What kind of car do they drive?

What kind of house/apartment do they live in?

What movies do they like to watch?

What music do they listen to during work? When 

they workout? When they unwind? When they 

drive?

Do they like pets?

Do they have kids? Grandkids?

COMMON TARGET MARKETS
While your target market should be extremely 

specific to your brand and offering, I have found 

several groups that seem to be consistently in-

terested in fitness services and products. Again, 

we’re attempting to envision individual people, 

not some sort of random crowd.

BORED CONVENTIONAL TRAINEES

You can only do conventional group fitness class-

es for so long before you start wanting something 

a bit more challenging. This is a 30-40 year old 

soccer-mom type who went from a completely 

sedentary lifestyle to an energetic fitness lifestyle 

over the period of a few years. They’ve had all of 

the Zumba they can handle and are now looking 

for something a bit more unconventional.

BACKYARD WARRIORS

There are millions of people online that are con-

stantly looking for ways to improve their home 

gyms and outdoor “playgrounds.” These people 

don’t want to use fancy machines; they want in-

formation about how to use kettlebells, maces, 

rocks, and whatever else they need to get results 

without a gym. This person is looking for very 

unconventional methods, so the more interesting 

you get with the tips the better. This is usually a 

40-55 year old male that wants functional results 

and longevity out of their training.

MEN INTERESTED IN MMA

There is a large group of people who simply like 

to watch MMA and would like the functional ben-

efits that fighters have (i.e. strength, stamina, ex-

plosiveness, etc.) but aren’t interested in getting 

punched. These men, usually 25-40 years old, 

Your Company
Target Market
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want to train like fighters but aren’t necessarily 

interested in being fighters.

THE BORN-AGAIN ATHLETE

There is an extremely large group of 20-40 year 

old men and women who are concerned with 

athleticism, competition, and community when it 

comes to fitness. They are interested in sweat-

inducing workouts, but they’re not willing to put 

their health on the line just to keep up with their 

buddies. They care about technique and the en-

tertaining value of the workouts they are perform-

ing and are willing to push themselves to be part 

of the “crew.” This is a great market because they 

have both money and time. Building a community 

is paramount with this group, and cultivating the 

team atmosphere will be essential to succeeding 

with them.

THE FORMER ATHLETE

Targeting 40-55 year old career professionals who 

admire athletes and still consider themselves to 

be athletes is a highly lucrative target market. 

They have more money and time than other pro-

fessionals and as they age, and they are becoming 

more and more concerned with their health and 

the functional life of their bodies. A person in this 

target market has been successful with their ca-

reer but has started to notice a decrease in their 

functional performance. Whether it’s playing with 

their kids or grand kids, pulling an intense day at 

work, or simply trying to perform household tasks 

on the weekends, they are starting to feel more 

tired and achy than they used to. In addition, 

when they are active with their hobbies, they are 

starting to notice an annoying amount of nagging 

injuries. They realize that while they finally have 

the time and money to do what they want, their 

bodies are not functional enough to allow them to 

comfortably do them. 

THE YOUNG OFFICE DWELLER

This is the 30-45 year old man or woman who 

works in an office for 40+ hours a week, is gener-

ally unhappy with their fitness level, and is look-

ing to get fit somewhere besides a conventional 

gym or a standard “box” (they have probably tried 

both of those already and have either been bored 

or injured). These are people who are new to seri-

ous training, but are willing to try something dif-

ferent. They still want to be entertained with their 

training methods and be part of a larger fitness 

community, but they aren’t fanatical about the 

process. They can be converted into long-term 

fitness enthusiasts sometimes, but other times 

they are simply looking for a “transformation” in 

a 4-12 week time line.

THE CATCHER UPPER

This group is made up of somewhat active 30-45 

year old men and women. This group is starting to 

realize that they aren’t as fit as they were in their 

20’s and want to get back into shape before it’s 

too late. They want to be part of an active group 

that takes on challenges, likes outdoor activities, 

and is looking to live life to the fullest by main-

taining their fitness levels. Since they are full time 

desk-jockies for the most part, they want to learn 

how to stay in shape using efficient methods dur-

ing the week so they can spend their weekends 

hiking, biking, and viewing nature.

TRAINERS LOOKING FOR AN ADVANTAGE

These are men and women that are either con-
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ventional trainers or unconventional trainers that 

are looking for another “weapon” when it comes 

to differentiating themselves from other trainers. 

They want something new and unique to attract 

new clients or keep their existing clients inter-

ested.

ACTIVE PROFESSIONALS

People who use physicality as part of their ca-

reers (e.g. firefighters, soldiers, law enforcement, 

etc.) are not going to make you a ton of money, 

but they will actively spread the word. Also, the 

fact that they use your techniques will give you a 

lot of credibility. Telling people about how you 

train these individuals will get them interested. 

Active Professionals are constantly looking for 

ways to improve themselves, especially when it 

comes to injury prevention and applicable func-

tional fitness.

ATHLETES

Athletes of varying levels, from high school to 

college to professional, are targeted by a lot of 

strength and conditioning trainers. This group 

loves to train hard and they are very open to 

direction from their coaches and trainers. Even 

so, this can be a tough target market as you’ll be 

competing with institutions that have their own 

internal resources that might not agree with your 

methodologies. In addition, the athletes them-

selves will rarely be paying for your services or 

products; it will more likely be their parents or 

sponsors.

BABY BOOMER DADS

There is a real connection between high school/

collegiate athletes and 40-60 year old men who 

want to stay competitive. Baby Boomer males 

have tons of money and they’re looking for ways 

to increase their functional performance and re-

cover from injuries. They’re open to unconven-

tional training techniques and have gotten be-

yond the purely aesthetic training techniques that 

younger males may be interested in.

MOMS & SOON TO BE MOMS

These are the women that are pregnant, planning 

to be pregnant soon, or have recently had a child. 

Each one has unique needs, time to exercise, and 

a motivation to get or stay in shape at whatever 

stage they are in. They may have some time to 

browse articles and techniques online, giving you 

the potential to increase your website traffic sig-

nificantly if you target them.

Your Company
Target Market
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Talent hits a 
target no one 
else can hit; 
Genius hits a 
target no one 
else can see.
Arthur Schopenhauer
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Your Company
Competitors

If you’re worried about making your 
brand look too much like someone 
else’s, DON’T BE! Most people don’t 
know you yet and the first iteration of 
whatever you make will not be the last. 
Take elements of what you need and 
evolve them over time.

Quick tip

Your competitor, at least in regards to the market-

ing strategies presented in this book, is probably 

not who you think it is. If you have a gym, I don’t 

care about what the box down the street is doing. 

If you’re a trainer, I don’t care about how that 

trainer you hate runs his or her classes. If you’re a 

fitness product, the fact that your competitor just 

came out with a brand new color of thingamajig 

is of little or no consequence.

YOU are the resource. YOU are too busy building 

a castle to worry about that enemy who just stole 

a dime out of your pocket. YOU are creating your 

destination, not traveling to it.

For me, “competitor” is a misnomer; your com-

petitors are really just case studies in what to do 

and what not to do. For our purposes, they don’t 

even need to be in the same industry to help you 

create your vision. They are simply examples of 

larger, more successful companies that already 

have what you hope to achieve. That could be an 

enviable website, a killer Facebook following, a 

committed fan base, or a massive email list. They 

target the people that you want, and they’re good 

at it.

Competitor research can be very useful, but it can 

also be very distracting in the fitness industry (un-

less you use this guide of course). The problem 

is that fitness is a lot like a modern day mega-

church. A lot of mega-churches look very large, 

they espouse good values and present them well, 

and they’re able to attract throngs of followers. 

Even with all that, at the end of the day, a lot 

of their popularity relies on the charisma of the 

leader. It is his or her presentation that captures 

attention; it is his or her ideas, personality, and 

voice; it is his or her age, ethnicity, and attractive-

ness. The doctrine may be the same as a thou-

sand other churches spanning back thousands of 

years, but the leader’s uniqueness is what makes 

it popular.

In fitness, a lot of the values and techniques are 

similar (if not identical). Everyone thinks you 

should combine exercise with proper diet to get 

the best results, organic food is better than pro-

cessed junk, and consistency is essential for long-

term success. The fact that everything is the same 

(in terms of the principles) doesn’t matter; how it 

is presented by the trainer is what matters.

When you’re looking for your competitors, re-

member that you don’t need to fully understand 

what they are doing in order to benefit from the 

information. Every idea you gain from observing 

them will be useful.

How Many Competitors Do You Have?
It’s tough to really observe, analyze, and under-

stand too many other companies. I advise that you 

select three to five companies to study consistent-

ly over a 3 to 6 month timeframe. Don’t limit your-

self to your local competition. Ideally, I suggest 

have three competitors to study: one local direct 

competitor, one extremely successful competitor, 

and one com-

petitor that is 

outside your 

industry but 

targets the 

same market 

you do.
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Purpose
“Spy” probably isn’t the right word; “observe” would be better (the word “spy” sounds cooler though, so 

I’m sticking with it). Below I’ll show you how to evaluate your competitor’s marketing methods to figure out 

why they are as big as they are. Below is a list of questions that you’ll need to ask and answer in order to 

see how your competitors market themselves.

step by step guide
STEP 1: WHAT DOES THEIR WEBSITE FOCUS ON?

Look at your competitor’s home page, starting at the top and working your way down. What does their pri-

mary navigation bar say about their focus? Do they emphasize a certain type of training? Are they all about 

products or services? Do they focus on describing the company? Move down to the first set of pictures (it’s 

usually going to be some form of slider). What kind of pictures do they use for their products? Is there a 

common theme or message that they emphasize? Do they feature lots of sales or encourage people to find 

out more about an upcoming event? Move farther down the page and see what they consider secondary 

to their primary imagery. Do they list direct links to their products or major product categories? Do they 

include links to recent articles, company news, or blog posts? Do they list upcoming events or simply more 

information related to the brand?

STEP 2: WHAT DO THEY POST ABOUT ON FACEBOOK?

If nothing else, you need to see what they are doing on Facebook. No matter what, Facebook is most likely 

to be the main source of social media traffic to their webpage. Look at what they have posted for the last 

two weeks. What are the posts about? Workouts, exercises, product uses, upcoming sales, exercise moti-

vation, fitness tips, etc? How often do they post and when do they seem to emphasize product sales? Do 

they promote a sale every Wednesday or Thursday? Should you promote a sale on those days? Which posts 

seem to resonate the most with their audience? Find out how many likes, shares, and comments that each 

post gets and figure out the average per post. Then, look at the posts that do the best. What do they have in 

common? Do they challenge their followers to do something? Are they contests? Are they particular images 

with particular messages?

STEP 3: FIND OUT HOW POPULAR THEIR WEBSITES ARE THROUGH ALEXA.COM

Alexa.com is a free and simple way to judge your competitors. Just go to Alexa.com and type in your com-

petitor’s website address. You’ll instantly find out their rank globally and within the United States. As a gen-

eral rule, if they are ranked under 100,000 globally and under 25,000 in the United States, they are kicking 

some ass. If this is the case, you may want to seriously consider following their lead in regard to how they 

target the market.

Cheatcode
How to Spy on Your Competition
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A million ways to make money
I believe that the fitness industry has some of the 

most flexible ways to make money; you just have 

to commit to one or two of them as you get going. 

There are extremely active ways to make money 

that require time and effort, as well as passive 

ways that allow you to make money off of past 

work for years to come. Either way, you need 

to commit yourself to only a couple, otherwise 

you’ll run yourself ragged trying to make a lit-

tle money in a bunch of them instead of a lot of 

money in one or two. There are more ways than 

the ones I’ll list here, but I have direct experience 

with these ones and I’ll never give you advice on 

something that I haven’t tried personally before.

ACTIVE REVENUE STREAMS
Active Revenue Streams require constant time, at-

tention, and effort in order to make them work. 

The following are the typical Active Revenue 

Streams that you could use:

PERSONAL TRAINING

Personal Training is where everyone starts in fit-

ness. The typical story is this: you got in shape, 

your friends/family witnessed it, then they asked 

you to train them: instant business. The problem 

is that Personal Training can be time intensive and 

your income is limited to how many hours/days 

you can commit to your clients. The only way to 

scale this revenue stream is by increasing your 

hourly rate, and even that has a ceiling.

GROUP TRAINING/BOOT CAMPS

Group Training and Boot Camps are a great way 

to get more income from more people with or 

without a gym (they’re more profitable without 

a gym by the way). People can get great results 

if they’re committed to your program, but most 

of the time there is a high turnover rate, and 

class sizes can be limited by equipment and the 

amount of space that’s available. The best way to 

cultivate high rate clients is to have an extremely 

systematic approach to how you get and maintain 

results for your clients.

SHORT TERM PROGRAMS

Fitness programs that feature a specific timeframe 

(4-12 weeks usually, with 4 weeks being the most 

common), are an excellent way to generate reve-

nue as well as prospects for long term clients. Ex-

amples of this would be “4-Week Bikini Body Pro-

gram” or “8-Week Fat Burning Boot Camp.” The 

key to the success in this type of offering is the 

ability to lock people into showing up consistent-

ly for the timeframe. In this same vein, people are 

usually willing to spend a little more money that 

they will justify as additional motivation to get 

them to attend each workout session. They usu-

ally think to themselves, “$300 sounds expensive, 

but I’ll be more likely to go so the money doesn’t 

go to waste.” If you’re looking to build up your 

testimonials online, this is one of the best ways 

to do it as well, since the “transformations” will 

be quick if the people take the program seriously. 

This could also be used to gain more gym mem-

bers by offering short term, low cost programs, 

such as “$99 4-Week Trial Workout Program.”

GYM MEMBERSHIP

Gym Membership is your typical commercial 

model featuring an access to a facility, classes, 

and possibly even some coaching. This can be 

packaged with Personal Training or paid Group 

Training, but most of the time the focus of this 

Your Company
Revenue Streams
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revenue stream is to get the maximum amount of 

clientele into a facility.

ONLINE PERSONAL TRAINING

Online Personal Training usually sounds like a 

good idea, but unless your clients are somewhat 

self-sufficient, it could be a big time drain on you. 

This involves providing virtual training with as-

sessments, objectives, diet plans, workout plans, 

and other advice customized to a trainee. I put this 

in the Active Revenue Stream category because it 

will take time to create and facilitate each system. 

I would advise against creating a one-size-fits all 

program and trying to pass it off as a “custom” 

plan if you’re offering this type of service.

PRODUCT SALES

Product Sales include all retail revenue streams 

from fitness equipment to apparel to foods and 

supplements. In other words, Product Sales are 

basically anything that you could hand to some-

one over the counter or ship online. This is an-

other surprisingly time-intensive way to make 

money, and unless your margins are on point (at 

least 35-50% profit margin range) it could be far 

from worth your time.

WORKSHOPS

Fitness Workshops are an excellent way to make 

money, gain new clients, and build your reputa-

tion within your local community. Many people 

may be hesitant to sign up for long term commit-

ments, especially when “long term” means four 

weeks to some people. Workshops allow you to 

make a few bucks while people get to try out a 

new training technique. I’ve always found that 

people are interested in kettlebell training, but 

are fearful to come to a class. It could be because 

they don’t think they can keep up with the group 

or are scared that they’ll hurt themselves. Com-

ing to a workshop is a non-threatening way to get 

people involved without these concerns.

CERTIFICATIONS

Certifications can be a good revenue stream, but 

they need to be extremely thought out and very 

well executed. Even so, despite what you may 

think, they require no oversight from some fitness 

mega-organization or government committee. It’s 

as simple as this: if you say it’s a certification and 

people are willing to pay for it, then it’s a fitness 

certification. This doesn’t mean that they’re easy 

though! I’ve found that the best fitness certifica-

tions do more than simply provide you with fit-

ness information; they provide you with tangible 

benefits to the trainer over the long term. This 

could be through further classes and coaching, 

networking between everyone who has been cer-

tified in the past, affiliate programs, or opportuni-

ties to move up through the organization through 

testing and experience. Do not underestimate the 

process of creating a certification; until you can 

write multiple books about your fitness system 

and hundreds (if not thousands) of people are us-

ing and loving it, you’re probably not ready to 

create one.

PASSIVE REVENUE STREAMS
Passive Revenue Streams still require work, but 

much less in most cases, and they don’t require 

the follow up and constant time investment of Ac-

tive Revenue Streams. I usually call these “retire-

ment plans” because they offer some of the only 

options you’ll ever have to live off of something 
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that you built in the past.

AFFILIATE PROGRAMS

Affiliate Programs are created by vendors who are 

looking to gain traffic and referrals from website 

owners and social media marketers. It works like 

this: you put a link to a product or service on 

your website, your readers click on it, they buy 

something from the vendor, then you get a com-

mission (usually anywhere from 5-25% of the sale 

amount). This is probably the most ideal way to 

make passive income because you don’t actu-

ally have to do anything except for set up a link. 

Here’s a little tip; banners suck at getting clicks 

and your most likely source of commission is in-

cluding links within your email marketing.

EBOOKS

Ebooks have been around for years and they can 

be hit or miss depending on what you’re offer-

ing. I’ve seen trainers make a lot of money on 

ebooks (check out the list that Travis Stoetzel has 

at http://www.TravisStoetzel.com/). They can pro-

vide some good income, but will only be popu-

lar as long as you are willing to promote them. 

The minute you stop talking about them, they will 

stop generating revenue. The key is to make a se-

ries that will continue to reinforce past issues, no 

matter if you’re selling to new or old customers, 

that way you can use the same branding to sell 

new and old books.

DVDS & STREAMING VIDEOS

DVDs used to be the go-to solution for generating  

passive income and getting trainers to the next-

stage of guru-development. They are starting to 

fade in popularity as people make the transition 

to streaming solutions, but they are an excellent 

way to encapsulate a fitness system (and you can 

always put the videos online in the future). You 

can make between $9.99 to $50.00 per unit, and 

DVDs currently cost only $0.89 to $1.25 per unit 

to produce depending on how many you order. 

The trick is in the shooting and editing of the DVD 

itself which may cost a lot of money depending 

on how you produce it. I had a system that only 

required about $500 to shoot and edit (this is ex-

tremely inexpensive), but I was renting equipment 

and using college students as my crew.

MEMBER ONLY WEBSITES

Member Only Websites are both technical and 

require quite a bit of work to keep updated. They 

are about as much work as creating a website 

to market your products and services in the first 

place. However, I still think they can make a kill-

ing if they offer a cogent solution that is afford-

able. My favorite examples are BlackSwanYoga.tv 

(they charge $8 per month per trainer for follow-

along yoga workouts) and GymJones.com (they 

offer part of the website for free then charge for 

more advanced programs, although the website 

has had a lot of development and cost a ton).

Your Company
Revenue Streams

CLICKBANK.COM
If you’re looking to earn very high commis-
sion rates, I advise looking at the infoprod-
ucts promoted through ClickBank.com. You 
can earn as much as a 75% commission rate 
on some products, and 50% commssions 
are not unusual at all. There are also a ton 
of different fitness products you could pro-
mote (although I suggest that you don’t pro-
mote more than one or two at a time).
http://www.ClickBank.com

RESOURCE ALERT!
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Making money
is art
and working
is art
and good 
business is the 
best art.
Andy Warhol
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What is a fitness system?
A fitness system is an individual’s or company’s 

unique solution for helping people achieve their 

fitness objectives. It is the summation of every 

technique and component employed to translate 

goals into results.

Why You Need a fitness System
A lot of trainers and coaches think that having a 

variety of certifications, degrees, and other quali-

fications is enough to warrant all the business, 

money, and prestige they need to excel in the fit-

ness industry; this is wrong. No one really cares 

how many different people taught you; they care 

about how you took all that information and com-

bined it into something new and unique.

The problem with having so much information is 

that there is no way to apply it effectively. Each 

piece needs to be integrated into something new, 

otherwise you risk having wasted your time ac-

quiring it in the first place.

After working with both clients and trainers, I can 

tell you that each person’s experience is unique. 

Everyone runs into different issues and challeng-

es, so no two systems can truly be the same. They 

might look the same in some way, but they can 

never be delivered and adopted in the same man-

ner.

The fact is that you have everything you need to 

create a unique system, and chances are that you 

already have a system, even if you haven’t de-

fined it very well.

In terms of the fitness industry, your fitness system 

is more than just a guide to coaching clients and 

getting results. It is your guide to every aspect of 

the business, including your branding and every 

aspect of marketing (in the case of my system, 

that means your content marketing, email market-

ing, and social media marketing).

It even extends to your operations, especially if 

you’re managing a facility. You should know ex-

actly what happens when a new potential client 

walks in the door. Who will greet them? What will 

that person say? How do you assess their needs 

and explain how you will help them achieve re-

sults? How will the first session be handled? How 

will you follow up with them? Are there special 

offers available? Are there incentives to come by 

a second time or invite their friends? If they be-

come members of your gym, what paperwork will 

need to be filled out? How will you integrate them 

into your unique culture? How will you track their 

results? And on, and on, and on.

Just like every other aspect of your business, you 

need to be consistent and professional. No one 

likes wishy-washy solutions and answers. The 

minute you say “I don’t know, that’s a good ques-

tion,” you have instantly invalidated your busi-

ness and have potentially lost a customer. If you 

don’t have every answer to every question they 

might ask, you are not prepared and you have not 

defined your system well enough.

Defining Your fitness System
Your fitness system will, of course, take a lot of 

time to develop into its final form, but that is not 

an excuse to avoid putting the current version 

on paper. Change will always happen, but that 

doesn’t mean you can avoid starting now. Pic-

ture the last time you set a project aside until all 

your ducks were lined up in a row perfectly; how 

much more time did that add to the completed 

project? Even if you finally got the project done, 

how much easier was it because you avoided 

Your Company
Fitness System
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starting until the “right time”?

You need to sit down and define your fitness sys-

tem now, no matter how rough it might seem in 

its current form. The process will quickly help 

you identify the holes in your business and put 

you on your way to defining a complete solution.

While your fitness system will be completely de-

pendent on what you’re offering, be it a coaching 

service, fitness product, event, etc., I have found 

some commonalities between all of them. The 

following outline doesn’t include everything, but 

it will get you on your way to defining your sys-

tem. It includes your Philosophy, Principles, As-

sessment /Progression, and Training/Nutrition.

Philosophy
Your Fitness System must have a well defined phi-

losophy that clearly illustrates what and why it 

achieves what it does. Don’t confuse this with a 

mission statement; this is an over arching view of 

how you solve the problem you’re attempting to 

solve, and a good one won’t budge a bit after you 

have it set.

An example of a Fitness Philosophy that is ex-

tremely targeted would be, “Using three primary 

implements (kettlebells, sandbags, and barbells) 

and progressive movement techniques, this sys-

tem allows overweight individuals to enhance 

their health and physical performance over a long 

term period.” A good philosophy will also be able 

to be simplified into a single, three to eight word 

line which you’ll then use as your company slo-

gan.

Principles
Principles are specific guidelines that could get 

applied to a variety of situations to make the 

choice both easy to make and consistent with 

past decisions.

A good example is how you address the issue of 

building strength. An okay principle in this re-

gard may be, “We address strength development 

through the use of low repetition sets.” A bet-

ter principle would be, “We use barbell deadlifts, 

back squats, and military presses combined with 

progressive 4 week workout programs to develop 

strength.” One is vague while the other is much 

more specific and actionable.

Whatever your principle is, it should be extremely 

consistent and every member of your company 

should be able to recite it from scratch. You should 

have enough principles to answer any question in 

regards to your Fitness System.

Assessment & Progression
Just as there are no two identical people (even 

twins have separate life experiences that may in-

fluence their fitness levels), there is no such thing 

as a universal fitness solution. The only way to 

get someone from Point A to Point B is to find 

out where Point A is in the first place! Your Fit-

ness System should include some element of As-

sessment. Something as simple as a Push Up Test 

could give you all the information you need to in-

tegrate custom attributes into your Fitness System 

for each person, but you need something.

Progression is intimately connected to Assess-

ment; now that you know Point A, you need to 

find out where Point B is and when your client 

arrives there. How do they progress?

Training & Nutrition
Your Fitness System should include training and 

nutrition, of course. In terms of detail, this sec-

tion should have the most information. For train-

ing, what implements, techniques, exercises, set 

schemes, and workout schedules do you use? For 

nutrition, what diet plans, ingredients, recipes, 

supplements, and eating schedules do you rec-

ommend? On top of that, how are each of these 

aspects modified for specific situations/clients?
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Branding

Branding Summary
Think of your “brand” as the face and brain of 

your company. The face is the first thing that peo-

ple look at, and if you do a good job, it is what 

they will remember when they think of you or 

your company. The brain controls everything your 

body does, just as your brand will control all the 

content you create and how you get people to 

the read the content in the first place (this will be 

your email marketing and social media optimiza-

tion).

Branding your company requires a consistent, 

long term presentation of your business. It is not 

something that you’ll be changing often (if ever).

General branding vs campaign branding
After you establish the general branding of your 

company, you will need to keep things fresh by 

continuously launching long-term campaigns. A 

marketing campaign may have a unique style, but 

it will always need to stay consistent with your 

general branding.

For right now, you need to establish your general 

brand; the campaigns will come later. Keep a list 

of all of your brand ideas, because even if you 

don’t use them on your primary branding, you 

may later want to repurpose them for a campaign 

in the future.
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Your keywords will be an extremely important 

consideration for everything you produce online. 

From your brand name to your slogan to your 

website content, these keywords should be uti-

lized in some way (not all of them for everything 

of course). The word “keyword” is really a misno-

mer when it comes to online marketing; it can be 

more than a single word - for example, it can also 

be a phrase. Keep this in mind when you’re doing 

research for search engine optimization.

Think of keywords this way: “What would my tar-

get market be interested in?” There are two pri-

mary types of keywords that you will be utilizing 

to implement this system: Primary and Targeted.

PRIMARY KEYWORDS

Primary Keywords are words/phrases that you 

will use consistently throughout your branding 

and content generation. They are usually limited 

to just one or two keywords or phrases and will 

be featured prominently on your slogan, within 

your Fitness System, in your website navigation, 

“About Us” materials, and more.

Your goal with this type of keyword is to be in-

dexed in search engines in a broader sense. An 

example would be having a category of content 

on your website (such as a section devoted to 

barbell workout pages) showing up in a search 

for “strength workouts.” The best case scenario is 

that a broad phrase lands people on your home-

page.

In order to move forward with your branding, it 

will be necessary to determine your Primary Key-

Branding
Primary keywords

words.

TARGETED KEYWORDS

Targeted Keywords are extremely specific to a 

certain piece of content. You will utilize a variety 

of Targeted Keywords, and while they may relate 

back to your Primary Keywords, they don’t have 

to. You can literally pick any keyword/phrase for 

a specific piece of content.

Again, like with Primary Keywords you will only 

be using one or two for a particular piece of con-

tent.  An example would be writing a piece about 

how to properly perform a kettlebell deadlift, 

then using the phrase “kettlebell deadlift” as your 

Targeted Keyword. 
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Purpose
Selecting your Primary Keyword is an extremely important task. It will guide the creation of several aspects 

of your company, especially if you plan on having your business be largely dependent on online marketing. It 

needs to be broad enough to potentially capture a lot of monthly traffic, while specific enough to accurately 

represent your brand and target your niche. 

Step by step guide
STEP 1: CREATE A LIST OF POTENTIAL WORDS THAT DESCRIBE YOUR PRIMARY OFFERING

If you had to sum up your business in one or two words, what would those words be? If you’re a specialized 

trainer, it might be “kettlebell expert,” “power lifter,” or “gymnastic coach.” If you’re a nutritionist, it could  

be “paleo specialist,” “fat loss chef,” or “supplement expert.” If you have a product, a certain category may 

fit; something like “gym accessories,” “agility training tools,” or “group fitness equipment” may describe 

you. Make a list of 5 to 10 phrases.

STEP 2: RESEARCH PRIMARY KEYWORD OPTIONS ON ADWORDS

Login to your Google Adwords account (if you don’t have one yet, go to adwords.google.com and set one 

up for free). Go to TOOLS > KEYWORD PLANNER. Type in the list that you created in Step 1. Click GET 

IDEAS, then click the tab KEYWORD IDEAS under the chart. Review which keyword phrase is looked up 

the most. Next, scroll down and sort the keyword chart by “Avg. monthly searches.” Look for a second and 

third phrase that could be useful.

STEP 3: FIND OUT WHO IS RANKING WITH THOSE KEYWORDS

Type each of your Primary Keyword options into a Google search. Look at who is ranked on the first page. 

Are they big companies? If the companies or websites that have top rankings are very large, you may want 

to pick a keyword that has less competition. How many results came up for your search? If the results are 

more than 10 million you probably need a more targeted phrase; try for the 250k to 1 million range instead.

STEP 4: SELECT YOUR PRIMARY KEYWORD

Now that you have some idea of how often your potential keywords are looked up and who you’re compet-

ing with to get them ranked, you probably have enough information to make a decision. Select your Primary 

Keyword and commit it to memory; you’re going to be using it a lot!

Cheatcode
How to Select your Primary Keyword
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Your Domain name is extremely important
A lot of people haphazardly create their domain 

name after everything (such as the logo, slogan, 

company name, etc.) has been decided. This is 

the wrong way to go about things if you want to 

do your primary marketing online. I believe that 

you need to consider your domain name before 

you do almost anything else!

The reason is simple: the only thing you’ll be say-

ing more than your company name is your web-

site address. Your website is the first place people 

will go to learn about you, so the name of it mat-

ters.

Domain name factors
Here are a few different things to consider when 

it comes to selecting a domain name:

COULD IT STAND ALONE?

If you had the opportunity to use the biggest ban-

ner space in your city, but the only thing you 

could put on it was your website address, how 

much business would you get from the advertis-

ing? If the answer is anything but, “ALL THE BUSI-

NESS!” then you have a problem. People should 

know who you are and what you do from your 

address alone.

ARE IMPORTANT KEYWORDS USED IN IT?

Most people think that your keywords are the last 

thing you add to the articles and content you put 

online (or worse yet, they don’t think about the 

keywords at all!). This is incorrect. You need to 

think of how many times people are looking up 

your potential keyword before anything else. This 

is especially true of your domain name; your do-

main name will make a difference in regard to 

how every single page on your website is ranked. 

You want traffic coming? Get a good domain 

name.

DOES IT SAY WHO YOU ARE?

A good website address will say a lot about the 

business. The best website addresses will say who 

you are, what you do, and even where you are 

located. This may sound impossible, but mess 

around with them and you’d probably be sur-

prised.

CAN PEOPLE REMEMBER IT?

You may only have one chance to capture some-

one’s attention, and that could be in person or 

online. Your website address needs to be some-

thing that people will remember, even at a glance. 

If your address is too long or requires someone 

to add an unnecessary word (like “AGoodFitness-

Website.com” instead of “GoodFitnessWebsite.

com”), you may lose that new reader/customer.

CAN PEOPLE SPELL IT?

Cute, incorrect spellings of website names liter-

ally make me angry. Yes, it’s very neat that you 

used a “K” where a “C” belongs or how you com-

bined two words into one (like “NeaTeam.com” 

instead of “NeatTeam.com”) but you’ll automati-

cally lose traffic to the smarter person who used 

the correct spelling, I promise.

IS IT AVAILABLE?

While you can hit all of the other elements of a 

good website address, it might not matter if that 

address is already being used by someone else! 

Before you get too excited about a new domain 

name idea, look for it on a service like GoDaddy.

com to see if you can even buy it.  

Branding
Domain name
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purpose
If you want your website to be the focal point of your business, a good domain name could mean the dif-

ference between a year of work promoting yourself or a month. Some domain names can give you instant 

credibility, even if your company is brand new. Combine that with a good website and logo, and you’re on 

your way. Follow these steps if you want to start your business off with a killer domain name.

step by step guide
STEP 1: REVIEW YOUR PRIMARY KEYWORD OPTIONS

In the “How to Select Your Primary Keyword” Cheatcode, you learned about how to find potential key-

words that relate to your new or existing fitness company. You can use this keyword to create your domain, 

maximizing your website’s potential for ranking on search engines for that word or phrase. It may be a long 

shot, but you should check to see if that exact keyword phrase is available through GoDaddy.com. If your 

keyword phrase is looked up more than 10,000 times a month and it’s available as a .com (nothing but a 

.com matters by the way; don’t even think about a .net, .fit, etc.), buy it immediately.

STEP 2A: TRY ADDING YOUR LOCATION

One way to become the instant “expert” in your area is to simply add your location, either broadly or spe-

cifically, to your primary keyword. For example, if your Primary Keyword is “kettlebell training,” see if your 

country, state, or city is available (in that order). If it is, get it. Imagine you lived in Oregon and were looking 

online for an expert in kettlebell training and you found two websites: www.KettlebellTrainingExtremeRe-

sults.com and www.OregonKettlebellTraining.com. Which one do you think you would click on if you want 

a local trainer?

STEP 2B: TRY ADDING A DESCRIPTIVE WORD

Another way to incorporate your Primary Keyword into your domain is to simply add a descriptive word to 

it. The easiest way to do this is to include some variation of the words “expert” or “professional.” Again, if 

you use the Primary Keyword “kettlebell training,” you could go with something like, www.KettlebellTrain-

ingPro.com, www.KettlebellTrainingFreak.com, www.KettlebellTrainingGuru.com, or www.KettlebellTrain-

ingExperts.com.

STEP 2C: TRY GETTING SUPER SPECIFIC

If you really want to dominate a space, you could get extremely specific with your domain name then focus 

all of your content on that one area. In fitness, the easiest way to do this is by adding a body part to your Pri-

mary Keyword. Again, for “kettlebell training,” examples would be: www.KettlebellTrainingShoulders.com, 

www.KettlebellTrainingLegs.com, www.KettlebellTrainingGrip.com, or www.KettlebellTrainingAbdominals.

com.

Cheatcode
How to Select an Ideal Domain Name
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Your Brand name versus Your Company Name
Your brand name doesn’t necessarily have to 

match your company name, but it can. If you 

have an existing company and are looking to re-

brand yourself, but don’t want to go through the 

headache of forming a new LLC, C-Corp, Sole 

Proprietorship, etc., then don’t! There is nothing 

wrong with having a different brand name as long 

as your cite your company name as the official 

company who owns the brand. In this way you 

could actually own and manage a variety of dif-

ferent brands, then report the income under a sin-

gle entity. Even so, I don’t recommend using the 

strategy outlined in this book with more than one 

brand at first; this is a lot of work and will require 

you to focus.

Brand Name Factors
Your brand name should follow the same rules 

as your domain name, and ideally they are ex-

actly the same. It’s hard enough to get people to 

remember a domain name without requiring that 

they know a different brand name as well. With 

that in mind, here are a few factors in choosing a 

brand name.

IS IT RELATED TO YOUR DOMAIN NAME?

If you can’t have your brand name be exactly the 

same as your domain name, it should be close. 

Let’s say that your domain name is www.Ba-

dassKettlebellExercises.com but you’re worried 

that that name will limit people’s perception of 

what your company offers (it won’t, but it’s really 

hard to convince business owners of that fact). 

In this instance, you could have a longer brand 

name that makes your offering sound more broad; 

something like Badass Kettlebell Training Systems 

Branding
Brand name

broadens the name while still sounding close 

enough to the domain name.

IS YOUR BRAND NAME LEGAL?

You need to ensure that someone else isn’t al-

ready using your brand name. Even if the related 

domain name is available, the brand name may 

have a trademark or some other legal claim to it. 

Search online for any company that may already 

own the name.

DOES IT UTILIZE YOUR PRIMARY KEYWORD?

Just like your domain name, your brand name 

should utilize your Primary Keyword. This is ex-

tremely important as you’ll be inputting this name 

in multiple places across the internet, from your 

social media accounts to business listings; this is 

an excellent opportunity to automatically brand 

yourself with no more effort than you are already 

putting into setting up your business.

DOES IT SOUND IMPRESSIVE?

While this isn’t a requirement, having an impres-

sive-sounding brand name will give a boost to 

your business and your confidence, especially as 

you introduce yourself to potential customers and 

industry partners. Imagine yourself at a big fitness 

expo looking for new products for your online 

store. You want the vendors to take you seriously. 

If you walked up and said, “Hello, I’m Bill from 

Bill’s Big Database of Kettlebell No-no’s,” would 

you garner that vendor’s attention? What if you 

came up and said, “Hello, I’m Bill from Kettle-

bell Professionals of America.” Which one sounds 

more legitimate?
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purpose
The worst thing that you could do is spend a bunch of time and money figuring out your branding and build-

ing your company only to receive a cease and desist letter from another business that owns the rights to your 

new brand name. Here is a quick and easy way to see if someone might own the rights to the name. You can 

take this a big step forward by contacting a lawyer and having them research your potential brand name for 

legal concerns, but this method will give you the information you need in most cases. 

step by step guide
STEP 1: GO TO THE UNITED STATES PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE WEBSITE

Fortunately, you can visit the USPTO online for free and perform a variety of searches. Search the trademark 

database to see if your brand name has a live trademark on it. Go to this address to get started: http://www.

uspto.gov/trademarks-application-process/search-trademark-database

STEP 2: TRADEMARK ELECTRONIC SEARCH SYSTEM (TESS)

Next, click on the link to the Trademark Electronic Search System. TESS is an extremely easy to use search 

engine for live and dead trademarks. Click on the “Basic Word Mark Search (New User)” link.

STEP 3: SEARCH THE MOST BASIC VERSION OF YOUR BRAND NAME

While the entirety of your new brand name could be available, a component of it might not be. Leave the 

default fields of the search tool as they were and search the most basic version of your brand name (this 

is usually going to be your Primary Keyword phrase if you used it in your brand name, as that is the most 

likely component to be used by someone else). If your potential brand name is “Kettlebell Professionals of 

America,” then you should try searching “kettlebell professionals.”

STEP 4: REVIEW THE RESULTS

Ideally you’ll get dropped into a page that simply states, “No TESS records were found to match the criteria 

of your query.” But more likely you’ll get a list of live and dead trademark listings. What you’re looking for 

is a live trademark that not only uses your brand name (or a component of it), it should also be owned by a 

company that is offering something similar to what you offer or plan to offer. If the trademark is live, but it’s 

owned by a mechanic who is describing an engine component, you might be in the clear. But if it’s being 

used by another fitness company who is offering something similar to what you’re offering, I would steer 

clear of the name.

STEP 5: FIND A PROFESSIONAL

If you’re still unsure of the legality of the name, you can always talk to an intellectual property attorney and 

try to get a trademark on the name yourself. This will cost $500 to $1,000, but it is a step that you should 

probably take anyways to avoid legal situations in the future. Trademarks will also be valuable assets if and 

when you decide to sell your company in the future. Try ThumbTack.com to find a local professional.

Cheatcode
How to make sure your company name is legal
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Branding
Slogan

Your slogan is a very important part of your brand. 

It affords you the opportunity to explain exactly 

who you are and what you can do for people in 

a way that your company name and logo can’t. 

It also gives you a good way to incorporate your 

Primary Keywords and optimize your website 

even more.

Think of your slogan this way: it is the message 

that you want your customers to remember if they 

remember nothing else. It is your “elevator pitch” 

in 99% less time (I would call it your “drive-by 

pitch”). If you had one sentence in which to de-

scribe your brand and make an impact on a po-

tential customer, what would you say?

The following are slogans I generated for some 

of my clients. Again, think about your keyword 

phrase and try to make something interesting.

 » Athletic Strength Training for Long Term 
Results

 » Unconventional Strength Training for Athletes

 » Using Kettlebells & Beyond for Performance 
Strength Training

 » Strong is Good, Strong and Bulletproof is 
Better

 » An Athlete is Only as Strong as His Worst 
Injury

 » Preventing Injuries Builds Stronger Athletes

 » Strength. Performance. Longevity.

 » High Intensity Group Based Fitness

 » High Intensity Exercise, Community Gained 
Results

 » High Intensity Functional Training for All 
Fitness Levels

 » Savage Exercise Systems, Savage Fitness 
Results

 » Get Fit, Get Outside

 » Come Discover the Nature of Fitness with Me

 » Journey Through the Nature of Fitness

 » Simply Living is Not Enough

 » Finding Fitness in the Depths of Nature

 » We Train to Play

 » Fitness is a Journey

 » Fitness is both a mindset and a mission.

 » Fitness Training to Move You Forward

 » A Systematic Approach to Body 
Transformation

 » We’ve All Been There, Now It’s Time for a 
Transformation

 » We Help People Change Their Bodies & 
Minds
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Branding
The anatomy of a Branding Banner

Branding Banners give you everything about a company in a single shot. They should include your logo, com-

pany name, and slogan. They should also include the stylistic elements and general feel of your brand.

Ba
ck

gr
ou

nd
 P

ic
tu

re The background picture 
should include either the 
primary training technique 
you promote or some rep-
resentation of the promised 
results. This picture is an ar-
tistic kettlebell swing edited 
in Photoshop. Other exam-
ples are usually a sweaty guy 
or girl, extremely fit looking 
person, or an exhausted/
determined athlete.

Sl
og

an

The slogan on this graphic 
is somewhat stylized and 
features a red line to empha-
size the separation between 
the two different subjects 
(swinging kettlebells and 
raising hell). You could make 
this much simpler by just 
typing the slogan and plac-
ing it on one section of the 
poster. Just be sure to use 
your standard font.

Lo
go

This banner features the logo 
in two different places: one 
is as a transparent overlay 
on top of the background 
picture and the second is in 
the lower right corner. Don’t 
be afraid to change up the 
the colors of your company 
name and the logo itself; just 
be sure to use your Primary 
or Secondary color scheme 
each time.
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Branding
Stylistic elements

Most people think that graphic design is too chal-

lenging to figure out (if you don’t, you probably 

haven’t tried to make something look cool be-

fore). The truth is, it is complicated, but all of the 

work has already been done for you in most cir-

cumstances. That’s the beauty of the internet; you 

get access to some of the most talented people 

on the planet, and if you know how to do things 

right, it won’t cost you much to use them!

You can buy templates or hire professionals to do 

almost everything you need done. With just a few 

simple tools and an excellent teacher (me), you 

can make your brand look extremely profession-

als for little to no cost.

What you need to do in the first place is make 

a conscious effort to choose your direction and 

stick with it. Just like we’re going to be combining 

all of our different efforts into one cohesive plan, 

the same thing needs to be done for your style.

When I say “style,” I’m talking about a unified 

look for all of the different materials that people 

see, including:

 » Your Logo

 » Your Website

 » Your Business Card

 » Your Social Media Graphics

 » Your Stationery

 » Your Flyers

 » Your Signage

 » Your Banners

 » Your Watermark (needs to go on everything)

 » Your Photography

 » Your Videos

In order to keep your style consistent, here are 

the different aspects you need to choose:

 » Primary Color(s)

 » Secondary Colors

 » Feel

 » Font

 » Support Elements

PRIMARY COLOR(S)

You need to have one or two colors that you use 

consistently on graphics. Don’t confuse consist-

ency with “everywhere”. You should not be using 

your primary colors as backgrounds on anything 

(backgrounds are covered in the Secondary Color 

category). Think of your primary color as the best 

representation of your brand; what does it say 

about you the instant people see it? This color is 

usually bold and should be incorporated into your 

logo somehow.

SECONDARY COLORS

Secondary Colors are going to be used for ac-

cents and backgrounds. This is not going to be 

bold and distinctive like your Primary Color; in-

stead, it should complement the Primary Color 

and enhance it.

FEEL

The Feel of your branding is an important con-

sideration, especially when it comes to attracting 

new customers. You’ve probably heard this quote 

a thousand times:

I’ve learned that people will forget what you said, people 

will forget what you did, but people will never forget how 

you made them feel. ~Maya Angelou

This is absolutely true when it comes to your 
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Getting people to your website is always go-
ing to be priority #1, so people need to be 
able to read and remember it quickly. The 
best way to do this is by capitalizing the 
words in your domain name. Instead of this:

www.bigmoneyfitness.com

Use this:

www.BigMoneyFitness.com

It seems like a small element, but it makes 
it easier to read while also making it more 
professional. Every detail counts!

Quick tip

marketing. If people feel nothing when they look 

at your presentation style, that’s a problem. You 

need your target audience to feel the right way 

about your brand.

The “Feel” should be something abstract and de-

scriptive. Examples would be:

Corporate

Industrial

Elemental

Grungy

Organic

Earthy

Heavy

Apocalyptic

Colorful

Grave

Lively

Militant

Flowing

Hip

Bouncy

FONT

Font is fairly easy, especially if you simply follow 

the font used in your logo or as a default setting 

on your website. Whatever you do, keep it con-

sistent throughout the different materials. Every-

thing should be reinforcing everything else. 

SUPPORT ELEMENTS

Support Elements make designing much more 

consistent. These are simply design elements that 

you will use throughout your graphics. It could be 

a chain link fence, smoke, fire, geometric shapes, 

grunge elements, stone, cement, metal, etc.

I am currently creating a ton of new step-by-
step tutorials for graphic design using Photo-
shop. If you have some basic skills using the 
program, you’ll be able to take advantage 
of many easy-to-create content like Motiva-
tional Graphics and Exercise InfoGraphics. 
Look for updates at:

www.MegaMadMarketing.com

Skill Necessity

STOCK PICS
http://www.DepositPhotos.com

STOCK DESIGNS
http://www.GraphicRiver.net

STOCK VIDEO GRAPHICS
http://www.VideoHive.net

QUICK CUSTOM PROJECTS
http://www.Fiverr.com

FREE ICONS
http://www.UXRepo.com

FREE FONTS
http://www.DaFont.com

FREE STOCK PHOTOS
http://www.freeimages.com

RESOURCE ALERT!
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Your logo (and the different variations of the de-

sign) should be showcased and recognizable in 

everything you produce. That includes website 

headers, postcards, banners, signs, motion graph-

ics, commercials, ebooks, brochures, etc. 

Even further, the design of your logo (especially 

the colors and fonts) will extend into how you 

present all other graphical elements of your busi-

ness in order to reinforce it.

LOGO TYPES
There are a million different ways to make your 

logo, but when it comes to fitness, I put the dif-

ferent design types into three primary categories: 

Abstract, Obvious, and Acronym. The one you 

use will depend on the type of business you have 

and your long term objective.

ABSTRACT

Abstract Logos don’t need to spell anything or 

represent anything; they just need to look distinc-

tive. This type of logo is best for companies look-

ing to build large brands. The best example of a 

successful abstract logo is the Nike “swoosh” (my 

logo is technically an abstract logo, but you can 

easily see that it is a letter “M” combined with a 

word bubble).

OBVIOUS

Obvious logos are pretty easy to make and do a 

good job of explaining your business visually. All 

you have to do is find a picture that represents 

your primary offering and plop it down. If you’re 

a kettlebell trainer, put a kettlebell. If you do a lot 

of deadlifting, do a silhouette of yourself perform-

ing a deadlift. There is nothing wrong with this 

type of logo, but understand that it will be hard 

to get away from your primary offering if your 

Branding
logo

logo is really specific to a certain aspect of your 

business.

ACRONYM

Acronym logos are just what they sound like: they 

take the acronym of your company name and 

stylistically display it in a logo. If your compa-

ny name is “West Coast Kettlebells,” your logo 

would feature a prominent WCK. 

LOGO VARIATIONS
Here are the basic variations of a logo (as repre-

sented by my brand):

FULL LOGO

The Full Logo features the graphic design, busi-

ness name, and slogan all in one shot. It should 

be able to stand alone so people can recognize 

who you are and what your company does at a 

glance.

PARTIAL LOGO

The Partial Logo features everything except for 

your slogan. This is what you will use on most 

online/offline graphics.

ICON

If you do everything right, your icon can be the 

entire representation of your business (like the 

Nike swoosh logo). You are not there yet! But, 

you still need an icon to use on small graphics, 

products, and website elements (like your favi-

con).

LOGO STINGER

A logo stinger is the motion graphic version of 

your logo that will go at the beginning of all your 

videos. Like 

your logo, 

this needs to 

stay consist-

ent throughout 

your branding.

Want to create a fast and dirty Acronym 
Logo? Just go to www.DaFont.com, select a 
font category, and input the acronym of your 
company name into the “Preview” field. 
Bam! You can instantly see what your logo 
will look like in a thousand different ways.

Quick tip
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Cheatcode
HOW TO SEE IF YOUR LOGO IS COOL ENOUGH

purpose
Designing a logo can be tough, especially if you don’t know what you’re looking for and you’ve never done 

it before. I’ve found one method that will quickly show you if you have a winning logo or something super 

generic and lame. I call it the “T-Shirt Test.” Basically, you put the most basic form of your logo on a t-shirt, 

then see if you would wear it.

step by step guide
STEP 1: DOWNLOAD THE SNAPTEE APP

This Cheatcode requires that you have a smart 

phone (Apple, Droid, Galaxy, etc.) and the 

Snaptee App. Simply go to http://snaptee.co/, 

choose your platform, and download the app. 

Set up an account and you’re all set.

STEP 2: PREPARE YOUR LOGO FOR UPLOAD

This app seems to work best with transpar-

ent PNG files. Use PicMonkey.com or Adobe 

Photoshop to prepare your logo. If you don’t 

have the skills to make a file with a transpar-

ent background, just create it with a white or 

black background.

STEP 3: LOGIN AND UPLOAD YOUR LOGO

Snaptee makes it really easy to upload your 

logo from your phone. Simply login and fol-

low the steps. After you upload, the app will show you a variety of variations that feature your logo (this 

could also give you some ideas for how to improve it).

STEP 4: DOWNLOAD AND SHOW YOUR FRIENDS

Download the file to your phone and either show your friends in person (a good option if you’re trying to 

keep your plans secret until your official launch), or share the design on Facebook or Instagram. Ask people 

subtly (What do you think of this shirt?) or more directly (Would you buy this shirt if it was available?). You 

should get some good feedback, at which point you could move forward with a revision or officially start 

using the logo for your brand.
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purpose
Fiverr.com is an excellent website that allows you to hire a variety of professionals for $5 at a time. Whether 

you have an idea of what you want for your logo or not, this is an extremely cheap option to have a talented 

graphic designer work on your company logo.

step by step guide
STEP 1: FIND EXAMPLES OF LOGOS THAT YOU’D LIKE TO EMULATE

Chances are that you have a list of company logos that you really like. Find your top five favorite logos (they 

don’t have to be in the fitness industry) and observe the different aspects that you like about them. Do you 

like the font? Do you like the style and design of the logo? Do you like how it is shaped? What do you think 

about the colors used? Is there a general “feel” you like about them? Save the logos to your computer and 

make a list of the different things you like about them.

STEP 2: SEARCH FOR A FIVERR LOGO DESIGNER

Fiverr breaks down logo design into four primary categories: Modern, Vintage, Hand Drawn, and 3D. Search 

each one to get a feel for who is designing something similar to what you’re looking for. Reference the logos 

you found in Step 1 and compare them to the different logos created by Fiverr designers.

STEP 3: SELECT A DESIGNER FOR A GIG

Pay attention to what the designer is offering for $5; some may not include any kind of revision for that price, 

at which point you may want to pay for “Gig Extras” like revisions or multiple logo variations. You’ll also 

want to find out what type of file you’ll get when you hire someone; ideally you’ll want editable versions like 

.eps, .psd and .ai. You’ll need these if you want to use them for print graphics, banners, and other materials. 

If you use this link, you can get your first gig for free: https://www.fiverr.com/s2/317d93b7c7

RECOMMENDATIONS

After using the Fiverr service several times for different projects, I could recommend the following Fiverr 

gigs/designers:

Srishet123: https://www.fiverr.com/srishet123/do-a-logo

Design_4u: https://www.fiverr.com/design_4u/make-a-product-intro-or-logo-reveal

Smash_14: https://www.fiverr.com/smash_14/both-eye-catching-logos-with-unlimited-revisions

Cheatcode
How to Create a Professional Logo with Fiverr
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why you need a website
Most people these days know that they “need” 

a website, but few people think of it as anything 

more than another business essential like your 

logo or business cards; this is wrong! Your web-

site IS your business, no matter if you sell some-

thing online or not. If you don’t have a website, 

or if your online presence is weak, it’s like you 

don’t exist. That can seem extreme for some tar-

get markets (like your 80 year-old-plus crowd), 

but for anyone else it is very, very true. The first 

place people turn when they learn about you or 

your business is your website, and no social me-

dia platform is going to change that. Ideally, they 

will actually find you through your website in the 

first place, and that is one of our main objectives 

with this plan.

website types
There are a million different ways to utilize your 

website, but I am going to simplify things by fo-

cusing on three primary categories

 - “Business Card” Websites

 - Content Marketing Websites

 - eCommerce Websites

“BUSINESS CARD” WEBSITES

“Business Card” Websites are the simplest of the 

three types. They basically serve the same func-

tion as your business card; they tell people who 

you are, what you do, and how to get in touch 

with you, but nothing else. They can, and should 

be very flashy since you won’t be updating them 

much (if at all), and if you’re going to go this route 

you might as well hire a kick ass website devel-

oper to put it together for you since you won’t 

be using it as your primary marketing tool. They 

serve as a commercial and a motivator for people 

who are thinking about hiring you to take the next 

step.

CONTENT MARKETING WEBSITES

Content Marketing Websites are what most peo-

ple think of as their “blog.” I don’t like the term 

“blog” because it undermines what Content Mar-

keting Websites really are: valuable assets and 

essentially the face and thoughts of the compa-

ny. Calling them a blog is like calling a pile of 

gold scrap metal. That’s not right! These web-

sites should be a growing, evolving resource for 

your prospects and customers to learn and con-

nect with you. They keep everyone informed of 

your company and show the world that you are 

more than a simple product or service - you are 

a growing organism that generously shares your 

knowledge like a Miracle-Gro-powered apple 

tree sheds fruit.

ECOMMERCE WEBSITES

eCommerce Websites are complex online stores 

that facilitate transactions for physical and virtual 

products. Good ones will display your products 

in an attractive layout, allow customers to quickly 

find what they’re looking for, and checkout with 

ease. They will also have useful backend func-

tionalities for the administrator, like sales reports, 

shipping processing, website analytics, and other 

organization tools. What most people don’t real-

ize about these types of websites is that no matter 

how good the functionality of the platform, they 

still rely on the owner’s ability to quickly pro-

cess orders, fulfil them, and deal with customer 

service issues that arise (and there will be many 

customer service issues no matter how you try to 

avoid them). They are extremely labor intensive 

and require excellent organization skills in order 

to run effectively.

Branding
Website
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Cheatcode
How to get all of your branding elements at once

purpose
Graphic design is tough, but there is a relatively cheap and easy way to rapidly create a professional brand-

ing style without spending a ton of money. All you have to do is use something that already exists and ex-

tract what you need... enter VideoHive.net

If you use this method, you’ll be reverse engineering the graphic elements of stock motion graphics to create 

everything you need for a consistent, professional image.

REQUIREMENTS
This Cheatcode requires that you have Adobe After Effects and Adobe Photoshop and you’re pretty good at 

using them. You don’t need to be an expert, but you need to at least be able to find your way around. If you 

don’t have the software or know-how you can still use this Cheatcode to decide which colors, fonts, and 

design elements you might like. Then you can hire a professional to do the technical work for you.

step by step guide
STEP 1: FIND A STOCK LOGO STINGER OR INTRODUCTION VIDEO

Go to VideoHive.net and click AFTER EFFECTS PROJECT FILES. From there, you can browse through OPEN-

ERS, LOGO STINGS, or BROADCAST PACKAGES. Each category will have a ton of different graphic ele-

ments that could work for your brand. You’re looking for the one that you either want to use directly or 

emulate. Everything in these files could be useful, from the colors, to the logos, to the transitions, lower 

thirds, and basic design features (e.g. urban setting, high tech setting, happy/bright setting, etc.).

STEP 2: PURCHASE & DOWNLOAD

Once you find the one that you want, download the project file. Again, you will need Adobe After Effects 

in order to access the file.

STEP 3: GRAB/MANIPULATE WHAT YOU NEED

All Adobe software (at least the programs you’ll want to use) utilize layers that can be manipulated. All you 

need to do is access the After Effects file and pull what you need. Then you can go into Photoshop and 

manipulate everything. If nothing else, it will provide a guideline for creating all the branding elements you 

need, especially in regards to colors, fonts, and feel.

Extra Cheat
If you don’t have the time or skills to use this Cheatcode, don’t 

worry! Just find the example you like, then use it to hire a profes-

sional at Fiverr.com or Thumbtack.com. Use this link to get a free 

gig from Fiverr: https://www.fiverr.com/s2/317d93b7c7

ADOBE CREATIVE CLOUD
Adobe has made it extremely affordable for 
small businesses to access their software. It 
used to cost $600-$1,200 per program, but 
now you can get them all for $50 a month. I 
recommend doing this. 
http://www.adobe.com/creativecloud.html

RESOURCE ALERT!
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which website is best for your business?
Which website type you choose is completely 

dependent upon your goals, your existing or fu-

ture products, your skills, and the time and effort 

you’re willing to put into the project.

Is it possible to combine the different types? Yes. 

Should you? That really depends on your skill lev-

el. You may want to simply set up two different 

types to fulfil your needs (I will only ever recom-

mend a maximum of two).

Now, there are cheats to add the functionality of 

some of the different components into different 

website types, but using them depends on your 

skill level.

website platforms
There are a million different website platforms 

out there, and while the platform I recommend 

will be based on your unique situation, here are 

the primary ones.

WORDPRESS.COM

For most newbie website creators, I always recom-

mend Wordpress.com. This is a hosting platform 

that acts the same as Wordpress.org websites, but 

does all the technical work for you. You can se-

lect a template and add features extremely easily. 

It isn’t very flexible in terms of customization, but 

it will make you look very good without a ton of 

effort. This is an ideal solution for creating Con-

tent Marketing Websites quickly and easily.

WORDPRESS.ORG

Wordpress.org is the more customizable and tech-

nical version of Wordpress.com. There are liter-

ally a million different templates that you can use, 

as well as tons of Wordpress professionals around 

the world that you can utilize to get you up and 

running. It can even be cheaper than Wordpress.

com when it comes to hosting. In regards to tem-

plates, I always recommend Yootheme.com. They 

have extremely elegant and clean templates that 

are easy to customize after you get some basic 

know-how. You can use Wordpress for either 

“Business Card” or Content Marketing websites.

SHOPIFY

Shopify is by far my favorite eCommerce hosting 

platform. They make everything extremely easy, 

from merchant account set up to cart design to 

functionality and templates. With a little know-

how you can make a Shopify store in a weekend 

that will look extremely professional and func-

tion beautifully. While it may seem pricey at first, 

it is worth the cost when you realize how many 

services you’ll need to set up to make most oth-

er platforms function the same way. It also has 

some blog functionality, although you’ll need to 

know some HTML coding skills to make it look 

nice. One option would be to create a Content 

Marketing Website to generate traffic, then use 

your eCommerce Website to close the deal (that’s 

what I used for My Mad Methods Magazine; the 

eCommerce Store was called MadFitnessEquip-

ment.com).

SQUARESPACE

Another option for eCommerce is SquareSpace. 

SquareSpace was originally conceived as a con-

tent engine and evolved into a sleek eCommerce 

solution. If you’re looking to make a brand that 

features excellent photography and an elegant 

layout, SquareSpace could be the easiest solution. 

It even has a very attractive layout for blog post-

ing, allowing 

you to build 

your Content 

Marketing ma-

chine while 

you’re selling 

products.

Branding
Website Platforms

WORDPRESS HOSTING AT WP ENGINE
WP Engine is a hosting company that will 
set up your Wordpress.org template for free. 
They also have 3 month free hosting offers 
and the standard rate is only $29 per month.
http://www.WPEngine.com

RESOURCE ALERT!
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purpose
While selecting the right template is dependent on your business, there are some things that every good or 

bad template will have, no matter what platform you use. If you’re a beginner and you’re not planning on 

having an ecommerce solution, I always recommend that you use Wordpress.com, and that you select one 

of their premium templates. Premium templates are extremely affordable and much more capable than the 

free options. You can see all template options at https://theme.wordpress.com/

Recommendations
Here are a few different options that were available at the time of this book being published. I broke down 

my favorites based on some basic website descriptions. There are many more options, but these are my 

personal favorites. Keep in mind that I select these based on the content marketing strategies that I suggest 

in this book.

Cheatcode
HOW TO Select the Right Template on Wordpress.com

TYPE TEMPLATE NAME URL

OVERALL ARCADE https://theme.wordpress.com/themes/arcade/

LOTS OF CONTENT CHRONICLE https://theme.wordpress.com/themes/chronicle/

LOTS OF CONTENT OUTSPOKEN https://outspokendemo.wordpress.com/

PERSONAL TRAINER ADVENTURE https://theme.wordpress.com/themes/adventure/

LOTS OF WRITING THE WRITER https://theme.wordpress.com/themes/the-writer/

VARIETY OF CONTENT HIVE https://theme.wordpress.com/themes/hive/

GYM COLLECTIVE https://theme.wordpress.com/themes/collective/

GYM BASIS https//theme.wordpress.com/themes/basis/

LOTS OF VIDEOS ON DEMAND https://theme.wordpress.com/themes/on-demand/
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Your website structure is dependent on a number 

of different factors that include your overall ob-

jectives, dedication to creating content, revenue 

streams, and skill level. I’m a big fan of system-

atically building information so that each piece 

references other pieces to make people stay on 

your website for as long as possible, but doing 

that requires hundreds of pages of content which 

you may not have yet. The following are some of 

the primary types of website structure that you 

may want to consider using.

With all of these structures, keep in mind that 

your goal is not to present your products and 

services, but to get people onto the website with 

free and interesting information and gently guide 

them to willfully purchasing your products and 

services.

BaSIC STRUCTURE
No matter what, every personal trainer should 

have the following in their main navigation struc-

ture:

- Home Link

- About Us

- Services

- Schedule

- News

- Location

- Contact

There may be some variation if you have a facility 

or not, but if you are training people, you need 

to make this list extremely visible. A good exam-

ple of a “Business Card” Website that has good 

navigation is NatalieUhlingFitness.com (not much 

content, but it looks cool).

Content Marketing Structure
Your basic content marketing structure will be de-

pendent on what type of content you plan on cre-

ating combined with the services/products you 

offer, but you’ll find some similarities between 

some of the navigational components of the top 

content marketing websites. I created this basic 

list off of Q.Equinox.com (a website that I be-

lieve has the most elegant navigational structure 

and presentation) and MensFitness.com (the top 

fitness website in the world according to Alexa.

com):

- Home Link

- Who is [your name]

- Fitness

- Nutrition

- Lifestyle

- Challenges

- Services/Products

- Location

- Contact

Again, there can be many variations of this, but 

this provides good, top-level structure that allows 

for a lot of growth. For example, your “Fitness” 

section could include articles, workouts, workout 

plans, exercise databases, and more.

Store/Content Marketing Structure
Since you’re reading this, I think it’s safe to as-

sume that you want more than an ecommerce so-

lution, so here is a good example of a combined 

ecommerce/content marketing structure:

- Home Link

- Products

- Services

- Knowledge

- About Us

- Location

- Contact

Remember that each top category will have many 

sub-categories; you’re simply trying to project 

which ones you’ll need over the long term.

Branding
Website Structure
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purpose
Your website is extremely important and should be treated as such. It needs to be both definitive and ex-

pandable, and it needs to remain as unchanged as possible in order to gain the trust of your visitors. With 

that said, there is a simple way to determine how your website should be structured if you follow these steps.

step by step guide
STEP 1: OBSERVE YOUR FAVORITE WEBSITES

Your job is not to reinvent the wheel! Your job is to create a website that is attractive and easy to navigate. 

With that said, never be afraid to look at your favorite websites and observe how they are structured. What 

you’ll find is that many of them have some very consistent structures, especially the ones that you routinely 

visit. Get a pencil or pen (or create an excel sheet) and simply write down the main navigation links of each 

website.

STEP 2: OUTLINE YOUR EXISTING CONTENT

You probably have something already created. Even if it’s something as simple as your company descrip-

tion, your personal biography, and some links to your favorite fitness resources, list them out. Starting is the 

hardest part and this list will get you on your way.

STEP 3: SELECT A WEBSITE STRUCTURE

Use the guidelines in this book to select a website structure that will fit your needs for the next 12 months. 

If you’re insanely busy, you might not be able to facilitate a full Content Marketing Structure; there is noth-

ing wrong with that! If the Basic Structure is all that you can manage right now, so be it. Select the structure 

that works for you right now, then outline how your existing content fits within the example structures. Plan 

on creating at least three pieces of content for each informational category in your first month (you don’t 

want to tempt your visitors with cool categories that don’t contain information). Review your favorite website 

structures from step 1 and apply them to the outline as well.

Cheatcode
How to Determine Your Website Structure

It will be much easier to create your 
outline using a spreadsheet. Go to 
Drive.Google.com and login using 
your Gmail account. From there, click 
the red “New” button on the left side 
and click “Google Sheets.” There you 
go! You now have a document that 
you can mess around with to create a 
good outline for your website.

Quick tip
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Content
Marketing

Content Marketing was the primary method 

I used to build and sell my fitness business, 

My Mad Methods. In a little over two years, 

I used Content Marketing (which was free) to 

grow my business and then sell it to Onnit 

Labs. During the process I was able to pro-

vide useful information for thousands of peo-

ple to get fit, integrate a previously dispersed 

fitness community (unconventional trainers), 

and connect with hundreds of amazing fitness 

professionals.

But what is Content Marketing? Have you ever 

wondered why so many fitness companies and 

organizations publish so much free content? 

Websites like BodyBuilding.com, T-Nation.

com, MensFitness.com, and a million others 

are constantly coming out with informative 

graphics, entertaining articles, surveys, and 

incredible videos, all for free. Why would they 

spend so much time creating this information 

without any obvious way to generate revenue 

through the work?

WHY CONTENT MARKETING WORKS IN FITNESS
All of these efforts are related to Content Mar-

keting. Content Marketing is the golden goose 

when it comes to the fitness industry. Many 

large fitness businesses, small fitness busi-

nesses, and personal trainers have used Con-

tent Marketing to make billions. The best thing 

about it is that you can too, no matter how 

small your business is or how much money 

you have to get started.

Content Marketing will continue to expand 

throughout the business world, and for good 

reason!

Imagine how many times you go online to re-

search a product or service before you take any 

steps to buy anything. Content Marketing makes 

your business a resource, not just a place to buy 

stuff. When you’re a resource, you become the 

expert, and experts garner all the trust and re-

spect that you need to sell people on your fitness 

product or service. Here is how the Content Mar-

keting Institute defines Content Marketing:

Content marketing is a strategic marketing 
approach focused on creating and distribut-
ing valuable, relevant, and consistent con-
tent to attract and retain a clearly-defined 
audience — and, ultimately, to drive profit-
able customer action.

With Content Marketing, you provide your cus-

tomers with the information they want and need. 

Then when they’re ready to buy your related 

product or service, they know exactly where to 

go!
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If Content Marketing and Conventional Advertis-

ing were brothers, Content Marketing would be 

the quiet kid in the corner who is unassuming, in-

telligent, and subtly guiding everyone to get their 

way. Conventional Advertising would be the A-

Type sibling who is constantly seeking attention 

through direct competition with everyone in the 

immediate area, yelling, shouting, and causing a 

ruckus while spending every ounce of his energy 

in the process. Content Marketing doesn’t need 

attention because everyone will end up respect-

ing him anyway, even though he doesn’t seem to 

be doing that much, whereas Conventional Ad-

vertising requires your immediate attention and 

will instantly change tactics if he doesn’t get it.

The point is that Content Marketing is a soft sell 

while Conventional Advertising is a hard sell. 

Content Marketing says, “Here’s some informa-

tion you might like,” then steps back and waits 

for you to realize that your associated product or 

service is also useful. Conventional Advertising 

says, “This is the solution you’re looking for, buy 

now!” On the surface it may seem like Conven-

tional Advertising is better because it could gar-

ner quicker results, but if your goal is long term 

income and steady growth, Content Marketing is 

the way to go.

Consumers are getting more savvy every single 

day. There are more resources and vendors than 

ever, allowing consumers to shop the market, re-

search, compare, and come to a decision long af-

ter they saw your product ad. On top of that, they 

are inundated with Conventional Advertising all 

the time, so much so that it starts to blend into 

the background. This has caused many advertis-

ers to get very clever in order to get results, some-

thing that could be effective initially, but has no 

way to provide consistent results.

Do I hate Conventional Advertising? Of course 

not! Conventional Advertising is like hitting the 

“cheat” button in business. Shell out the bucks 

and get some sales. The problem is that most 

small businesses don’t have the time and money 

to spend finding out which Conventional Adver-

tising channels will pay off. Like everything else 

in business, your company is unique and requires 

a unique solution; unless you’re ready to pay an 

arm and a leg for it, Content Marketing is a better 

solution.

In addition, Content Marketing builds a valuable 

asset that gets more valuable the longer you work 

on it. Your website could one day be worth thou-

sands or millions depending on how many pages 

of content you create and how much organic traf-

fic you get. In the process of Content Marketing, 

you can not only make sales, but you can also 

create a “retirement plan” that will allow you to 

cash out if you ever wanted to.

Content Marketing
Content Marketing VS Conventional Advertising

GOOGLE ADWORDS
Want to find out how much a Pay Per Click 
Campaign will cost you? No problem! Just 
set up a Google Adwords Account for free, 
then use their traffic estimation tool to find 
out how much the traffic you need would 
cost you if you use nothing but paid adver-
tising.
http://www.Adwords.Google.com

RESOURCE ALERT!
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Buy My Stuff!

Here’s 
some Free 

Information

Sale!

Invest
nothing

Traffic!

Invest $

Understanding the Flow
With a cohesive Content Marketing strategy 

you are doing more than simply posting a 

lot of information often. You are creating 

a coherent flow that consistently 

releases structured information 

that will eventually leads to 

a sale. 
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Content Marketing replaces conventional adver-

tising (in most cases Pay Per Click ads) with con-

tent in order to attract traffic to your website. 

While creating content takes time, it shouldn’t 

cost you anything. The opportunity to sell your 

products and services comes when people re-

peatedly visit your website, at which point you 

gently remind them that you have products/

services for sale.

Sometimes people 

will come to your 

website and some-

times they won’t. 

Since you have cultivated a 

good following and trust in 

your brand, it doesn’t really 

matter if they view every sin-

gle thing you produce; they 

will eventually come back to 

your website and you will have 

another opportunity to expose 

them to your offering.

In addition to provid-

ing essentially free 

advertising, the 

content you cre-

ate is also building 

your biggest 

asset: your 

website. No 

matter how 

many ads 

you may pay for, their value in-

stantly disappears when you stop 

paying for them.

Content Marketing
Content Marketing Flow Invest

nothing

Here’s 
some Free 

Information

Yes

Traffic!
Here’s 

some Free 
Information

No

Invest
Nothing

No

Here’s 
some Free 

Information

Yes

Invest
Nothing

Yes

Traffic!

Buy My 
Stuff!

YesNo

Sale!

Buy My 
Stuff!

YesNo

Sale!

No

Traffic!
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Invest $Buy My Stuff!

Yes

Sale!

Buy My Stuff!Invest $

No

No

Sale!

Buy My Stuff!

Yes

Invest $

Yes

Sale!
Buy My Stuff!Invest $

No

Conventional Advertising requires that you invest 

money into every sale you make. If you’re not 

paying for the ads, they stop showing, and you 

instantly stop getting traffic. While it is techni-

cally more direct than Content Marketing, there 

is no value for the ads beyond what they get you 

in sales.

The process is pretty 

straightforward; you 

invest an ad (Buy My 

Stuff!), the potential 

customer says yes or 

no, then you either make a sale or 

invest in another ad. While it seems 

pretty simple, each time you invest 

you will need to analyze your results, 

revise and improve your ads, then in-

vest in another one. You also need to 

consider that all this is taking place 

whether each ad makes you a sale or 

not.

While this might be a worthwhile 

investment for larger business, it probably isn’t 

ideal for someone who is bootstrapping their way 

through the start up phase. Content Marketing al-

lows you to experiment with a million different 

types of content to discover what works for you 

in connecting with your audience without the ex-

pense.

Content Marketing
Conventional Advertising Flow
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General content Types
The content you create for your website falls into 

two broad categories: Viral and SEO. Viral con-

tent (also known as “click bait”) is specifically de-

signed for social media and email marketing and 

has nothing to do with optimization for search 

engines. Yes, you’ll still get some organic traffic, 

but that isn’t the point.

VIRAL CONTENT

Viral content is much more fun to create, but can 

be dangerous or damaging if it is used incorrectly. 

It’s called “Click Bait” a lot of the time because 

it encourages you to click it, even if you weren’t 

looking for the information it’s related to in the 

first place. In fitness, you might see something like 

“The Top 10 Fat Burners that Could KILL YOU” or 

“The One Move that the 300 Actors Used to Get 

Ripped.” The title doesn’t have to be optimized 

and SEO is secondary to getting traffic through 

social media or email campaigns.

SEO CONTENT

Most of the techy geeks are concerned with eve-

rything SEO. I am too, but all other aspects of 

content creation need to be considered as well. 

On top of that, you never know what the hell each 

search engine is looking for at any given time; it 

changes constantly! You need to concern yourself 

with consistently creating good, interesting con-

tent for your target market while following some 

simple SEO rules that will help you gain organic 

traffic.  

Content Marketing Style
How you write your article is dependent on the 

audience you are writing for. The only way you’re 

going to know how your specific audience will 

respond is to try different styles and see which 

one works. At first you need to be very flexible, 

then evaluate and move forward.

FUN

The Fun Style involves writing in a playful, real-

istic voice with lots of jokes and sometimes even 

emoticons. It should be conversational and pro-

vide practical examples in a nonthreatening way.

TECHNICAL

If you get technical, understand who you’re writ-

ing for. No one likes being in school unless they 

are extremely interested in the content. For the 

most part, this means that the audience that will 

be the most interested in the Technical writing 

style are other trainers and coaches. They could 

be good for some peer-cred, but they won’t inter-

est your consumer market for the most part.

ANGRY

If you have a metal-head type audience, writ-

ing with an Angry style could be very effective. 

In your content you would be insulting to other 

methods or groups and combative with the au-

dience in general. Unless you really know your 

people, this is a dangerous way to write. Make 

sure you can back up everything you say up and 

don’t be surprised if you get hate mail and very 

negative comments.

PRACTICAL

The Practical style is a mixture of technical and 

fun. It’s useful and informative but it’s presented 

in a way that everyone can understand. Unless 

you’re experimenting, stick with Practical.

Content Marketing
General Types & Style
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Basically, our 
goal is to organize 
the world’s 
information and to 
make it universally 
accessible and 
useful.
Larry Page
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You Need to Build a River
Building a river means creating a thousand dif-

ferent supporting streams that reinforce the over-

all flow of information online. Each page of your 

website has value and search engine potential, 

including the primary categories, sub-categories, 

and individual pages; if you can connect each 

one, guiding the visitor from one elment to the 

next, you can create a stream of information that 

will keep them engaged and interested.

Start with the most basic exercises and concepts 

before you get into the more complicated pro-

grams. This will allow you to backlink to your 

basic content on the more advanced pieces. For 

example, if you’re explaining an overhead squat, 

you would want to put a line on the page about 

ensuring that they have the basic squat perfected 

first: “This exercise requires that you have a per-

fect basic squat. Refer to this page to make sure 

you do before you try this advanced variation.” 

Databases Versus Blogs
You are not creating a “blog” if you’re Content 

Marketing. You’re creating a database of infor-

mation that directly or indirectly supports your 

product or service (at least when it comes to the 

strategy I outline in this book).

The definition of the word “database” is pretty 

simple:

database: a comprehensive collection of 

related data organized for convenient 

access

The keyword in the definition is “related”. While 

a blog may have a bunch of information in re-

gards to the broad subject of “fitness,” they don’t 

usually break that information down into organ-

ized chunks.

Our goal is to create a series of databases that 

somehow relate to your product or service, gently 

guiding people towards purchasing. In addition, 

we’re looking to become a go-to resource for a 

certain type of information. We want people to 

come to our websites first, rather than going to a 

search engine to find the information.

Imagine a potential client is looking for informa-

tion regarding the kettlebell swing exercise. Rath-

er than typing “kettlebell swing” into a search 

engine, you want them to go directly to your web-

site, click on the Kettlebell Exercise database, and 

find it there instead.

The easiest way to think about doing this is to 

look at the segment of your offering that is the 

easiest to organize. In fitness, this is usually re-

lated to workouts, exercises, methodologies, and 

nutritional information. Here I’ll outline how a 

database may look for each one.

THE Workout Database

Workout Databases are probably one of the easi-

est types to create. They can be comprised of al-

most any media, from text to photos to videos 

(your choice). In terms of organization, I’ve found 

that this structure works well:

 » Strength Workouts

 ›  Barbell Strength Workouts

 › Kettlebell Strength Workouts

 › Bodyweight Strength Workouts

Content Marketing
Becoming a Resource: The Database
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 » Conditioning Workouts

 › Barbell Conditioning Workouts

 › Kettlebell Conditioning Workouts

 › Bodyweight Conditioning Workouts

 » Muscle Mass Workouts

 › Barbell Muscle Mass Workouts

 › Kettlebell Muscle Mass Workouts

 › Bodyweight Muscle Mass Workouts

This type of database could also be broken up by 

duration, implement, or objective.

THE Exercise Database

Exercise Databases are another type of informa-

tion that is easy to organize. The easiest type of 

media to use with this category is short, embed-

ded videos. Here is a sample layout:

 » Kettlebell Exercises

 › Upper Body Exercises

 › Lower Body Exercises

 › Core Exercises

 › Full Body Exercises

 » Sandbag Exercises

 › Upper Body Exercises

 › Lower Body Exercises

 › Core Exercises

 › Full Body Exercises

 » Barbell Exercises

 › Upper Body Exercises

 › Lower Body Exercises

 › Core Exercises

 › Full Body Exercises

THE Methodology Database

Methodology Databases will be more limited. 

However, they will allow you to quickly build a 

list of information that many people will be inter-

ested in. Here is a sample layout:

 » Barbell Methodologies

 › Olympic Lifting Techniques

 › Power Lifting Techniques

 › Basic Lifting Techniques

 » Kettlebell Methodologies

 › Kettlebell Sport Techniques

 › Isometric Lifting Techniques

 › Ballistic Lifting Techniques

 » Odd Object Methodologies

 › Atlas Stone Lifting Techniques

 › Sandbag Lifting Techniques

 › Boulder Lifting Techniques

THE Nutritional Database

Nutritional Databases could be a phenomenal 

source of traffic using relatively easy-to-create 

content. Here is a sample layout for a database 

based on preparation time:

 » Quick Snack Recipes

 › Low Carb Recipes

 › High Protein Recipes

 › Zero Sugar Recipes

 » 10-Minute Meal Recipes

 › Low Carb Recipes

 › High Protein Recipes

 › Zero Sugar Recipes

 » 30-Minute Meal Recipes

 › Low Carb Recipes

 › High Protein Recipes

 › Zero Sugar Recipes

 » 4 Course Meal Recipes

 › Low Carb Recipes

 › High Protein Recipes

 › Zero Sugar Recipes
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SEO Doesn’t Have to be Scary
When people talk about Search Engine Optimiza-

tion (SEO), they make it sound like some kind of 

insanely complicated union between art and sci-

ence that few have mastered and only some can 

comprehend.

In reality, it’s actually pretty simple, especially 

when you shrug off the need for a “home run” 

article that gets millions of hits and instead focus 

on good content that consistently delivers a rea-

sonable amount of views.

Is the algorithm that drives each search engine 

(Google, Bing, Yahoo, etc.) complicated? Hell 

yes! Not only that, but it’s being updated all of 

the time to deliver “better” results (I put the word 

better in quotation marks because the meaning of 

the word might be defined by a search engine’s 

need to generate profit through advertising opti-

mization).

You need to accept that you will never be able to 

perfectly optimize every single piece of content 

you produce. Even if you could, that optimization 

at that moment may not be the best it could be a 

year from now. Not only that, perfect optimiza-

tion for one search engine doesn’t mean the same 

thing for another.

The Many FAces of SEO
Most people think that SEO relates to choosing a 

few keywords, using them often in your content, 

then waiting for results. What you need to under-

stand is that search engine ranking is much more 

complicated than just getting a couple words 

right. Search engines track a scary amount of in-

formation when it comes to website traffic. It’s 

not just, “Is this article optimized for this key-

word?” It’s more like the following:

Is the basic content of this page optimized for 
a particular keyword phrase?

Does the page contain pictures that are opti-
mized for the keyword?

How many pictures are optimized and how 
are the descriptions unique to each picture?

How many headers include the keyword and 
do they repeat too often?

Is the keyword “cheating” by being used in an 
inappropriately repetitive context?

Are there videos embedded on the page that 
are related to the keyword phrase?

If so, how many people watched the embed-
ded video?

How long were people on the page?

When people left the page, did they go back 
to the search engine, or did they click on a 

link within the website?

How many other websites are linking to this 
page for the keyword phrase it’s optimized 

for?

Where are the visitors coming from?

These are just a few concepts that will give you 

an idea of how complicated trying to following 

optimization rules can be. 

Basic SEO
This may sound crazy, but I don’t want you to 

worry about SEO too much. Instead, I want you 

to follow a few simple principles when it comes 

to creating content and maintain them forever. 

Once you get good at these few different aspects 

of SEO, you’ll do them without thinking. I don’t 

want you thinking about SEO all the time. I want 

you to worry about creating awesome, useful 

content instead.

ARTICLE/PAGE TITLE

Your article title should be catchy, include your 

Targeted Keyword, and be no more than 55 char-

Content Marketing
Search Engine Optimization
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acters long. 55 characters is the ideal length for 

most search engines. If the article is about writ-

ing ideal article titles and my Targeted Keyword 

is “optimizing article titles,” I may use something 

like “5 Tips for Optimizing Article Titles for SEO.”

URL SLUG

The URL Slug is the address of your webpage. You 

need to simplify your Article/Page Title for your 

URL Slug, but still include the subject of the ar-

ticle and your Targeted Keyword. If the title of 

the article is “How to Optimize Your URL Slug 

for SEO” (with the Targeted Keyword being “URL 

Slug”), then your slug will be something like: 

http://www.MarkdeGrasse.com/optimize-url-slug

HEADERS

Headers are an extremely important part of opti-

mizing your webpages. Most webpage editors will 

feature some kind of dropdown option for speci-

fying header tags (header tags are <h1>, <h2>, 

<h3>, etc.). Your article will ideally feature 3-5 

headers of varying levels. Each one should in-

clude your Targeted Keyword or a variation of the 

Targeted Keyword. If the article is, “How to Opti-

mize Webpage Headers for SEO” with the Target-

ed Keyword being “optimize webpage headers,” I 

may include the following headers:

3 Essentials When Optimizing Webpage Headers

Your Webpage Headers Must Be Interesting

Webpage Headers Are the Key to Success

Optimizing Webpage Headers Can Be Fun

TARGETED KEYWORD USE IN CONTENT

You need to use your Targeted Keyword through-

out your articles, but you don’t want to overuse it. 

If you use the Targeted Keyword in inappropriate 

contexts or deliberately repeat the word/phrase 

in an annoying way, the search engines will dock 

your ranking and it could hurt your website over-

all. Try to include the Targeted Keyword at least 

once in each paragraph and don’t be afraid to use 

variations of it within the content itself.

PICTURES

Ideally, each article you produce will feature 3-5 

pictures within the content. Each picture should 

be uniquely titled and feature an “alt” descrip-

tion that includes the Targeted Keyword or some 

variation of it. If you have a picture of someone 

performing a kettlebell swing, your picture title 

could be “2-Hand Kettlebell Swing” and your 

“alt” description could be, “John Smith of Ket-

tlebell Mega-Systems performs the 2-Hand Ket-

tlebell Swing Exercise.”

VIDEOS

If possible, you should always include a video 

related to the content in your article. Embedded 

videos should be optimized similar to pictures. 

Depending on your platform and skill set, you 

may be restricted from including too much in the 

way of a description, but you should at least be 

able to include a title for the video. Again, try to 

include the Targeted Keyword and a unique title 

for the video. For a demonstration video featur-

ing the 2-Hand Kettlebell Swing, you may title it 

with something like “How to Properly Perform 

the 2-Hand Kettlebell Swing.”

META KEYWORDS

While many search engines are claiming that they 

are no longer using Meta Keywords when find-

ing and ranking your webpages, I’ve personally 

found that it still makes a difference. Include your 

Targeted Keyword (I suggest using only 1 or 2 Tar-

geted Keywords) in the Meta Keyword field on 

your page.

META DESCRIPTIONS

Meta Descriptions should be 150 characters or 

less and should be able to entice people to click 

on your article all by themselves. This is what will 

show up under your link on search engine results. 

It should describe the most interesting aspect of 

your article and include your Targeted Keyword.
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The Content Map: Your Guide
The Content Map is exactly what it sounds like: 

a guide to creating content. It doesn’t have to be 

complicated, but it does need to be structured 

and thought out. The purpose of the Content Map 

is to illustrate how all of the pieces of a particular 

project fit together, aiding you in the consistent 

creation of information.

If your website is a house, the Content Map is its 

blueprint. The only difference is that not all of 

the pieces need to be built in order. As you’ll see 

when you compare the Content Map to the Con-

tent Posting Schedule, creating and releasing the 

information in your Content Map may not follow 

a specific order.

Fitness System Drives Your Content Map
Your Fitness System is the basis of each Content 

Map you create. Even as your Fitness System 

evolves as your company develops, its base phi-

losophies and principles can always use support 

with specific projects from the Content Map. Be-

tween your objectives and your Fitness System, 

you will know exactly what information you need 

to create and how often you need to create it.

Content Marketing
The Content Map

We’re all 
pilgrims on 
the same 
journey - 
but some 
pilgrims have 
better road 
maps.
Nelson DeMille
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Workout Plans
Diet/

Supplement 
PlanS

Workshops New Facilities

Fitness System

Diet Plan for 
Fat Loss

Diet Plan for 
Muscle Gain

Diet Plan for 
Stamina

Workout Plan 
for Fat Loss

Workout Plan 
for Muscle Gain

Workout Plan 
for Stamina

Workshop for 
Fat Loss

Workshop for 
Muscle Gain

Workshop for 
Stamina West Coast Midwest Northeast

Product #1 Product #2 Product #3

Product 
Launches

The Content Map that you’ll be using to guide your content creation on a daily basis can be pretty big (as 

you’ll see on the following pages). That’s great for guiding your daily content creation, but you also need 

an over arching picture of how individual projects (such as Workout Plans, Diet Plans, and Product Launch 

Plans) are incorporated into your long term vision. The Macro Content Map does just that. This example 

is for a typical Fitness System that is aiming to get people results through information products (ebooks, 

DVDs, workshops, etc.) and includes various objectives of the business.

Content Marketing
The Macro Content Map
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Tips

Techniques

Implements

Workouts

Content Marketing
Content Map: Workout Plan Example

Workout Plans are probably the easiest way to 

create massive amounts of content. While you 

could combine every element of a workout plan 

onto a single page, a much more useful approach 

is to spread that same information across dozens 

of pages. This does several things:

1. It keeps people on your website longer.

2. It requires visitors to click on multiple links 

within your website.

3. It requires visitors to come back on a regular 

basis as they progress through the plan.

4. It provides a defined outline for creating con-

tent on a consistent basis.

Each item you see on this map is an individual 

page on a website. This is a very comprehensive 

content map; it could easily be simplified to just 

the essential components. In addition, as long as 

you have the Workout Plan page and the neces-

sary Workout pages, everything else could be 

added and linked later. This will allow you to start 

getting traffic even as you continue to execute the 

map.

This Content Map specifically illustrates the fol-

lowing information:

 » 1 Workout Plan

 » 5 Workouts

 » 3 Exercises per Workout

 » 3 Exercise Variations per Exercise

 » 66+ Total Website Pages

This is actually a very simple map. Chances are 

that you are going to have more workouts, exer-

cises, and tips per workout plan, but it gives you 

an idea of how much content you have.

WORKOUT PLAN
Summary
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WORKOUT #1

EXERCISE #1

WORKOUT #2

WORKOUT #3

WORKOUT #4

WORKOUT #5

EXERCISE #2

EXERCISE #3

EXERCISE #4

EXERCISE #5

EXERCISE #6

EXERCISE #7

EXERCISE #8

EXERCISE #9

EXERCISE #10

EXERCISE #11

EXERCISE #12

EXERCISE #13

EXERCISE #14

EXERCISE #15

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

 EXERCISE Variations: 1 2 3

What are
Kettlebells

What are
Barbells

What are 
Sandbags

Strength
Technique

Conditioning
Technique

Agility
Technique

Mobility
technique

Fast
Recovery

Proper 
Progression

Weight
Selection

Workout 
Locations
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Content Marketing
Content Map: Diet & Supplement Plan Example

Nutrition and supplementation terms trump work-

out and exercise terms in every way possible. The 

fact of the matter is that you don’t need to be into 

fitness to look up information about food; you 

just need to be hungry! For that reason, if you re-

ally want to ramp up your online traffic, you need 

some sort of nutritional component. That could 

be as simple as re-posting your favorite recipe 

with a slight twist (always referencing the original 

source), but you could take a big step forward 

and create a comprehensive nutritional database. 

This content map is as simple as it gets for a short 

term diet plan.

This Content Map specifically illustrates the fol-

lowing information:

 » 1 Diet Plan

 » 4 Weeks of Information

 » 3 Recipes per Week

 » 3 Ingredients per Recipe

 » 61+ Total Website Pages

This Content Map could be much, much larger. If 

you think about it, how many recipes could you 

make in a 4 week period? How many ingredients 

are there per recipe, and how many ways could 

you talk about how those ingredients interact in 

different ways with your body? For the Supple-

ment section, I just broke it out into four pages, 

but you could easily describe each supplement 

that you would take for each situation, and the 

variations of those supplements. In terms of diet 

tips, you could create a million different tips 

based on different objectives like fat loss, muscle 

gain, cutting for fighters, and the different ways 

that different body types will react to the tech-

niques.

Tips

Supplements

Diet

Diet/Supplement PLAN
Summary
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Week #1

Recipe #1

Week #2

Week #3

Week #4

Recipe #2

Recipe #3

Recipe #4

Recipe #5

Recipe #6

Recipe #7

Recipe #8

Recipe #9

Recipe #10

Recipe #11

Recipe #12

 Recipe Ingredients: 1 2 3

 Recipe Ingredients: 1 2 3

 Recipe Ingredients: 1 2 3

 Recipe Ingredients: 1 2 3

 Recipe Ingredients: 1 2 3

 Recipe Ingredients: 1 2 3

 Recipe Ingredients: 1 2 3

 Recipe Ingredients: 1 2 3

 Recipe Ingredients: 1 2 3

 Recipe Ingredients: 1 2 3

 Recipe Ingredients: 1 2 3

 Recipe Ingredients: 1 2 3

Morning Pre-Workout Post-Workout

How to deal 
with hunger

What to eat 
before bed

how to satisfy 
a sweet tooth

alternative 
sugar options

Recovery
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Content Marketing
Content Map: Product Launch Example

If your business has fitness products, this Content 

Map will get you on the right track for creating 

endless amounts of supporting information. These 

days, having an awesome product isn’t good 

enough. People want results, and it’s your job to 

help them get them. The best way to do that is 

to provide them with every single detail when it 

comes to your product. This map is specifically 

for workout equipment products, but you could 

easily apply it to infoproducts.

You’ll also find that I linked the workouts and ex-

ercises in this Content Map differently than in the 

Workout Plan example. You can use either way 

on your website.

This Content Map specifically illustrates the fol-

lowing information:

 » 1 Product Page

 » 5 Workout Categories

 » 15 Workouts

 » 4 Exercise Categories

 » 12 Exercises

 » 4 Technique Articles

 » 4 Product Information Articles

 » 49+ Total Website Pages

If you create this much content to support your 

product, you’ll be able to make one hell of a land-

ing page. Also, if you create and release it at the 

time of the product launch, you’ll have the po-

tential to flood your website with a lot of traffic, 

thereby increasing sales substantially. Another 

method is to leak the pages out slowly in order 

to consistently remind people about your product 

until it gains more traction.

Informatoin

Techniques

Exercises

Workouts

Product
Page
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Strength

Workout #1

Conditioning

Agility

Group

Quick

Workout #2

Workout #3

Workout #4

Workout #5

Workout #6

Workout #7

Workout #8

Workout #9

Workout #10

Workout #11

Workout #12

Workout #13

Workout #14

Workout #15
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Technique

Conditioning
Technique
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Technique
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Top 5
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How to Set Up 
Your Product
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best for you

Product vs
Competitor

Upper Body

Exercise #1

Lower Body

Core

Full Body

Exercise #2

Exercise #3

Exercise #4

Exercise #5

Exercise #6

Exercise #7

Exercise #8

Exercise #9

Exercise #10

Exercise #11

Exercise #12
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Content Marketing
Content Posting Schedule

The Content Posting Schedule is a comprehensive 

guide to everything that you will be doing over a 

set period of time in regard to creating content. 

This document will direct where you spend your 

time while succinctly guiding your daily, weekly, 

and monthly tasks.

While getting all of your ducks in a row is part of 

succeeding when you’re trying to create a pres-

ence in the fitness industry, a much more impor-

tant aspect is just getting out there in the first 

place. One of the biggest mistakes that I see fit-

ness professionals make is waiting until they think 

they have everything in line; you need to realize 

that most businesses NEVER have everything in 

line all at once. What they have is the willingness 

to put something out there, see what works, and 

evolve as necessary. YOU WILL NEVER BE PER-

FECT. With that said, drop the excuses and get a 

move on.

The following is a guideline regarding a stand-

ard Content Posting Schedule that integrates 

your Content Marketing efforts. You’ll note that 

it doesn’t include your Social Media Posting or 

Email Campaigns, and that is intentional; Social 

Media Marketing will require much more room 

(look in the Social Media Marketing section for 

more information about the Social Media Posting 

Schedule, and the Email Marketing section for in-

formation about your Email Campaign Schedule).

This schedule is specifically related to the Work-

out Plan Content Map example. This is a fairly ag-

gressive Content Posting Schedule that completes 

a lot of the 66 page Content Map in only 4 weeks. 

If you want to really start blowing up your website 

and turn your organic and Email Marketing traffic 

on overdrive, this is a good way to do it.

You’ll notice a certain flow when it comes to 

structuring content related to a comprehensive 

workout plan. For one, there are a lot of exer-

cises. Therefore, exercises comprise the majority 

of the daily work. This is good because exercise 

pages are one of the easiest types to create and 

will help you to create a large Exercise Database 

in no time.

You’ll also notice that I wove the other primary 

categories (Implements, Techniques, and Tips) in 

on a regular basis. While the article titles may 

seem somewhat random, they are all related to 

the workout plan in regard to each category.

Another unique detail is that the Workout Plan 

Summary doesn’t get posted until Week #4. This 

is intentional, as you’ll be able to create an ex-

tremely useful webpage after you have posted all 

of the related content. Rather than just putting 

a simple summary of the workout plan, you can 

now link to every workout, exercise, technique, 

implement, and tip related to it. This will do a few 

things: it will make a keyword-heavy webpage, it 

will provide an index to everything related to the 

workout plan that visitors will want to come back 

to often, and it puts the cap on the project so you 

can get started on the next one.

Finally, you can see that single “boxes” on the 

Content Map actually influenced multiple arti-

cles. The Kettlebell Implement box was used to 

create the “What are Kettlebells?” and “Do You 

Know the 3 Main Types of Kettlebell?” articles.

This is just one variation of what is possible. Al-

ways remember that your schedule will be deter-

mined by your unique company and situation.
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content posting schedule MONTH #1
mon tue wed thu fri

W
ee

k 
#1

CONTENT:
- Exercise #1
- Exercise #2
- 5 Tips for Fast 

Recovery

CONTENT:
- Exercise #3
- What are 

Kettlebells?

CONTENT:
- Workout #1
- What’s the 

Difference Between 
Barbells, Kettlebells, 
& Sandbags?

CONTENT:
- Exercise #4
- The Best Strength 

Technique for You

CONTENT:
- Exercise #5
- Exercise #6

W
EE

K 
#2

CONTENT:
- Workout #2
- How to Select the 

Right Kettlebell 
Weight for You

CONTENT:
- Exercise #7
- What is Sandbag 

Training?

CONTENT:
- Exercise #8
- Exercise #9
- The Top 3 Places to 

Workout

CONTENT:
- Workout #3
- 8 Mobility 

Movements 
Everyone Should be 
Doing

CONTENT:
- Exercise #10
- Exercise #11

W
EE

K 
#3

CONTENT:
- Exercise #12
- 3 Signs that You 

Need to Progress to 
a Higher Weight

CONTENT:
- Workout #4
- 5 High Intensity 

Conditioning 
Techniques

CONTENT:
- Exercise #13
- Exercise #14

CONTENT:
- Exercise #15
- 8 Reasons Why 

Everyone Needs 
Agility Training

CONTENT:
- Workout #5
- What are Barbells & 

How to Use Them

W
EE

K 
#4

CONTENT:
- Exercise #1 

Variation #1
- Exercise #1 

Variation #2
- Exercise #1 

Variation #3

CONTENT:
- Do You Know the 

3 Main Types of 
Kettlebell?

- Workout Plan 
Summary

CONTENT:
- Exercise #2 

Variation #1
- Exercise #2 

Variation #2
- Exercise #2 

Variation #3

CONTENT:
- Your Weight is Too 

Heavy! When the 
Best Progression is 
Regression

- The #1 Kettlebell 
Exercise You’re 
Probably Doing 
Wrong

CONTENT:
- Exercise #3 

Variation #1
- Exercise #3 

Variation #2
- Exercise #3 

Variation #3
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There are many, many different ways to get traffic 

and attention for your brand. The ways I will rec-

ommend are based on your experience, strengths, 

and resources. The following is a basic descrip-

tion of the basic types of content that you can 

create.

Technique article
Technique articles are long (1,000-5,000 words) 

and require a lot of time, effort, and referencing. 

These should only be undertaken after a lot of 

thought has gone into them. If you do one a quar-

ter, you’ll be far beyond most fitness writers.

Workout Plan Article
Workout Plan Articles involve writing a summary, 

explanation, and benefits of a given workout plan 

(I usually recommend 4-6 week long plans). Even 

if you keep the summary section short, they will 

still require quite a bit of work to create a whole 

program. Ideally, you’ll be linking to other articles 

within your website to give further details of the 

workouts and exercises involved in the workout 

plan.

Exercise Instructions
Exercise Instruction pieces are straightforward 

and relatively simple. Give a summary of the 

movement and what it’s good for, then write 3-6 

steps to perform it correctly. Ideally you’ll include 

a demonstration video, but it isn’t necessary all 

the time.

Feats of Strength
Feats of Strength pieces involve you or some-

one else performing an advanced move or using 

heavy weight to perform a movement. They are 

more for entertainment and marketing purposes 

rather than instruction.

Challenges
Challenges are an excellent way to engage your 

audience while also providing useful information. 

Think in terms of, “I bet you can’t do [blank].” 

They can be workout based (e.g. 50 reps for time) 

or movement based (e.g. perform a Pistol Squat).

Top Lists
Including numbers in your content is an excellent 

way to get both SEO and viral traffic. This could 

be a list of exercises (e.g. Top 5 Core Exercises), 

workouts (e.g. Top 3 Workout Sets for Condition-

ing), or techniques (e.g. The #1 Implement for 

Core Strength).

Mistake Corrections
Mistake Correction articles are easy to write and 

could be as simple as identifying a common error 

in a single exercise, then explaining how to fix 

it.  They can feature videos or pics, or be simply 

written.

Controversial Topics
In fitness it isn’t difficult to find people with opin-

ions that differ from yours. People are very pas-

sionate about health and many people consider 

themselves to be experts in everything. You can 

take advan-

tage of this by 

creating arti-

cles that take 

a stand on a 

“hot topic.” 

You must be 

Content Marketing
Types of Content

In school we were taught not to use the 
word “you” when writing reports... you’re 
not in school any more! Throw that rule out 
the window and start talking to your reader 
in the first person. It will be much easier to 
write and people love seeing information 
pointing at them.

Quick tip
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willing to deal with haters, as there will be many 

of those. However, these pieces will plant you 

firmly on a side and speak to your true followers 

if they are written correctly.

Innovation Articles
Innovation articles are interesting to everyone, 

both trainees and trainers alike. They can deal 

with using an implement in a way people haven’t 

thought of before (3 Ways to Use a Barbell You 

Haven’t Tried), trying a new exercise to hit an 

uncommon objective (Why Light Kettlebells are 

Good for Power Development), or a new move-

ment all together (The Best Squat Variation Every-

one Needs to Do).

Motivation Graphics
Motivational graphics are easy to create, get tons 

of hits, and will give your audience an insight into 

you and your brand. They aren’t good for SEO, 

but they work well with every other platform.

Exercise Infographics
Exercise Infographics take a little bit more ef-

fort than your motivational graphics, but they are 

worth it. These images are very popular for social 

media platforms, especially Facebook, Instagram, 

and Pinterest.

Entertainment Articles
Never underestimate how important it is to add 

some fun into your content. Entertainment pieces 

can serve a functional purpose (like teaching peo-

ple something), but most of the time they should  

just be entertaining. Think of ways to engage your 

audience that don’t specifically relate to useful in-

formation. For example, I love doing pieces about 

cheat meals, because I love food. These pieces 

aren’t useful. They’re just fun and help lighten up 

the rest of the content online; you don’t have to 

be serious all the time.

Right/Wrong Articles
People love when you keep things simple, and 

that is especially true when it comes to exercise 

form. By doing 

a simple series 

of pictures or 

a short video, 

you can quick-

ly show the 

wrong way and 

the right way 

to do different 

movements.

Workout Graphics
You don’t always need a crazy amount of media 

(e.g. audio, video, photography, etc.) in order to 

create content. With Workout Graphics, all you 

need to do is create a graphic that contains a 

workout with a few instructions. Keep your style 

(e.g. logo placement, font, design elements, etc.) 

consistent, and you have a kick ass post for both 

your website and social media (especially Insta-

gram and Pinterest).

Mindset Articles
Mindset pieces can be popular, but use them 

sparingly. Most new content creators make the 

mistake of thinking that their personal philosophy 

of fitness/health/etc. is what people really want 

to read (it isn’t). It will be when you’re big, but 

right now you should be working on content that 

Don’t worry about trying to get writ-
ing gigs with the big fitness websites/
magazines at this point. Those jobs will 
provide you with some cred, but they 
will take a ton of time (also, those guys 
will ask you to write, not the other way 
around). When you’re big enough, they 
will come calling.

Quick tip
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they’re looking for in the first place. If you must 

do a mindset piece, try to relate how your phi-

losophy impacted your personal experience or 

those of your clients; provide as many practical 

examples of implementation as possible.

Recipes
You can never go wrong with recipes, especially 

when you combine them with an attractive pic-

ture of the food. These get tons of visits and the 

food pics perform extremely well on all social 

media channels, especially Instagram, Facebook, 

and Pinterest.

Ingredients 

You can write quite a bit about a single ingredient 

if you really think about it. What health benefits 

does it have? What are its top five uses? Where 

did the ingredient come from? By doing a little bit 

of research you could break down every aspect of 

a single ingredient and create a optimized article 

in the process. In addition, you’ll be able to link 

that single ingredient to all of the recipes that you 

created to use it.

Transformation
Transformation pieces do really well online, espe-

cially if you have before/after pics and a compel-

ling back story. The typically go, “I was fat and 

unhappy, then I found kettlebells/pilates/yoga/

etc, and it changed my life.” They can be very in-

spiring if they’re written correctly, but again, the 

pics will make them way more effective if you 

have them.

Top Movement/Exercise Lists

Everyone loves to see top movement /exercise 

lists, even if there is no way that they’re going 

to agree with your opinion. All you have to do is 

select a focus and create a list of 3 to 10 exercise 

that you think fit it best. This could be objective 

based (The Top 5 Strength Enhancing Exercises), 

difficulty based (The Top 8 Most Difficult Move-

ments), body part focused (The Top 3 Exercise for 

Building Your Glutes), or popularity based (The 

Top Kettlebell Exercises You Haven’t Tried Yet).

Top Workout Lists

Top Workout Lists go in line with the Top Move-

ment /Exercise lists with the main difference being 

the use of workouts or workout set schemes in leu 

of single exercises. Again, you could base them 

on objectives, difficulty, body part, or popularity. 

Company/Industry News
Unless you have some truly interesting news 

about your company, news pieces are rarely very 

successful or popular. They simply inform peo-

ple about the happenings of your company (e.g. 

new facilities or trainers, the development of new 

products, or industry partnerships

There are three reasons why there is no 
such thing as a “magic bullet” article.

1. You never really know what’s going 
to take off.

2. It’s really hard to create content that 
is good for both social media and 
SEO (not impossible, just hard).

3. You’ll get more traffic from a variety 
of descent articles versus one awe-
some mega-article.

Quick tip
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Content marketing
The anatomy of an Exercise Tip Graphic

Exercise Tip graphics are an excellent way to show your expertise in an attractive format that will fit well on 

your website, Instagram, Facebook, and Pinterest. They get shared often and they’re pretty easy to make.

Demo Picture
Your Demo Picture will 
ideally have no background 
other than a solid color 
(usually black or white). It 
will be more time efficient 
to shoot the pictures on a 
solid background rather than 
try to cutout the image later. 
Most Demo Pictures should 
feature a full body shot from 
an angle that highlights the 
tips you are going to give. It 
could be a single picture or 
a progression, although sin-
gle pictures at the beginning 
or end of an exercise repeti-
tion will be the easiest to 
work with. If possible, make 
sure your model is wearing 
the same thing on every 
picture you’re planning to 
use for this purpose.

PIC MONKEY
You can design this entire 
graphic using Pic Monkey’s 
free “Design” application. It 
will take some practice, but 
once you do it once, each time 
will get easier.
http://www.PicMonkey.com

RESOURCE ALERT!

Tips
Tips can be put in the areas 
near the part of the body 
you’re describing, or be 
farther away featuring a 
line pointing to the body 
part you’re talking about. 
They should only be 2 to 10 
words long as you’ll want to 
make them large and legible. 
If you want to get more 
detailed, simply number the 
points and describe them 
in greater detail in the text 
description of the page or 
post. For the text boxes, 
stick to white text on a dark 
background or black text 
on a light background. In 
this graphic I also included 
a colored line that comple-
ments the other colors used 
in the image.
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You should use the font that 
is also used for your header 
tags on your website. If pos-
sible, also try to include your 
primary color in the title. 
Always have your logo icon 
somewhere in the graphic. Li

ne
s

The lines above and below 
the quote frame the quote 
and add a simple graphical 
element that most people 
don’t use. They will help set 
you apart.
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Whatever color scheme or 
picture background you 
choose, try to keep it very 
consistent between different 
graphics. You want people 
to be able to recognize that 
each one is part of a series 
simply by observing the de-
sign details. Once they real-
ize this, they’ll look for more 
graphics on your website or 
social media platform.
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content marketing
The anatomy of an Exercise article (version 1)

Objective Title
If your article is more viral-focused, you don’t have 
to use the exercise name. You could simply focus on 
the benefits. In this case, the exercise is intended to 
hit MMA core strength (the keyword phrase), and 
can be done in only 4 steps (it could really be as 
many or as few steps as you like).

This isn’t the best looking article, and that’s why I selected it. It got over 5,000 overnight and it illustrates how 

simple successful articles can be if you just do a few things right.

Header Pic
The Header Pic needs to get people to the website 
in the first place, and can feature a picture of the 
exercise itself (always try to pick the most interesting 
step of the exercise) or can focus on the objective 
(this article could have had a fighter-looking person 
with a six-pack).

Summary
This summary breaks several rules (it doesn’t use the 
keyword phrase or summarize the article), but it is 
interesting and gets you to read the next line. This 
is an unconventional way to do it, but in this case it 
works.

benefits
This section of the article does two things; it es-
tablishes that the writer has experience and it talks 
about the benefits. This builds credibility and inter-
est in the exercise itself. This header (in this case it’s 
an <h2> tag) also uses two keyword phrases: “core 
strength” and “kettlebell.”

Exercise Pics
The exercise pictures don’t need to be attractive 
necessarily, but they do need to clearly illustrate the 
movement. The best way to do this is to have a fixed 
camera angle that shows your entire body. If you 
want to emphasize a point (in this case it’s the prop-
er way to pick up the kettlebell), you can get closer 
or zoom in, but the rest of the time your whole body 
should be in the shot. Also, don’t make the mistake 
of changing the angle in between steps; this makes 
it much harder for users to visualize, especially in 
pictures. Even if you have video, the pictures will 
add a lot more SEO-points. Each picture should have 
a title and alternative text within your HTML image 
reference. Most website editors will allow you to 
add this automatically. Be sure that it includes your 
keyword phrase.

steps
The steps don’t have to be long! Writing about 
movement is hard, so keep it simple and try to use 
the keyword phrase if possible. Most of your SEO-
points will be in the summary and benefit section as 
well as your pics.
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Exercise Articles are very flexible. 
However, once you choose a method 
of creating them, you need to keep it 
consistent. Don’t switch up your for-
mat; it wastes your time creating them 
and it will confuse your audience.

Quick tip

Content marketing
The anatomy of an Exercise article (version 2)

This is an extremely easy format to repeat. It won’t get much viral traffic, but it will allow you to create hun-

dreds of pages of content with relative ease.

Video
This version of the Exercise Article requires a 
video. The video should be kept as simple as 
possible so you can crank out articles quick. 
The purpose is to show a simple demonstration 
then explain what is going on in the description.

title
When choosing your article title, you should 
base it on the most commonly looked up spell-
ing of the exercise. Also, you want to keep your 
primary keyword phrase connected (in this case 
it is “kettlebell exercise”). However you plan 
on writing exercise names, keep it consistent 
throughout your website. Don’t spell Push Up 
any other way - meaning no push-up, pushup, 
or p-ups.

summary
This is a quick, 2-5 sentence summary that says 
what the exercise is, what it’s good for, and why  
you need to use it. This is also a good opportu-
nity to link back to related articles (like regres-
sion and progressive techniques) or to programs 
that utilize the drill (in this case it’s the Rites of 
Passage test). Try to keep them clicking through 
the website for as long as possible.

ex
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Exercise Steps should be 
kept relatively short and 
concise. No need to waste 
a bunch of time explaining 
everything, the video shows 
the basics. If you really 
want to show the technique, 
you’ll need to do an audio 
video where you show and 
explain everything (that may 
take longer).
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Whenever possible, cover 
your ass legally by offering 
tips on safety. This is also a 
great place to put aspects 
of the instruction that don’t 
fit into a normal “step” 
category.
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content marketing
The anatomy of a fitness article

Catchy title
Your title needs three things to 
be effective: 
1. It needs to be easy to 

understand.
2. It needs to incorporate 

your primary keyword
3. It needs to be interesting.

In this instance you can easily 
understand what this article is 
about (gym chalk), what I think 
about it (stop it!), and how much 
information I’m giving in regard 
to it (3 reasons).

Here is a breakdown of a typical fitness article. This particular example got over 30,000 hits in about 5 days 

(that’s a kickass hit rate by the way). Below you’ll see some key elements that made it successful.

Summary
The first paragraph of your arti-
cle should be completely unique 
(don’t just copy and paste your 
Meta Description). It should 
include your keyword phrase, 
summarize the entire article in 
some way, and be interesting 
enough to get people to read the 
next paragraph (and so on). Set it 
apart by making it bold. You can 
use your website editor or the 
html tag <strong></strong> (just 
put your summary in between 
the tag).

Header pic
The header pic should do two 
things: get people to the article 
in the first place, and make the 
article look professional/pretty. 
The best way to select the pic-
ture is to ask yourself, “Would 
I click on this pic if I saw it 
somewhere else?” It should have 
some kind of relation to the ar-
ticle, but getting people to your 
website is the main purpose.

short paragraphs
People don’t want to read your 
article if it looks like too much 
work. Writing with short para-
graphs (usually with no more 
than 5 sentences) will make your 
article look less intimidating and 
more attractive. Remember, this  
should be fun to read (no one 
likes to read school text books).

keyword use
You must use your keyword 
phrase within the article content 
itself, but you can’t be ridiculous 
with it. If you use it in places 
where it doesn’t belong or is too 
redundant, the search engines 
will ding your ranking and 
readers will be turned off. Try 
to use it for 5% of your content, 
but don’t sacrifice readability to 
make that happen.

Primary headers
Your Primary Headers (in this 
case they are the three reasons) 
should be emphasized and in-
clude the keywords. It is impor-
tant that you use HTML heading 
tags here to improve your SEO 
and make the article attrac-
tive no matter what browser or 
platform they are using. This 
should be an <h1> or <h2> tag 
every time. 

Support Pics
Support pictures should be 
used throughout the article and 
should be related to the Header 
Pic if possible (from the same 
photo shoot).

Block quotes
Break up your content further 
by using the <blockquote> tag. 
Just select a sentence or two that 
really emphasizes your point or 
will grab attention.
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Content marketing
The anatomy of a motivational graphic

Motivational Graphics are quick and easy, and get tons of engagement on social media. Use these on the days 

when you don’t have time to produce other materials.

Background pic
Your background pic should 
reinforce the quote, but not 
overshadow it (unless the 
quote is extremely simple 
and needs the support to 
get some attention). Pick a 
word out of the quote and 
try to emphasize what you’re 
trying to get across. In this 
instance, I used the ocean 
for obvious reasons.

FINDING NEW QUOTES
There are a lot of quote web-
sites out there, but I always 
come back to this website on 
a consistent basis. Skip the 
Google search and go straight 
here.
http://www.BrainyQuote.com

RESOURCE ALERT!

Quote
The quote you use should 
be relatively short, recog-
nizable, and easy to agree 
with. Never use anything 
that could be considered 
political (unless you plan on 
dealing with backlash and 
think it’s worth it to connect 
with a particular audience). 
In fitness, the less you say 
and the more obvious you 
state agreeable things, the 
better.

Logo
You should have a specific 
logo icon/color scheme you 
always use with your moti-
vational graphics. Ideally, it 
will be legible, but it doesn’t 
have to be. The important 
part is that it is recognizable 
and consistent. It should 
always go in the same area 
of the graphic as well.

Sh
ap

e

Always use square graphics; 
they fit better on Instagram 
and they’re easier to use 
with a variety of background 
pics.

Li
ne

s

The line that is below the 
quote frames it and adds a 
simple graphical element 
that most people don’t use, 
helping you to set yours 
apart from the rest.

So
ur
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Always quote the source (in 
this case it’s me). Before you 
do, type the quote into a 
google search to make sure 
you have the correct source. 
Make sure the source isn’t 
some sort of enemy of the 
world (like Stalin). Also, 
cut the font size in half 
and change the color to 
something more subdued to 
emphasize the quote itself.
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Content Marketing
The Article Naming Matrix

Find Out What Works
I believe that the internet is one of the best, most  

even battle grounds that can be had. Everyone, 

including every one of your competitors, puts 

information out there for everyone else to see, 

then the search engines and users decide who 

has the best stuff. I’ve found that one of the best 

uses of this openness is simply reviewing what 

has worked for your competitors, then using that 

information to create effective pieces of content.

Most of your competitors will have a “Most Pop-

ular Article List,” “Top Articles,” or “Something 

Else You Might Like” list right on the side of their 

current pieces. All you have to do is look at them 

and speculate about why they’re popular (you 

could also review the “How to Choose Article 

Keywords” cheatcode for more ideas).

The Matrix
If you’re hard up for ideas, or simply aren’t that 

creative when it comes to naming your fitness 

articles, don’t worry! The Article Naming Matrix 

makes the process extremely simple. It’s not per-

fect, but if nothing else it will give you some ideas 

that you can then use to create an article you like.

As with everything else you try in Content Mar-

keting, Email Marketing, or Social Media Market-

ing, you need to constantly be evaluating your 

results. You’ll find out what article titles do well 

for SEO, social media, or email campaigns. The 

cool thing is that you can actually use a different 

(but similar) title for each platform and see which 

one performs best. You’ll be amazed at the vary-

ing levels of success that the different variations 

will garner. They will rarely be the ones that you 

expected.

KEYWORD FREQUENCY

bodybuilding 1,500,000

yoga 823,000

fitness 550,000

abs 450,000

how to lose weight 450,000

fit 368,000

gym 368,000

exercise 301,000

gymnastics 301,000

how to lose weight fast 246,000

how to lose belly fat 201,000

weight loss 201,000

kettlebell 201,000

workout 165,000

diet 165,000

muscle 135,000

lose weight fast 135,000

ab workouts 135,000

low carb diet 135,000

personal trainer 135,000

bodybuilder 135,000

aerobic 110,000

how to gain weight 110,000

weight loss tips 110,000

muscle and fitness 110,000

crossfit workouts 90,500

diet plans 90,500

abs workout 90,500

barbell 60,500

dumbbell 49,500

STEP 1: CHOOSE A KEYWORD
These are some of the most often searched fitness-

related keywords according to Google Adwords. Use 

one or use the “How to Choose Article Keywords” 

Cheatcode.
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Number

1

2

3

4

5

10

15

20

50

100

Descriptive Words

intense

extreme

hardcore

calm

relaxing

sweat-inducing

most painful

best

better

worst

Challenging

why you can’t

you’re not man enough to

you’re too weak for

you’re failing

Methodology

ballistic

grinds

traveling

rotational

isometric

throws

OBJECTIVE

fat loss

muscle gain

strength

conditioning

endurance

mobility

flexibility

muscular endurance

Body Part

arms

legs

shoulders

biceps

hands

grip

forearms

back

abs

chest

Exercise

squat

deadlift

press

lunge

sit up

push up

military press

leg raise

pull up

farmer walk

Implement

kettlebell

sandbag

battle ropes

suspension

gym rings

odd object

barbell

dumbbell

medicine ball

pull up bar

Type

exercise

workout

routine

program

plan

methodology

technique

movement

project

STEP 2: CHOOSE A Focus
There are many more options than this, but for 

simplicity’s sake, choose one word/phrase from 

one or two categories.

Encouraging

You Can Improve

Empower Yourself

Build Your Body

Improve Performance

STEP 3: Add Some Detail/Interest
There are a million ways you could go with this, but 

here are a couple options. Add some spice and interest 

with one or two of these options.

You’re Done!
You may have to mix up the order and add or subtract some words, but you get the 

idea. Here are some of the mixes I made using the Article Naming Matrix:

 » 3 Kettlebell Leg Exercises You’re Too Weak For

 » Hardcore Muscular Endurance Odd Object Routine

 » The #1 Sweat-Inducing Arm Program

 » Intense Conditioning Military Press Sandbag Workout

 » 5 Relaxing Kettlebell Flexibility Movements

 » Empower Yourself with 10 Pull Up Bar Exercises
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Purpose
Choosing article keywords involves two important things: making sure people are actually looking those 

keywords up, and finding out why your competitors rank on those keywords. Doing these two tasks is really 

easy. The following is a general guideline; as you get more skilled at doing this, you’ll probably come up 

with your own procedure.

Example
You want write an article about how to fix a common flaw that people make when performing the Kettlebell 

Goblet Squat.

step by step guide
STEP 1: DETERMINE POSSIBLE KEYWORDS BASED ON ARTICLE SUBJECT

Once you have an idea of what article you want to write, think of the best keywords that relate to it. For 

this example, your possible article keywords could be goblet squat, kettlebell squat, how to kettlebell squat, 

squat mistakes, kettlebell mistakes, etc.

STEP 2: DETERMINE KEYWORD PHRASE OPTIONS ON ADWORDS

Login to your Google Adwords account. Go to TOOLS > KEYWORD PLANNER. Type in your keyword ideas. 

Click GET IDEAS, then click the tab KEYWORD IDEAS under the chart. Review which keyword phrase is 

looked up the most. In this example, “goblet squat” is looked up 27,100 times each month (anything with 

over 1,500 avg. monthly searches is a potential candidate and you want 2-3 keyword phrases ideally). Next, 

scroll down and sort the keyword chart by “Avg. monthly searches.” Look for a second and third phrase 

that could be included in the title of your article; in this case, “kettlebell training” is looked up 8,100 times.

STEP 3: FIND OUT WHICH COMPETITORS ARE RANKING

Go to Google and type in each of your potential keyword phrases. In this case, BreakingMuscle.com has the 

highest organic search rank for their article, “How To Do The Perfect Goblet Squat.”

STEP 4: FIND OUT WHY YOUR COMPETITOR IS RANKING

Click on the link to the top article and review the title, primary headers, pictures, length, and other media 

(e.g. videos, audio links, etc.). Look at what keywords they use and how often they use them. Then right 

click on the side of the page and click “View Page Source.” Search the code for “meta” and review the meta 

description and meta keywords. You now know what your competitor wrote and how they got ranked.

STEP 5: SELECT KEYWORDS

Now that you have all the information you need, you can select your keywords. In this case, I would select 

one specific and one general. Specific would be “kettlebell goblet squat” and general would be “kettlebell 

training.”

Cheatcode
How to Choose article keywords
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purpose
Article titles are tricky and will require that you experiment to see what your audience is interested in. Dif-

ferent article types require different types of titles; is your article for SEO or viral, or specifically created for 

social media? While that must be taken into consideration when creating a title, there are some consisten-

cies between the different content types. Here is how to create a general article title for anything you have.

Example
We’re going to continue with the example from the Cheatcode “How to Choose Article Keywords.”

step by step guide
STEP 1: REFERENCE YOUR KEYWORDS

You wrote your article after finding the keywords, now it’s time to name the sucker. For our example, the 

keywords are “kettlebell goblet squat” and “kettlebell training.”

STEP 2: CONFIGURE THE KEYWORDS

If possible, combinations of the keyword phrases are ideal for the title. At the very least, you need to use 

your primary keyword phrase (kettlebell goblet squat). If you could work “kettlebell training” in there too, 

that would be awesome but isn’t necessary. Here’s the cheater way to do it:

Kettlebell Training: Kettlebell Goblet Squats

Not bad, but if we get rid of the “kettlebell training,” we can create something more likely to be typed in 

by someone looking for instruction on the exercise. How’s this:

How to do Kettlebell Goblet Squats Properly

Again, not too shabby, but still kind of generic and boring; let’s add some spice.

STEP 3: ADD SOME SPICE

Adding spice could take away from your SEO-points, but in this 

case it will not. Challenging your reader is a good way to get 

them to click. Look at this:

You Are Doing Kettlebell Goblet Squats WRONG

Take that reader! You might get some blow back from this, but 

you’ll also get more clicks, especially on social media. Just 

make sure the content is good. Here’s another example:

Kettlebell Goblet Squats in 3 Easy Steps

It’s all the same content, but each type will change who the 

interested reader will be. Try each style out to see what works.

Don’t make the mistake of going too 
broad with your keywords or you will 
never get any kind of ranking. “Kettle-
bell” is not a keyword phrase, but “ket-
tlebells for fighters” is. You have to be 
specific enough to set yourself apart 
from the general mass of content. The 
only way you will rank on broad phrases 
is if you have an entire section of your 
website dedicated to that keyword (and 
good SEO techniques).

Quick tip

Cheatcode
How to Choose article Titles
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Content marketing
PHOTOGRAPHY

Needless to say, your customers are very visual peo-

ple (it’s probably what got them interested in fitness 

in the first place). With phones advancing the way 

they are, everyone is a photographer, and that in-

cludes you! To keep your marketing and branding ef-

fective, every picture you take needs to be on point. 

Enhancing your skills will do two important things: 

1) Enhance the image of your brand daily, 2) Manage 

photoshoots more effectively when you want to hire 

a professional.

Originals
Taking good pictures is a valuable asset. You’ll need 

literally thousands of pictures each year to use on 

your website and social media posts, so get ready to 

improve your photography skills!

CHANGE UP THE ANGLES

Improving your daily pictures could be as simple as 

switching up the angles. Get low, get high, go wide, 

and go close up... do anything but just stand there 

and shoot from eye level! There is a time and place 

to shoot full body shots from afar (they’re called Ex-

ercise Articles), but that will do nothing for your daily 

branding and marketing!

CHANGE THE LIGHTING

Lighting can make all the difference! Try turning off 

some lights in your space while leaving the others on. 

If you can, get a single spot light and start messing 

around with that. Whenever possible, try not to use 

your flash; that never looks good. 

THE HERO SHOT

Hero Shots are exactly what they sound like: pictures 

where you look like a hero. Check out your favorite 

movie posters and try to mimic them while holding 

a kettlebell or other implement. Copy the angles/

distance they use in different settings and  see 

what happens.

STOCK
Stock photos can make your article look awesome 

or make it look super lame; picking the right one 

is crucial.

FREE VS PAID STOCK PICS

There are quite a few websites out there that can 

provide you with free pictures, but they are usu-

ally sparse when it comes to fitness pics. I rec-

ommend going to DepositPhoto.com, getting 100 

credits, and filling up with some pics for your 

website, materials, and social media posts. They 

have a growing list of unconventional training 

pics and it will save you time while making your 

articles look much more professional. 

START WITH THE HEADER PIC

When you’re looking for a picture to feature in an 

article, make sure you get the attention-grabbing 

header pic first. 

MULTIPLE PICTURES

Whenever possible, you should try to get the pic-

tures to be within the same photo series. They 

should at least have the same style/feel. If the 

header is black and white, make the content pic-

tures black and white. If the header pic is a white 

woman with a hoodie, make sure the rest of the 

pics have the same model.

MIXING ORIGINALS & STOCK

You’ll have to mix original and stock pics some-

times (the stock photo websites don’t have eve-

rything, especially when it comes to unconven-

tional training). In this instance, the header pic 

can be completely different from the content pics  

or you may have to use an original “hero shot” for 

your header.
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purpose
Do you need pro-grade pics for every single article you publish? No! Even so, your pics do need to be clear 

enough to support your content. Even if you have a business partner or friend to help you out, there will still 

be times when you might need to snap a picture of yourself. The following is a quick guide to make sure you 

get a good shot that doesn’t look like you took it yourself.

step by step guide
STEP 1: FORGET ABOUT THE HANDHELD SELFIE & MIRRORS

There are very, very few cases where you’ll be able to use a selfie or mirror shot for an article. The only 

exception I can think of is for a Transformation article where you took a before and after picture of yourself 

to prove that your techniques/diet /mindset /etc. helped you succeed. Even then, if you’re serious about good 

content, you should set up the camera outside of the bathroom! 

STEP 2: DOWNLOAD A TIMER APP & BUY A SMARTPHONE HOLDER

Rather than doing a handheld selfie, you should simply get a holder for your smart phone so you can set it 

up with a tripod. Simply go to www.CowboyStudio.com and search “smart phone” and you can buy one for 

$5. Search “camera timer” in your smart phone app store to find a good timer.

STEP 3: GET THE RIGHT BACKGROUND & LIGHTING

Remember that every picture you take either adds or subtracts from your branding efforts. If you want to 

maximize your branding, you need to be consistent. One easy way to maintain consistency is to pick a back-

ground that you can use often. Ideally, the background won’t be cluttered, it will feature a banner or decal 

with your logo, and have some of the color elements of your brand. In most cases, it will probably need to 

have a lot of lighting as well (preferably natural light, but that might be tough to find).

STEP 4: TAKE A BIG STEP BACK AND GET THE RIGHT ANGLE

In terms of pictures that will be useful for your content creation tasks, you’ll need to get an angle that shows 

the correct form for the exercise or technique you’re trying to demonstrate. While you could zoom in on 

your legs because it’s a lower body exercise, I don’t recommend it. Rather, you should always try to get a 

full body shot where your body fills the frame as much as possible. You can always crop the portion you 

want to zoom in on, but you can’t zoom out on a image once it’s made. You’ll also want to exemplify the 

form aspects with the right angle. If you want to show how you should be avoiding lumbar flexion during a 

deep kettlebell front squat, you need to get a profile shot. If you’re talking about how the kettlebell comes 

across your body during the Figure 8 exercise, you’ll need a frontal shot. Think about what you’re going to 

write prior to shooting the pic.

STEP 5: EDIT THE SHOT

Is there a chance that the shot that you take couldn’t use any improvement through a photo editing appli-

cation? Possibly, but in 99% of cases, it will need some work. Use PicMonkey.com to apply some effects.

Cheatcode
How to Take Pictures of yourself with a smart phone
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Purpose
Every trainer should have professional fitness photography for their business. It can be cheap, quick, and 

easy if you just follow these 10 steps. If you manage it correctly, a single session could give you enough 

photography for months or years of social media and website posts. It will make you look professional and 

set you apart from the thousands of other trainers you’re competing with.

step by step guide
STEP 1: FIND & DOWNLOAD EXAMPLE PICTURES

There is no need to reinvent the wheel with your first fitness photoshoot; simply doing the photoshoot is 

already going to set you apart from most fitness professionals! This step is easy and fun. Just go online to 

your favorite brands and download them into a folder. Just check out popular fitness/sport related brands 

like Nike, Under Armour, Lululemon, etc. or go outside the box for ideas by looking at other industries that 

have a look and feel that you like. For me, I like to look at grungy fashion, hip hop, and urban photography. 

Don’t just look for a pose either. Try to notice the lighting, atmosphere, and other design elements in your 

example pictures. When you’re ready, select two or three that you like the best and be ready to explain why 

you like them to your photographer.

STEP 2: MAKE A LIST OF EVERY SHOT YOU NEED

Never go into a fitness photoshoot with a “we’ll see what happens” attitude; that is a recipe for wasting 

time. Create a list of every movement /pose you’re looking to capture. If you’re using this for your website, 

think of the exact page that the photos are needed for. Think of the current and future articles you write that 

may need photos. Do you need hero shots? Do you need sequence shots? Do you need multiple variations 

of the same exercise (e.g. Kettlebell Front Squat, Kettlebell Goblet Squat, Double Kettlebell Squat, etc.)? 

It’s important that you write it all down or you’ll most likely skip over important shots without noticing it at 

the time. Fitness photoshoots can be hectic; keep the list with you and mark off the shots as you get them.

STEP 3: BRING MULTIPLE SETS OF CLOTHING

The best way to get the most out of a single fitness photoshoot is to bring a variety of clothes, that way it will 

look like you did multiple photoshoots. No matter how cool your pictures are, if you’re wearing the same 

clothes in each shot, all of your webpages and social media posts will start to blend together and people 

will stop noticing them. By simply changing your shirt /pants, you’ll create an entirely new set of photos.

STEP 4: FIND A GOOD PHOTOSHOOT LOCATION

While choosing a location is usually dependent on what you’re going to use the pictures for and what you’re 

trying to say about your brand, I’m going to assume that you just need a set of fitness photos to get started 

(adding in the branding/marketing aspects is much more complicated). If you want the maximum utility, 

you’ll want a location that will allow for a variety of backgrounds. Just like bringing different sets of clothes, 

a good location will make it seem like you did multiple photoshoots. Places like large parks, beaches/piers, 

Cheatcode
How to Manage Your First Photo Shoot
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downtown cities, warehouse gyms, and abandoned buildings are interesting locations that could provide 

different backdrops. You could use different backdrops in a studio, but that will usually cost more money.

STEP 5: FIND THE RIGHT PHOTOGRAPHER

In most metropolitan areas there are many, many photographers. There are several ways to find them, in-

cluding posting the need for one on your social media channels, posting an ad on Craigslist, or asking friends 

for referrals. The best way that I’ve found so far is by using a website called Thumbtack (www.Thumbtack.

com). Thumbtack allows you to post a job and your budget for free, at which point you can ask the photog-

raphers questions and find the one you want. Here is a description that I use when I’m posting jobs:

Photographer needed for a fitness photoshoot. I need action shots that capture different 
exercises and movements. I’ll need some of the photos edited and I’ll also need the raw images 
from the shoot.

I usually put a budget of $50-$100 and get between 3-5 offers from different photographers. At that point, I 

look at their portfolio and websites to make sure they have done something that looks like what I need (this 

is where those example pictures you selected will come in handy). Remember that even if they offer to do 

the job for one price, they may still be willing to go lower if you ask them to.

STEP 6: MANAGE YOUR PHOTOGRAPHER CLOSELY

While you should be able to trust the abilities of your photographer, don’t assume that they will get the shots 

you need without a little direction. Unless they are trainers themselves, chances are that they don’t know 

what correct form looks like. A shot that looks great to them may show a bad rep of an exercise, meaning 

that you can’t use it. Also, if you want to make a sequence of photos, you’ll need to make sure that they got 

each step of the exercise. Don’t be afraid to ask them if you can see the camera after they take a few photos.

I would print out your example photos as well and bring them with you. Show them to the photographer to 

give them a better idea of how they should be lighting the shot and adjusting the angles.

STEP 7: GET THE RAW FILES

Chances are that you aren’t going to be able to list all the different 

ways you’re going to use the photos from your fitness photoshoot. In 

fact, it’s not unusual for me to create entire articles around certain 

pictures just because I have the pictures. For this reason, you should 

always get the raw, unedited pictures just in case you want to use 

them in the future. You can always edit them yourself or have some-

one edit them for you. Some photographers may not want to do this, 

so you need to tell them that you want the raw files before you hire 

them.

Cheatcode
How to Manage Your First Photo Shoot (Continued)

While you need to get the shots that you 

wrote down on your shot list, try to be flex-

ible and open to getting cool photos when 

the opportunities present themselves. You 

won’t be able to plan or foresee everything, 

especially in outdoor locations, so you need 

to be ready to change if necessary. Some of 

the coolest photos I’ve gotten have been be-

cause we jumped on an opportunity for a 

shot the moment it arrived. Sometimes the 

lighting is perfect or the timing is just right, 

so be ready and willing to change.

Quick tip
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Content marketing
Video

Video, as you can imagine, is going to be a very im-

portant part of your business. There are some very 

easy ways to make your videos both professional 

looking and effective. Here are some key tips regard-

ing video creation.

Graphic elements
Your videos need to include the following elements. 

These will make them look professional. I can pro-

vide a template for Adobe Premiere or show you how 

to do it on YouTube.

LOGO STINGERS

Your Logo Stinger must be featured on every video 

you produce. It needs to be consistent. That way peo-

ple know what they’re getting whenever the see it: 

namely, that should be awesome fitness content.

ASKING FOR ACTION

At the end of each video, you must ask for action. 

This may be dependent on the platform, but at the 

very least you need to say, “Find out more at www.

YourWebsite.com”. If it’s YouTube, you may even 

want words at the end saying “Subscribe, Comment, 

Like.” Always feature your website written out at the 

end of the video.

LOWER THIRDS

Lower Thirds are not 100% necessary, but they will 

add another level of professionalism if you have 

them. These are animated graphics at the bottom of 

your video that dynamically display your name, com-

pany name, exercise title, etc. (you’ve seen a million 

of them on the nightly news).

CONTENT elements
Just like the rest of your branding, your content needs 

to be consistently presented. People like to know 

what they’re getting when it comes to clicking on 

your channel. Use these tips to help with shoot-

ing.

LOCATION 

You need to try to keep your backgrounds as con-

sistent as possible. The reason is simple: people 

need to be able to recognize your brand during 

every second of the vid. They should be able to 

glance at a page full of video screenshots and rec-

ognize yours right off the bat. Every video doesn’t 

need to look exactly the same, but 4 out of 5 

should be in a recognizably consistent location.

NARRATION VS AUDIO

Narration is a great way to go if you don’t have 

good audio gear, but it tends to come off as sterile 

no matter how lively you try to make it. If possi-

ble, it’s best to address the audience directly dur-

ing the video. It adds a lot of personality that peo-

ple will remember. Just make sure you’re looking 

good and sounding enthusiastic about the subject.

MUSIC SELECTION

Your music is a support piece, not the main 

event. It should be subtle, but unique enough that 

it doesn’t sound like stock music. It is possible 

to find good stock music, but you just have to 

be willing to 

listen to hun-

dreds of 

songs to find 

the right one. 

Make sure it 

is consistent 

with the rest 

of your brand 

and your tar-

get audience.

VIMEO
If you want a lot more video embedding op-
tions, Vimeo.com has an upgraded option 
called Vimeo Pro. This service is $199 per 
year and will allow you to customize your 
player for embedding on your website, re-
strict access if you want to use the videos 
for member-only sections, and even edit the 
videos themselves in a variety of ways.
https://vimeo.com/pro

AUDIO JUNGLE
Audio Jungle has thousands of songs and 
sound effects for as little as $1 per track. 
There is an excellent variety of music as 
“packs” of music if you’re looking to main-
tain a certain feel between videos.
http://www.AudioJungle.net

RESOURCE ALERT!
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If you want to make your videos look more 
professional, the best thing you can do is 
add more light. You can get a whole kit for 
$100 to $200 at CowboyStudio.com

Quick tip

purpose
Fitness videos are an extremely important aspect of Content Marketing. Unlike other industries that can 

communicate directions easily through words, it can sometimes be impossible to describe an exercise with 

writing alone, especially when it comes to describing explosive movements, rotational drills, and the use of 

unconventional implements. If nothing else, you need to provide a basic exercise demonstration video to 

ensure that the viewer understands how the proper execution of an exercise should look.

step by step guide
STEP 1: BUY A SMARTPHONE HOLDER

Just like your fitness “selfies,” you’re going to want a holder for your phone. It will make the process of 

shooting much easier and more consistent. Again, make sure you’re using the camera on the front of the 

phone, not the one facing you when you look at it.

STEP 2: GET THE RIGHT BACKGROUND & LIGHTING

Again, just like for your photography, you want a consistent background and lighting. This is especially im-

portant for video as you’ll want your YouTube channel to look as consistent as possible. If someone looks 

up different kettlebell exercises for example, you’ll want them to be able to identify your videos by looking 

at the icon. This can be accomplished by using the same background in each video, preferably with a bold 

color that can be seen in a small icon, even if your logo isn’t legible. For videos, the more lighting there 

is, the more the better. Open the windows and turn on all of the lights. No, you won’t get a grungy, high 

contrast look, but you will get a lot less graininess in the shot, and in this case people just want to see your 

form, so who cares about how artsy it looks.

STEP 3: PERFORM 20-30 SECONDS OF THE EXERCISE

In its simplest version, the exercise demo could have nothing but a single angle of an exercise being per-

formed for 10-20 repetitions. Many people are just looking to identify an exercise by a name they saw writ-

ten somewhere and don’t care about why the exercise is good, the different aspects of proper form, or why 

one version of the exercise is better than another. You can use this lack of interest to your advantage. Press 

record, perform reps for 20-30 seconds, and you’re ready to go.

STEP 4: POST TO YOUTUBE

I recommend using YouTube to post all of your free videos. They allow embedding easily onto your website, 

you have the potential for other people to embed on their websites (thereby increasing views), and you’ll 

build up your channel, hopefully gaining more subscribers. All you 

need to do is upload the raw video and edit it using YouTube’s edit-

ing feature. I recommend including the portion where you properly 

lift and set down the weight (if you’re using one) in order to illustrate 

proper form.

Cheatcode
How to Shoot Simple Exercise Demo Vids
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Email
Marketing

The Purpose of Email Marketing in this system
There are entire books written on Email Mar-

keting because it is such an effective and val-

uable method of interacting with your com-

munity (probably the best method, actually). 

When marketing professionals talk about the 

value of Email Marketing, they are not talking 

about SPAM. They are talking about legally 

collected, opt-in lists of emails generated by 

individual businesses. These email lists can’t 

be purchased. Instead, they must be cultivat-

ed and grown like a delicate plant.

If your brand ever gets sold to a larger com-

pany, your email list will be one of the most 

important aspects they consider when nam-

ing a price. The other core factors will be 

your revenue, profitability, patents/trade-

marks, website traffic, and social media fol-

lowing.

Email Marketing helps you instantly connect 

with people who want your information. In 

terms of this system, it will be a core com-

ponent in gaining the traffic you need to sell 

your products and services. In relation to 

Content Marketing, the content you create 

will drive the information provided through 

your email campaigns.

You will also be using Email Marketing to di-

rectly promote your products and services, 

especially in regard to special offers and 

sales. Keep in mind that specific sale emails 

will be used much less often than your free 

information emails.
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Most people underestimate the value of email 

marketing, but if you want to succeed with this 

program, you can’t be one of them! Emails are 

extremely valuable. They allow you to instantly 

communicate with people who are asking for 

the information you make. It’s almost like some-

one saying, “I really want to buy stuff from you,” 

when they sign up for your email newsletter (not 

all the time mind you). You need to capture as 

many emails as possible, then send them useful, 

related content.

Sending an email campaign is like hitting the 

“turbo” button on your website traffic. There’s no 

waiting for all the SEO you did to kick in, or for a 

killer graphic you made to go viral; all you have 

to do is click “send” and you can get instant traf-

fic and sales.

EMAIL LIST GENERATION
From now on, one of your main goals is building 

your email list. This objective is just as important 

as your traffic, revenue, and social media objec-

tives. You need to gather as many emails as you 

can.

ASK YOUR FOLLOWERS TO SIGN UP

If you have followers online, whether that’s 

through your personal Facebook page, your Twit-

ter account, or your YouTube Channel, you have 

people who will want to sign up for updates. Ask 

them to sign up for email updates and entice them 

with something for free, like product discount 

codes, infoproducts, or attendance at an upcom-

ing events or fitness classes.

INTERRUPTERS

Interrupters have become one of the most com-

mon ways to get email addresses for small and 

large businesses alike. An interrupter is a pop 

up ad that asks people to sign up for an email 

newsletter in return for something, usually a free 

ebook or access to some exclusive content. Yes, 

they may seem somewhat annoying, but at this 

point most people are pretty desensitized to the 

occurrence. Besides, you offer valuable content! 

You’re doing them a disservice by not asking 

them to join.

 

FREE INFOPRODUCT OFFERS

Free infoproduct offers are one of the best ways 

to spread your brand and get emails. Offer an eb-

ook that relates to your Fitness System and you 

kill two birds with one stone! You get an email 

and you have now introduced your offering with 

tons of content! The ebook itself could even drive 

a Content Map if you want it to.

CUSTOMER EMAILS

When people purchase from your online store 

they are giving you permission to contact them 

with related information; even large email distrib-

utors will allow past customer lists to be used as 

subscribers. If you’ve been in business for years, 

you could have thousands of past customers that 

you can now include in your email list.

CONTESTS

Another great way to get new emails is to require 

people to sign up for contests by inputting their 

email address. You can offer something virtual, 

like an ebook, but if you want to get serious it 

should be something valuable to your target mar-

ket. If you’re a kettlebell instructor, why not offer 

Email marketing
EMAIL Platforms
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a kettlebell? If you’re a yoga instructor, why not a 

new yoga mat? It could even be just a t-shirt! Try 

to figure out what people want, then require them 

to sign up for the contest using their email. There 

are a variety of plugins for websites depending on 

your platform. The easiest way would be to run 

the contest through your Facebook page; another 

option is ShortStack.com.

Email Hosting Platforms
I recommend that you choose between two dif-

ferent email platforms depending on your situa-

tion: Mad Mimi or Mail Chimp. Below are some of 

the advantages and disadvantages to each.

MAD MIMI

Mad Mimi is extremely user friendly and will 

allow you to quickly create attractive looking 

emails whether you have graphic design skills or 

not. It uses a straight forward drag and drop sys-

tem that can be quickly customized. If you are 

new to email marketing, this is the easiest solu-

tion. It also features a way to quickly design and 

embed sign up forms within your website.

http://www.MadMimi.com

MAIL CHIMP

Mail Chimp may be one of the most widely used 

email hosting platforms online, especially with 

small businesses. While it has more features and 

flexibility for customization than Mad Mimi, the 

user interface is less intuitive and will take some 

getting used to. Even so, if you want to look like 

the bigger players in the fitness industry, you will 

probably need to use this platform to get the cus-

tom feel you’ll want to represent your brand.

http://www.MailChimp.com

EMAIL CAMPAIGN TYPES
There are two primary types of email campaign: 

sales and information. Both should be used on a 

regular basis, but need to be divided as 1 sales 

email for every 2 information emails (or more). 

The reason is simple: People don’t like spam! 

Even if you are offering them an insane deal every 

single time, no one likes being sold to all the time 

and you will lose your customer/follower.

SALES EMAILS

Sales Emails need to be attractive, simple, and ac-

tionable. People need to see a good offer (not just 

some fluff 5% off) with a limited time window, 

and then have an easy way to buy. If you screw 

up any of these, the email will not be effective.

INFORMATION EMAILS

Information emails should emphasize the free 

content you are offering beyond anything else. 

The content needs to be useful and laid out in an 

easy to see format. Ideally, you want your reader 

to click on multiple links, but you’ll probably find 

that the header piece is usually going to get over 

50% of the clicks, so make sure that one is really 

good!
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Email Marketing
Email Campaign Schedule

I would plan on at least one Information Email 

each week and one Sales Email every other week 

as you get started. Eventually, you’ll be able to do 

more sales emails, but keep them sparse at first, 

and make sure the offers are really attractive.

INFORMATION EMAILS

Your information emails should contain at least 

two pieces of free information (usually links to 

articles, videos, or workouts). They can contain 

ads, but those should be subtle and secondary to 

the free information being provided.

SALE EMAILS

Your Sale Emails should provide something more 

than a sales pitch. They should somehow show 

appreciation for your followers by offering exclu-

sive discounts or special features. 

EXAMPLE

The example to the right features a month of post-

ing according to the Workout Plan Content Map 

(pages 78-79). If you reference that page and the 

related Content Posting Schedule Page (page 85), 

you’ll see how each of the  Information Emails 

lines up with the new content you’ll be generat-

ing.

The Information Emails are sent once a week 

while the Sale Emails are sent every other week. 

You’ll need to test your results to see what day 

and time is ideal for viewer engagement, but this 

schedule is fairly typical. Sending the Information 

Email on Wednesdays will allow you to post new 

content to prepare for the campaign on Monday 

and Tuesday, and the Sale Email being sent on 

Fridays allows you to take advantage of “payday” 

for most people.
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EMAIL

Workout #1

What are Kettlebells?

Exercise #1

SALE EMAIL
New Product Launch

Product Contest

W
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K 
#2

INFORMATION 
EMAIL

Workout #2

How to Select the 
Right Kettlebell 
Weight for You

What is Sandbag 
Training?

W
EE

K 
#3

INFORMATION 
EMAIL

Top 3 Places to 
Workout

3 Signs You Need to 
Progress to a Higher 

Weight

Workout #4

SALE EMAIL
Discount Offer

W
EE

K 
#4

INFORMATION 
EMAIL

Workout Plan 
Summary

5 High Intensity 
Conditioning 
Techniques

8 Reasons Why 
Everyone Needs 
Agility Training
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Email marketing
The anatomy of an INFORMATION Email Campaign

Header
Your Header should include your logo and company 
name, preferably in an attractive manner that inte-
grates your branding style into the overall design. 
This should rarely (if ever) change. If you must 
update it, I’d advise no more often than once every 
6 months.

While your email campaign template should be attractive and functional, it doesn’t need to be over-the-top 

complicated. You want a simple, clean template that can be updated quickly and easily.

Featured Article
Your Featured Article should be prominently dis-
played at the top of the email and should feature an 
attractive image from the article, the article title, and 
a very short, catchy description. Avoid the tempta-
tion to write too much about it; chances are people 
are going to click it simply because it’s the focal 
point. This should be your most popular article in 
the last 7 to 14 days based on your website traffic 
gained through other avenues besides Email Market-
ing.

Secondary Feature
The Secondary Feature is your second most popular 
article in the last 7 to 14 days. You can be more de-
scriptive here than in your Featured Article descrip-
tion, but it should still be relatively short and to the 
point. You can also use a caption for your picture 
to capture more attention using a different phrase 
than your Article Title and description. The picture 
should be the most attractive, clickable image from 
the article.

Ads
Remember that your main point with an Information 
Email Campaign is to get people to your website, 
not to sell them stuff. You can, however, promote a 
product or service after you list a couple free pieces 
of information. I’ve found the most success through 
providing a personal touch to your advertising; 
rather than just saying, “Buy This,” I try to say, “This 
is why I bought this.” It’s more subtle and shows 
your commitment to a product because you like it, 
not just because it makes you money.

Social MEdia Links
Every email you send should have your primary 
social media network links. Never forget them!

Company & Email Information
Don’t forget to always include your company 
information. It legitimizes your branding to always 
include geographic information; never assume that 
people know where your business is located.
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Purpose
A professional email layout doesn’t have to take tons of time and money to create! Even if you have the abil-

ity to do it yourself, you still may want to forego the time and use this process instead.

step by step guide
STEP 1: FIND AN EMAIL NEWSLETTER THAT YOU LIKE

If you’re into fitness, chances are that you’re already subscribed to a bunch of different fitness newsletters. 

If you are, simply go through them and start looking at things you like and don’t like about them. Which 

articles do you usually click on? Where are they located in the email? Are they at the top? Do the emails 

feature a big image? Is there a simple text link on the right side? Where is the advertising featured in the 

email and what does it say? How many articles are linked to the email? Make a note of everything and take 

a screenshot of the email.

If you’re not signed up for any newsletters, check out the big guys and sign up! Here are a few of my favorite 

examples to draw upon:

http://www.MensFitness.com

http://www.BodyBuilding.com

http://Q.Equinox.com

http://www.GQ.com/

STEP 2: CREATE YOUR IDEAL LAYOUT

If you’re not savvy with Photoshop (or you just don’t want to use the time), get a piece of paper, and sketch 

out your ideal layout. Where is your header banner? Where are your social media links? How many articles 

are going to be featured? Are you going to put a banner ad somewhere? Try to fill in as many boxes as pos-

sible.

STEP 3: HIRE A PROFESSIONAL ON FIVERR FOR $5

This is, of course, a cheatcode! You don’t have time to design a whole template or figure out how to make 

Mail Chimp look awesome, so use someone who does! Simply go to https://www.Fiverr.com/, search “mail 

chimp,” and boom! You have a big fat list of professionals that can do everything from design your header 

banner to making a complete, customized template for you to use in your email campaigns.

The easiest way to choose one is to look at their past work and see if any of it matches the vision you created 

in Step 1. Be sure to have your screenshots ready to shoot over to them. From my experience, the following 

Fiverr professionals do some good work in this regard:

Ascentagency: https://www.fiverr.com/ascentagency/design-a-mail-chimp-template

Afaz30: https://www.fiverr.com/afaz30/design-mail-chimp-email-newsletter-template

Cheatcode
Create a Professional Email Layout on Mail Chimp
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Email marketing
The anatomy of a SALES Email Campaign

Header
Your Header can simply include your logo, or you 
can take it a step further by including specific infor-
mation about your sales offer. The one you use is 
dependent on your abilities, but I would suggest try-
ing both ways to see which one gets better results.

When you want to get instant sales, a limited use of Sales Email Campaigns will get you there. Remember, 

these should have some direct value and relation to your audience; you need to avoid spamming at all costs!

Product Offer Details
Just like your Information Emails, you should have 
a focal point at the top of the email template just 
below the header graphic. Unlike the Information 
Email, including more information and detail about 
the offer is a good thing. The people who aren’t 
going to be interested in the offer won’t open the 
email anyways, and the potential customer will and 
they’ll also be looking for more information if they’re 
thinking about buying. Be sure to include a good 
description, links to the product purchase page, and 
any important details regarding the offer.

Deals & Promotions
If there are any special offers that are being sold in 
conjunction with the main product, include specific 
information related them along with associated links. 
Providing options regarding the offer is a good idea 
if they are available. Again, include links to more 
information wherever possible, and be sure to link 
each graphic as well.

Social MEdia Links
Every email you send should have your primary 
social media network links. Never forget them!

Company & Email Information
Don’t forget to always include your company 
information. It legitimizes your branding to always 
include geographic information; never assume that 
people know where your business is located.
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Purpose
I’ve tried a variety of different email campaign platforms and I’ve always found that Mad Mimi is easiest to 

use. When you’re trying to stay consistent with your promotions, ease of use should be a huge considera-

tion. Mad Mimi allows you to quickly upload pics, drag and drop layouts, create opt-in forms, and input 

your social media links.

step by step guide
STEP 1: SET UP YOUR MAD MIMI ACCOUNT FOR FREE

Mad Mimi will allow you to set up an account and email up to 100 contacts for free. If you’re just getting 

started, this is the perfect solution. If you have more than 100 contacts, you can set up an account for $10 

per month, 1,000 contacts for $12, or 10,000 for $42 per month.

STEP 2: UPLOAD YOUR EMAIL LIST

After logging in, click on the “Audience” tab, then click on the “Add Contacts” button on the right side. Paste 

your contacts into the corresponding field and name your list (I’d just call it “Newsletter” for now).

STEP 3: CREATE YOUR EMAIL

Click on the “Dashboard” tab, then click the “Compose!” button on the right side. On the right side you’ll 

see an “Images” tab; in that box click “Browse” and upload your logo (preferably a rectangular version that 

includes your logo, company name, and slogan). Drag and drop the uploaded image into the header posi-

tion. Next, upload an image from your most popular piece of content on your website. Use the “Text & 

Image” template button to create an article section. Drag your article picture into place, write the title of 

your article in the description box along with a short description of the piece and a “Read More” hyperlink 

underneath that. Be sure to link both the words “Read More” and the picture.

STEP 4: SEND!

That’s it! Click the “Continue” button at the bottom of the screen, select your list and click “Continue,” then 

input your name, email, and a subject line. Your subject should be a shortened version of the article within 

the email; never use the word “Newsletter” with the date as your email subject! Try to make it interesting. 

If the article is “5 Ways to Use Strength Training Exercises to Improve Injury Resistance,” you might want to 

use a subject line like, “5 Ways Strength Training Make You Bulletproof.”

STEP 5: IMPROVEMENTS FOR NEXT TIME

Steps 1 to 4 can be done in 30 minutes, but if you want to enhance your email for next time, I would go back 

into the account and add all of your social media links (just click “Social” on the top right) and improve your 

email template to match your branding using the “Themes” tab (next to the “Images” tab) when you compose 

your template. I would also try to include at least 3-4 articles or promotions to click.

Cheatcode
how to send your first email campaign in 30 minutes
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Social Media
Marketing

The Purpose of Social Media Marketing
Social media marketing serves three specific 

purposes for your business:

1. It legitimizes your offering.

2. It allows you to connect with your cus-

tomers instantly.

3. It drives traffic to your website.

Social Media Marketing in this System
There are literally a million different ways to  

promote your business on social media (try 

looking for a book online and you’ll see what 

I mean). For our purposes we are specifical-

ly interested in how social media integrates 

with our Content Marketing efforts.

We do that by creating a simple work flow 

using social media as support for gaining 

website traffic. Could you increase your fol-

lowing on each platform using this system in 

conjunction with another social media strat-

egy? Of course! However, the important part 

for us is consistency, simplicity, and a real-

istic workload when it comes to online mar-

keting. It’s very easy to get wrapped up in a 

million different social media strategies. Even 

if you choose to take on more than this plan 

outlines, I suggest you at least maintain the 

following guidelines to see how they impact 

your website traffic.
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The following principles will give you an overall 

guideline for social media marketing in general, 

no matter which platform you choose to focus 

your attention on.

Principle #1: Original Content

Thou shalt not share too many memes

(unless they are your own!).

As neat as fitness memes are, sharing other peo-

ple’s content isn’t the best way to get productive 

new followers. Yes, you might get a few people 

who agree that the little kitten should “hang in 

there,” but you won’t get people who will view 

you as an expert in anything. Social Media Mar-

keting is just like Content Marketing in the sense 

that you need to constantly be posting informa-

tion and media that relates to your overall strat-

egy and objectives. You can share other people’s 

content (especially if you have a strategic part-

nership where they share your content), but you 

should keep a ratio of 1 unoriginal to 5-10 origi-

nal pieces.

Principle #2: Consistency

Thou shalt post EVERY SINGLE DAY.

Posting content on a daily basis is tough, but so is 

working out! If you’re a fitness professional, did 

you always workout every single day, or did it take 

you time to build up the habit? Social Media Mar-

keting is the same way; it’s going to be a pain in 

the butt to post all the time at first. After the first 

month you will hardly notice that you’re logging 

in on your computer or phone to post information 

about your latest article, workout, product, sale, 

etc. If you want to gain the most followers and get 

the most traffic to your website from those fol-

lowers, you need to be as consistent as possible. 

Consistency means different things on different 

networks, but understand that at the very least, 

you’re probably going to be posting daily.

Principle #3: Website Traffic

Thou shalt remember that the end goal is

increasing website traffic.

Just having a lot of followers on any given plat-

form is not enough to keep your business afloat. 

Your followers need to interact with your website 

as much as possible. You are not just posting to 

get the most comments and likes; you are posting 

to get direct traffic to specific pages on your web-

site. At the end of the day, the only interaction 

with your social media followers that matters is 

the action that can translate into dollars at some 

point. No, you’re not going to be trying to sell 

them all the time, but you are going to try to get 

them to view content that is related to your offer-

ing as often as possible.

Principle #4: Experimenting

Thou shalt try new things on a regular basis;
no one likes stale content.

After you get into a good flow, this is going to be 

a tough one. Eventually you’ll know what works 

and what doesn’t (for the most part); when you 

get to this point, you need to start throwing in a 

wild card every once in a while. Try a different 

post type than you usually do, post a picture of 

something you rarely do, or offer a contest for 

something that is off the wall. Ideally you’ll try to 

do something completely unique to what you usu-

ally do once every two weeks. Always be learn-

ing!

Social Media Marketing
General Principles
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Creating new content takes a lot of time 

and effort, so you can’t let it go to waste 

by simply posting it on your website! The 

best way to get the maximum amount of 

traffic for any given piece of information 

is to release it on multiple channels over 

a set time period. The chart illustrates the 

most effective way to release your content 

online. Your goal is to maximize your traffic 

to the new page over the first week of its 

release. After that you’ll have to rely on 

organic traffic, internal linking, and your 

Day 90 promotions to get visits.

DAY BEFORE DAY 1

If you have an associated video, post it to 

YouTube prior to posting it on your new 

page. Embed the video on your page and 

make sure you optimize your video on 

YouTube.

DAY 1 TO 7

You’ll need to post your new page, promote 

it with an email campaign, and post your 

Facebook photo or video, Twitter post, 

Instagram pic/video, and Pinterest pic 

within the first week. Your email campaign 

should coincide with your regular schedule 

(if you send an email every Wednesday, 

include it in that). 

DAY 90

It’s not dead yet! You’ve gotten new 

followers and they might like the old article. 

Promote it again on Twitter and create a 

new Facebook post (preferentially with a 

different image or video from the one you 

used last time).

Social Media Marketing
Posting Flow

New 
Content 

Posted to 
Website

Day 1 to 7

Email
Campaign

Facebook
Post #1

Twitter
Post #1

Instagram/
Pinterest

Graphic

Day Before Day 1

YouTube 
Post

(Optional)

Twitter
Post #2

Facebook
Post #2

Day 90
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While every social media platform has strengths 

and weaknesses, I’ve found that the following five 

hold the most potential in the fitness industry. The 

importance of each will vary based on the types 

of content you create, but in general, their im-

portance goes in the following order: Facebook, 

Instagram, YouTube, Twitter, and Pinterest.

Facebook
RECOMMENDED POSTS: 2-3 Daily

PRIMARY POST TYPES: VIDS/PICS

MINIMUM OBJECTIVE: 10,000 Likes

SUMMARY:

In regard to posting, remember that Facebook 

prefers original posts, not shared links to vids or 

pics. Uploading a video directly to Facebook will 

have a much greater impact than sharing a You-

Tube link. Your goal is to increase your following 

on Facebook and to convert your followers into 

website visitors.

QUICK TIPS:

- Never post links without pics or videos.

- Never post text without associated media.

- All posts can be enhanced by pics or vids.

- You can share other people’s vids, but it should 

only be 10% of the time.

Instagram
RECOMMENDED POSTS: 2-5 Daily

PRIMARY POST TYPES: VIDS/PICS

MINIMUM OBJECTIVE: 5,000 Likes

SUMMARY:

Not all of your videos need to go on YouTube. If 

it’s something simple, or just a Feat of Strength, 

you’re better off just using it for Instagram. Con-

sider Instagram as your show-off location. To 

keep your marketing and branding effective, eve-

ry picture you take needs to be on point. 

QUICK TIPS:

- Try to post pics from a similar location often.

- If you’re the primary trainer or feature of your 

account, make sure you’re in at least 50% of 

your posts.

- Don’t be afraid to get goofy/funny with your 

posts sometimes; it will endear you to your 

followers.

- Only share unoriginal content once for every 

ten posts if you’re trying to build your brand 

and not just your audience.

YouTube
RECOMMENDED POSTS: 1 Weekly

PRIMARY POST TYPES: VIDS

MINIMUM OBJECTIVE: 5,000 Subscribers

SUMMARY:

YouTube is where you should be putting all of the 

media that is going to be embedded in the content 

of your website. In this way, each video will be 

doing double-duty for promoting your business: 

you get followers and views on YouTube AND you 

get traffic by posting more interesting content on 

your website.

QUICK TIPS:

- Never disable comments. Instead, set com-

ments for “Approved only.”

- Always write a description.

- Always put a link to associated content on 

your website as the first line of your video de-

scription.

Twitter
RECOMMENEDED POSTS: 5-10 Daily

PRIMARY POST TYPES: TEXT/LINKS

MINIMUM OBJECTIVE: 5,000 Followers

SUMMARY:

Consider Twitter your “news” platform for eve-

rything related to your business. Whenever you 

post something new or have upcoming events, 

gym schedule updates, time-sensitive deals, etc., 

you need to inform your following using Twitter. 

People who constantly review their Twitter feeds  

are looking for bite-sized chunks of useful infor-

SOCIAL MEDIA marketing
NETWORKS
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mation that they can apply instantly. Remember 

this when you set up your tweets.

QUICK TIPS:

- Don’t just target your primary market. Use 

Twitter to promote complementary businesses 

and potential partners.

- You can’t tweet too much. Whenever you can, 

post something new on Twitter.

- Be sure to follow competitors and other feeds 

that your target market may follow in order 

to identify evolving trends in the marketplace.

Pinterest
RECOMMENDED POSTS: 5-10 Daily

PRIMARY POST TYPES: PICS

MINIMUM OBJECTIVE: 5,000 Followers

SUMMARY:

If you’re looking to target 30-40 year old moms, 

Pinterest is probably going to be your bread and 

butter. 80% of users are women and they are ex-

tremely active on boards related to DIY. You can 

take advantage of this by providing graphics that 

feature exercises and workouts that they can do 

at home using minimal equipment and time. This 

is the only network where I recommend sharing 

other people’s content as much as you share your 

original content, as you’ll have to in order to keep 

up with the demand for frequent daily posting.

QUICK TIPS:

- Think of your graphics as something that would 

be useful as a poster on the wall of a gym.

- Always include a description that is between 

200-300 characters and follow your typical 

SEO writing guidelines.

- Always include a link to your related webpage, 

and make sure you use the full URL Slug rath-

er than a short link.
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Social media marketing
Posting TYPES

The following is a list of basic fitness-related so-

cial media posts along with suggestions concerning 

which social media networks to use them on and the 

frequency at which they should be posted. I suggest 

using no more than 3-5 in any given month.

ARTICLE Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1-5x Weekly

SUMMARY: Article Graphic Posts are the header pic-

tures from the articles posted on your website, or 

specific graphics that include the name of your arti-

cle and your logo. The descriptions in the post should 

include the article name and a short description of 

the article along with a link to the article itself.

Challenge Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1x Weekly or Biweekly

SUMMARY: Challenge posts can be pictures or vid-

eos challenging your followers to perform a certain 

exercise or workout using a specific weight, time pe-

riod, or number of reps. This can include a prize or 

not. You should always ask people to post their re-

sults and give specifics about what qualifies as meet-

ing the challenge.

PHOTO CONTEST Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1x Biweekly or Monthly

SUMMARY: Photo Contests require that your follow-

ers submit photos of themselves performing move-

ments, feats of strength, or some form of artistic im-

pression. Your post to announce the photo contest 

should include a good example of what you’re look-

ing for. Give details about what types of photos will 

qualify for the contest and how and when people can 

win. You can include a prize or simply state that 

the winner will get posted on your feed or web-

site as the official winner.

FOLLOWER QUESTION Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1x Weekly

SUMMARY: Follower Questions are attempts to 

engage your followers by asking a question about 

something that interests them. This could be re-

lated to their favorite exercise, workout, workout 

equipment, workout location, gym, food, etc. 

Ideally you’ll include a photo or video related to 

the question.

MOTIVATION Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1-2x Weekly

SUMMARY: Motivation Graphics are extremely 

easy to make, get lots of engagement, and are 

very shareable if you use the right quote. Always 

quote your source and use an interesting picture 

that relates to the quote somehow.

Motivation Video
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1x Biweekly

SUMMARY: Motivation videos are cinematic ver-

sions of the Motivation Graphic. Ideally you’ll 

use high quality video clips related to the quote 

combined with professional narration and graph-

ics. They usually require some amount of video 

editing skill to execute properly.

EXERCISE TIP Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1-2x Weekly

SUMMARY: Exercise Tip Graphics should feature 

a graphic explaining key points about the prop-

er form for an exercise. Usually the simpler the 

cues the better, unless the exercise is exceedingly 

complicated at which point you’ll need more de-

tail and instruction.
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EXERCISE TIP Video
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1-2x Weekly

SUMMARY: Exercise Tip Videos should feature 

narrated or graphically represented cues about a 

specific movement. Ideally, these videos are less 

than two minutes long and provide a demonstra-

tion of the exercise combined with a step by step 

tutorial about the key points of performing it cor-

rectly.

WORKOUT Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1-2x Weekly

SUMMARY: Workout Graphics can feature an in-

teresting picture or a simple colored background 

combined with specific guidelines for a workout. 

The guidelines should include the workout name, 

exercises, set schemes, and rest periods. Be sure 

to include your logo and use your regular font.

Workout Video
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1-2x Weekly

SUMMARY: Workout Videos should include a 

demonstration of each exercise in the workout 

combined with instructions for the set schemes 

and rest periods. Ideally you’ll also include your 

logo sting, lower third graphics for each exercise, 

and a call to action at the end. These could be 

narrated or explained step by step, or they could 

simply show the demonstrations with background 

music.

Workout Plan Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1x Monthly

SUMMARY: Workout Plan posts are the same as 

Article Graphics in that they include a primary 

picture from your Workout Plan webpage or a 

specialized graphic that includes the workout 

plan name and your logo. Include a description 

of the workout plan featuring the objective, im-

plements, and possible benefits along with a link 

to the webpage.

Workout Plan Video
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1x Monthly

SUMMARY: Workout Plan Videos are a good way 

to increase the perceived value of the workout 

plan webpage. This is a video that explains the 

workout plan, including the methodology, imple-

ments, techniques, duration, difficulty level, and 

other specifics. This should be done by the trainer 

who created the plan talking to the camera. Ide-

ally it will also include your logo sting, a lower 

third featuring the name of the trainer or workout 

plan, and a call to action at the end of the video.

RECIPE Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1-2x Weekly

SUMMARY: Recipe Graphics feature an attractive 

picture of the featured dish. If the dish itself is 

unattractive, you can replace the finished product 

with an attractive picture of one or more of the 

ingredients. You could also include the name of 

the recipe and your logo, but the picture itself 

should be enough to attract attention. Include a 

the name of the recipe, what and who it’s ideal 

for, and a link to the webpage in the description.

Branding Banner Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1x Biweekly

SUMMARY: Branding Banners are graphics fea-

turing an attractive image combined with your 

company name, logo, and company slogan or 

campaign slogan (usually less than 6 words). They 

are similar to Motivational Graphics but should 

feature a slogan that is unique to your brand and 

current marketing efforts. Include a link to your 

website in the description.
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Social media marketing
Posting TYPES

Movement Artistic Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1-2x Weekly

SUMMARY: If you want to show off, but don’t want to 

seem like you’re showing off, the Movement Artistic 

Graphic is the way to go. You can apply all the crazy 

filters you want to create an artsy image that displays 

what you’re capable of.

News GRAPHIC
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1x Weekly

SUMMARY: The News Graphic could be used to 

promote an occurrence in your company (such as 

an upcoming event) or it can simply be used to add 

credibility to your business (such as an award for the 

“Best Fitness Trainer”). It’s usually not that interest-

ing, so restrict your use of this type of post to in-

stances when you really have news.

Event Promotion GRAPHIC
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1x Weekly

SUMMARY: This is similar to the News Graphic, but 

this picture will need to include details about the 

event (e.g. date, time, location, host, etc.). It should 

also include the name of the event, your logo, and 

an interesting picture related to the content that the 

event is going to feature. Be sure to always include 

a link to a place where people can sign up for the 

event.

Equipment Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 2-3x Weekly

SUMMARY: Taking a picture of a piece of equipment 

may seem mundane, but people love them. It’s 

easy to like and share a picture of something that 

you like yourself, which is why these pictures are 

usually popular. Take a close up pic of an alter-

native piece of equipment (like a kettlebell, atlas 

stone, mace, etc.) and watch the likes flow in. You 

can also apply different effects to add more inter-

est if the picture itself looks a little boring.

Location Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1-2x Weekly

SUMMARY: Location Graphics simply show a 

place that you’ve been. If you visit a different gym 

or a popular tourist spot, be sure to snap a picture 

and include hashtags related to the location. If it’s 

a popular training facility, be sure to follow or like 

the gym’s social media networks so you can tag 

them in the post.

Sale Promotion Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1x Weekly/Biweekly

SUMMARY: Sale Promotion Graphics should 

only be used if you’re promoting something more 

than, “Buy 

my stuff.” 

T h e y 

s h o u l d 

i n c l u d e 

some kind 

of discount or special offer for your followers. If 

you want to instantly ramp up some sales, you 

may also want to limit the duration of the sale 

(24 hour flash sales are popular). Be sure to in-

clude specific information relating to the deal in 

the graphic itself and a link to the product /service 

Need more posting ideas? Just check 
out your biggest competitors and look 
at what they’re doing! Take the con-
cepts you like and make them your own.

Quick tip
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page in the description.

Product GRAPHIC
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1x Weekly/Biweekly

SUMMARY: Similar to the Sale Promotion Graph-

ic, the Product Graphic simply shows a product 

or a feature of the product and describes what it 

does. This should be used infrequently as your 

followers probably already know what you offer 

and are used to seeing the product on your other 

posts. Be sure to include a link to the product 

page.

Feat of Strength Graphic
SOCIAL MEDIA NETWORKS: 

SUGGESTED FREQUENCY: 1x Weekly

SUMMARY: The Feat of Strength Graphic simply 

shows you or someone related to your brand do-

ing something impressive. This could be a diffi-

cult bodyweight movement (Dragon Flag, Human 

Flag, Pistol Squat, Handstand variation, etc.), a 

standard lift using an extraordinary weight (heavy 

barbell deadlift, squat, or press), or an interesting 

complex movement (Double Kettlebell Turkish 

Get Up, Anyhow Squat, Sots Press, etc.). Be sure 

that what you’re claiming is a Feat of Strength 

is really impressive, and make sure you have 

extremely good form; haters like nothing more 

than someone bragging about something they 

shouldn’t be bragging about.

SPROUT SOCIAL
Want an easier way to keep track of all of 
your social media posts? Use their free trial 
period to see if their solution works for you.
http://www.SproutSocial.com

RESOURCE ALERT!
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Social Media Marketing
The anatomy of the Fitness Article Graphic

Background Picture
The background picture should 
be the most interesting picture 
from your article. It’s usually 
the header picture, but it could 
be another image from your 
article if it fits better with the 
text. You’ll want something that 
has some empty space for other 
graphics to fit in.

If you want to improve the performance of your social media posts in regard to fitness articles, you could cre-

ate a rectangular and square graphic to use on Facebook, Instagram, and Pinterest.

Article Title
Include your article title using 
your standard font. If you want 
to emphasize a particular word, 
simply change the color to your 
primary branding color while 
leaving the rest white or black. 
Adjust the font size and line 
spacing to create a shape (usu-
ally a square or rectangle) out of 
the text.

Article Title
The article title should take up 
no more than 25% of the total 
image space if possible. Ideally 
you’ll be able to keep the article 
title in the same place for each 
article graphic you make.

Background Picture
The background picture has 
been condensed from the 
rectangular original, but still 
features the most interesting 
feature.

Other Elements
The other graphical elements 
(namely the semi-transparent 
boxes) have been shifted to 
emphasize the same elements as 
the rectangular version.

Lo
go

 Ic
on

These graphics shouldn’t 
usually include your full 
logo; instead, simply use the 
icon version of your logo to 
brand the piece as one of 
yours.

Ot
he

r 
El

em
en

ts

Including other stylistic 
branding elements will rein-
force the uniqueness of your 
articles. In this case I took 
the lines that run through 
my logo and created two 
semi-transparent boxes that 
help emphasize both the 
background picture and the 
title of the article.

PIC MONKEY
You can design this entire 
graphic using Pic Monkey’s 
free “Design” application. It 
will take some practice, but 
once you do it once, each time 
will get easier.
http://www.PicMonkey.com

RESOURCE ALERT!
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purpose
Branding your social media channels is a great way to reinforce your image, especially when you’re starting 

out. It’s simple and free, and it will put your different platforms way ahead of your competitors. The trick is 

to follow the dimensional guidelines of each platform to make sure your image looks correct on each chan-

nel.

step by step guide
STEP 1: FIND OUT THE CORRECT DIMENSIONS FOR YOUR IMAGES

The following are the current dimensions of the icon and header images of each of the essential social me-

dia networks at the writing of this book:

NETWORK ICON DIMENSIONS HEADER DIMENSIONS

FACEBOOK 180px x 180px 851px x 315px

INSTAGRAM 110px x 110px NA

TWITTER 400px x 400px 1,500px x 500px

YOUTUBE 800px 800px 2,560px x 1,440px

PINTEREST 165px x 165px NA

The dimensions of icon and header images for your social media platforms change sometimes, but not to 

worry! Using this link you’ll be able to always find the up to date information: http://sproutsocial.com/in-

sights/social-media-image-sizes-guide/

STEP 2: USE PICMONKEY.COM TO CREATE YOUR GRAPHICS

Go to the PicMonkey.com homepage and click on the “Design” link. Upload a your logo and use the 

“CROP” and “RESIZE” functions of the “Basic Edits” menu to adjust the background to the proper pixel di-

mensions as listed in Step 1.

STEP 3: UPLOAD YOUR GRAPHICS TO YOUR SOCIAL NETWORKS

While each social media network has a slightly different process, most have an “Account” or “Preferences” 

link in the upper right hand corner that will give you access to make changes to your profile.

Cheatcode
How to Brand Your Social Media Channels
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Taking Action

At this point I’ve thrown a lot of information 

at you. From Branding to Content Marketing 

to Email & Social Media Marketing, there’s a 

lot to think about! Not to worry! In this sec-

tion I’ll take you through the details that will 

fit each aspect of the strategy together.

The goal of this plan is to help you define or 

rebrand your company if necessary and uni-

fy all your marketing efforts into a cohesive 

strategy, integrating Content Marketing, Email 

Marketing, and Social Media Marketing.

Here we Go!
This section will help you put all the con-

cepts in this book into action for your com-

pany. Refer to the previous sections to help 

guide your answers, and use the Cheatcodes 

to ensure that you’re making the best use of 

your time.
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You’ve Learned a Lot (Hopefully)
I’ve thrown quite a bit of information at you 

in regard to assessing your company, Branding, 

Content Marketing, Email Marketing, and So-

cial Media Marketing. I’m sure you’re wonder-

ing, “How do I put all of this together?” Don’t 

fret! Here I’ll explain how it all fits into a co-

hesive strategy that will propel your business to 

the next level.

Again, just like any good workout plan, it’s 

all about consistency and execution. Ideally, 

you’ll put it all together and perform each task 

on a daily basis. It may take a lot of effort to get 

it rolling, but after you do you’ll be amazed at 

how it starts to flow, growing and evolving in 

ways that you can’t predict right now.

THE FLOW
Everything starts with your Fitness System. 

Once you define that you can create Content 

Maps to support it. This may be Workout Plans, 

Diet Plans, or Product Support Plans.

Each Content Map will drive your Content Post-

ing Schedule. Your schedule should tell you ex-

actly what to post on a daily basis and how it 

fits into the overall map. Every time you post, 

you should be checking off the element of the 

Content Map that has been completed.

Your Content Posting Schedule will drive your 

email campaigns and social media posts. Each 

one will be dependent on how often you’re 

posting new content. Once you set your guide-

lines for posting (or follow the one in this plan), 

you’ll know exactly what and when to post, 

along with how often to send emails.

Taking Action
How it All Fits Together

Content 
Map

Social Media
Posting Schedule

Email Campaign
Schedule

Fitness System

Content Posting Schedule

Content 
Map

Content 
Map
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As long as 12 months may seem, it’s a drop in 

the bucket when it comes to growing a successful 

business. Thinking in terms of the next year will 

allow you to accurately project and track results 

as well plan your time accordingly.

Assuming that you are the primary producer of 

content, a realistic schedule will be to complete 

one Content Map every three months. This will 

require quite a bit of time, but it is definitely do-

able if you’re posting 1 page every 1 to 4 days, 

depending on the detail of your Content Map. 

Here is how the next 12 months will look.

Taking Action
Example 12-Month Game Plan

12-Month Game plan

month #1 month #2 month #3

CONTENT MAP #1 CONTENT MAP #1 CONTENT MAP #1

month #4 month #5 month #6

CONTENT MAP #2 CONTENT MAP #2 CONTENT MAP #2

month #7 month #8 month #9

CONTENT MAP #3 CONTENT MAP #3 CONTENT MAP #3

month #10 month #11 month #12

CONTENT MAP #4 CONTENT MAP #4 CONTENT MAP #4
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Taking Action
Traffic Objectives

Your website traffic goals are specifically related 

to your income objectives. It is actually really 

easy to quantify and project what your website 

traffic is worth; it won’t always be accurate, but 

it will at least give you some objectives and goals 

to aim for. Here is a simple example:

Let’s pretend that you have a blog that makes 

money off of selling an ebook that retails for $10. 

Every month you sell 20 units making a total of 

$200. Your website gets 2,000 pageviews from 

800 visitors. Based on those numbers, here are 

your important metrics:

$ per Visitor (Revenue/Visitors): $0.25

$ per Pageview (Revenue/Pageviews): $0.10

You now have two different ways of projecting 

your income based on your objectives.

Let’s say that you want to make $1,000 per month.  

Based on your metrics, here is what you need to 

do:

Total Visitors Necessary for $1,000 Revenue (Rev-

enue/$ per Visitor): 4,000

Total Pageviews Necessary for $1,000 Revenue 

(Revenue/$ per Pageview): 10,000

There are many, many ways to make projections, 

but I’ve found that this is the easiest. 

Sale!

Traffic!

$
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PURPOSE
If you want to meet your goals, you need to know what they are in the first place. Saying that you want to 

make $100,000 per year on affiliate marketing means nothing. You need to take that number and apply your 

historic performance to find out exactly how much traffic you need. If you don’t have any historic results, 

meaning that you’ve made $0 through the revenue stream you’re planning on exploiting, you are not ready 

for this step. You need to prove you can make $1, then you can start making projections. Until then, get to 

work.

EXAMPLE
If you wanted to increase your income from $60,000 to $120,000, here is how you would create a traffic 

objective. I used the visitor metric alone for this calculation.

RAW DATA CALCULATIONS

Annual Direct Website Revenue: $60,000

Monthly Direct Website Revenue: $5,000

Average Monthly Visitors: 7,000

$ per Visitor: $0.71

PROJECTIONS

Total Monthly Visitors Necessary for $120,000: 14,084

If you then factor in how much content you were creating per month (articles, videos, posts, etc.), you can 

then project how much content you’ll need to create in order to meet this objective. This is just an estimate, 

but it will give you a clear goal that you can aim for.

Cheatcode
How to Calculate how much traffic you need
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Evaluating how your system is working will be as 

complicated as you want to make it. You could 

spend every minute of every day evaluating in-

dividual social media posts, the performance of 

particular webpages, and the traffic to your web-

site overall. You need to remember how review-

ing your performance is enhancing or hindering 

the execution of the plan in the first place. Until 

you have a track record with Content Marketing, 

you really don’t know what will work and what 

won’t; this means that you need to concern your-

self with simply producing content over the next 

3 to 12 months to see how it will perform.

With that said, here are the metrics I recommend 

you use to ensure that your strategy is having an 

impact.

WEBSITE ANALYTICS

The three aspects of your website analytics that 

you need to concern yourself with are Sessions, 

Users, and Pageviews. These three pieces of infor-

mation will tell you everything you need to know 

about your overall performance. While you could 

simply run reports on Google Analytics, I sug-

gest that you create a spreadsheet to track each 

of these metrics on a monthly basis. You’re trying 

to find three month averages as well as monthly 

gains or losses in traffic; comparing your average 

against your current monthly results will ensure 

that you are staying on track.

EMAIL PERFORMANCE

In terms of your email campaigns, you are looking 

for three things: email list growth, emails viewed, 

and emails engaged. If you are incorporating sign 

up forms on your website correctly, you should 

begin to see a link between total visitors and to-

tal email sign ups. When you send your emails, 

you’re aiming for an open rate of 25% on aver-

age. In terms of engagement, you’re aiming for 

25% of the people who view the email. If you 

send 20,000 emails, this means that 5,000 people 

should open the email, and of those 5,000 peo-

ple opening the email, 1,250 click on something 

within the email. If you are not achieving these 

rates, you may want to review your methods and 

experiment with different techniques.

SOCIAL MEDIA PERFORMANCE

Each social media network has different ways to 

track results. In the case of Instagram, you have to 

use a third party provider like IconoSquare (http://

iconosquare.com/). On each platform the metrics 

that you need to concern yourself with are follow-

ers/subscribers and how much traffic is being di-

rected to your website through the platform. You 

could, of course, track the likes, comments, and 

shares of each post, but for the sake of executing 

this strategy in the first three months, just worry 

about traffic to your website and follower growth. 

As a general rule, you should concentrate on the 

social media network that is sending you the most 

traffic.

Taking Action
ANALYZING PROGRESS

GOOGLE ANALYTICS
Almost every website platform will al-
low you to use Google Analytics. Look 
on your dashboard or run a simple 
search online for how to install it on 
your platform. You must have this in-
tegrated as soon as possible to analyze 
your results over the long term.
http://www.Google.com/Analytics/

RESOURCE ALERT!
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purpose
If you try to sit down and implement everything in this book in one sitting you find that it’s not just going to 

be difficult; it’s going to be impossible. Your best chance at success is going to be to define your business 

and solidify your branding in the first 30 days, create and begin implementing your Content Marketing in 

the next 30 days, then integrate your Email Marketing and Social Media Marketing in the following 30 days. 

Three months is the minimum amount of time you’ll need to get really moving. If you’re not willing to com-

mit to that, I would just take the tips you found useful and throw out the rest.

MONTH 1

DEFINE YOUR BUSINESS SOLIDIFY YOUR BRAND
What type of business are you?

What stage is your business in?

What is your overall business objective?

Who is your target market?

Who are your competitors?

What are your revenue streams?

What is your Fitness System?

What are your Primary Keywords? How often are they 
searched monthly?

What is your domain name? Does it meet all of the 
criteria?

What type of logo do you have? Is it cool enough?

What are your brand’s stylistic elements?

What is your slogan? Does it meet all the criteria?

What is your website structure?

MONTH 2

CREATE/implement YOUR CONTENT MARKETING STRATEGY
What kind of resource are you planning to make? Which databases?

What are the three primary types of Content that you are planning to make?

Draw your Macro Content Map

Create your first Workout Plan, Diet Plan, or Product Launch Content Map

Create your content posting schedule (12 months)

MONTH 3

EMAIL MARKETING INTEGRATION SOCIAL MEDIA MARKETING INTEGRATION
What email marketing platform are you going to use

How often are you going to send out email campaigns

How many emails do you have in your email list

Create your Email Campaign Schedule (12 months)

How often are you going to post on each social media 
network?

What are the three primary posts you are going to use 
on each platform

Create your Media Posting Schedule (52 weeks)

Cheatcode
How to Get Moving on this Strategy
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INDEX &
RESOURCES

This book features a variety of resources that 

should make your life easier. Even so, there 

is always more information to learn; check 

http://www.MarkdeGrasse.com for more tu-

torials and online marketing information.
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RESOURCES

PURPOSE COMPANY LINK

FREE ICONS LUX REPO WWW.UXREPO.COM

FREE FONTS DAFONT WWW.DAFONT.COM

EMAIL MARKETING PLATFORM MAD MIMI WWW.MADMIMI.COM

EMAIL MARKETING PLATFORM MAIL CHIMP WWW.MAILCHIMP.COM

CHEAP MARKETING MATERIAL PRINTING PRINT PLACE WWW.PRINTPLACE.COM

ARTICLE EDITORS ODESK WWW.ODESK.COM

CHEAP DESIGN SERVICES FIVERR WWW.FIVERR.COM

CHEAP STOCK PHOTOGRAPHY DEPOSIT PHOTOS WWW.DEPOSITPHOTOS.COM

WORDPRESS HOSTING & INSTALLATION WP ENGINE WWW.WPENGINE.COM

AFFILIATE MARKETING VENDOR HYLETE WWW.HYLETE.COM

SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT SPROUT SOCIAL WWW.SPROUTSOCIAL.COM

PHOTO & VIDEO LIGHTING EQUIPMENT COWBOY STUDIO WWW.COWBOYSTUDIO.COM

LOGO STINGS & OTHER GRAPHICS GRAPHIC RIVER WWW.GRAPHICRIVER.NET

CHEAP STOCK MUSIC AUDIO JUNGLE WWW.AUDIOJUNGLE.NET

WEBSITE STATISTICS GOOGLE ANALYTICS WWW.GOOGLE.COM/ANALYTICS

DESIGN SOFTWARE ADOBE CREATIVE SUITE WWW.ADOBE.COM

ONLINE GRAPHIC DESIGN PIC MONKEY WWW.PICMONKEY.COM

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO HOSTING VIMEO WWW.VIMEO.COM/PRO

SEO RESEARCH GOOGLE ADWORDS WWW.ADWORDS.GOOGLE.COM

T-SHIRT MOCK UPS SNAPTEE WWW.SNAPTEE.CO

TRADEMARK RESEARCH USPTO WWW.USPTO.GOV

AFFILIATE MARKETING VENDOR CLICKBANK WWW.CLICKBANK.COM




